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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING TACTILE SENSATIONS

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application is a continuation of co-pending U.S. Patent Application

No. 10/285,450 entitled “Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations” filed

November 1, 2002, which claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No.

60/335,493, filed November 1, 2001, and U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/399,883,

filed July 31, 2002, the entirety of all of which is hereby incorporated by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to methods and apparatus for providing

tactile sensations.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Conventional electronic devices, such as mobile telephones and Personal

Digital Assistants (PDAs), include visual displays. A user of such devices interacts with

the visual display using any one of a number of input devices. Examples of such input

devices include computer mice, joysticks, trackballs, steering wheels, stylus, tablets,

pressure-sensitive spheres, scroll wheels, keyboards, and keypads. The user provides

instructions, responses, and other input to the device using such input devices.

[0004] In conventional mobile telephones and PDAs, confirmation of the input

provided by the user is primarily limited to visual or audible confirmation. In some such

devices, physical feedback is provided by conventional mechanical switches in the form

of the conventional mechanical feedback of switches, for example the switch closure

force-displacement profile. Typically, in such devices, the mechanical feedback provided
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by each button is identical. In addition, in such conventional devices, for those buttons

that serve multiple functions, the mechanical feedback generally remains the same

regardless of the current function of the button.

[0005] In addition to providing extremely limited and rudimentary mechanical

confirmation of button selection, conventional buttons as used, for example, in keypads

for mobile telephones and PDAs, provide simple passive touch cues regarding the

alignment of keys. Such cues include raised bumps on the center key of a telephone

keypad or on the "F"and "G" keys of a keyboard that assist a user in orienting to the

pattern of keys in the keypad and keyboard. Again, these physical queues are very

limited, and users typically need to view a keypad or keypad for visual confirmation that

the correct instructions or information is being entered.

[0006] When a flat surface interface device is used, such as a touchpad for a

computer or PDA, these simple mechanical cues are unavailable to the user. Often,

touchpads are combined with flat-panel display screens that display one or more

graphically generated buttons or softkeys. Normally, the softkeys are visible through the

touchpad. A user"s contact with the touchpad in an area defined by a softkey provides the

electronic device having the touchpad with the input associated with that softkey.

[0007] The use of electronic devices using such conventional mechanical buttons

and touchpad arrangements are particularly difficult to use in distracting environments or

when the user is attempting to perform another task simultaneously with using the

electronic device. For example, if the other task involves operating a motor vehicle or

heavy machinery, it may be difficult or impossible for a user to simultaneously use such

an electronic device because such devices typically require the user to look at the device,
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at least briefly, when interacting with the device. In addition, electronic devices relying

on softkeys can be difficult to read in bright light environments such as in bright sunlight

and can contain very small fonts and graphics that are difficult to read and select.

[0008] Some conventional touchpads include vibratory feedback to the user of the

touchpad. U.S. Patent No. 5,977,867 is one example. Such conventional systems and

methods are limited, though. They lack a full range of functionality assistance to a user

interacting with an electronic device. Moreover, such systems and methods still require

considerable visual attention from the user.

SUMMARY

[0009] The present invention comprises products and processes for providing

tactile sensations to input devices or electronic devices. Input devices include mechanical

input devices (such as, for example, mechanical switches) and non-mechanical input

devices (such as, for example, touchpads). Tactile feedback is provided by using an

actuator or other means in communication with the input device or electronic device. A

controller may be employed to receive signals from the input devices and to control the

actuator. Tactile feedback to an input device or electronic device may be provided in

response to one or more events or situations. Such an event or situation may be any one

designated. Examples of such events and situations include the level of pressure placed

on an input device; the availability or lack of availability of a function associated with an

input device; and the function, menu, or mode of operation associated with an input

device"s activation. A variety of feedback types and combinations may be selected.

Mobile telephones and PDAs benefit from employing such products and processes, but
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other devices benefit as well. The advantages offered by the various embodiments of the

present invention may be understood by examining this specification.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] Figure l is a perspective view of an embodiment of an apparatus

according to the present invention;

[0011] Figure 2 is a plan view of another embodiment of an apparatus according

to the present invention;

[0012] Figure 3 is a plan view of an electronic device including an embodiment

of the present invention;

[0013] Figure 4 is a schematic representations through line 4-4 of Figure 3;

[0014] Figure 5 is a plan view of another electronic device including another

embodiment of the present invention;

[0015] Figure 6 is a schematic representations through line 6-6 of Figure 5;

[0016] Figure 7 is a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of the apparatus in

an electronic device;

[0017] Figure 8 is a flow chart illustrating a method according to the present

invention;

[0018] Figure 9 is a table illustrating a first set of data to be used in one

embodiment of the present invention; and

[0019] Figure 10 is a table illustrating a second set of data to be used in another

embodiment of the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] The present invention includes methods and systems for providing tactile

sensations. One embodiment includes methods and systems for providing tactile

sensations to input devices, both mechanical and non-mechanical (for example soft-keys

that are computer generated and displayed on a screen). Embodiments of the present

invention can be utilized in wide variety of electronic devices including telephones,

mobile telephones, remote controls, gamepads, joystick handles, automotive controls

(radios, Compact Disc (CD) players, automobile functions, etc.), consumer electronics

devices, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), personal computers, laptop computers,

portable gaming devices, pagers, I-pagers, audio equipment, televisions, security or alarm

systems, Automated Teller Machines (ATM), calculators, home appliances, and white

goods.

[0021] Figure 1 shows one embodiment of the present invention. The apparatus 1

shown in Figure 1 includes an input device 2 having multiple positions for

communicating a plurality of input signals. The input device 2 can be any device capable

of transmitting an input signal. In the embodiment shown, the input device 2 is a rocker-

type switch. The rocker switch 2 shown can pivot or rock between two positions in which

the rocker switch contacts and activates one of two rubber switches 3 containing

conductive pads. The use of rubber switches 3 provides the advantage of allowing the

user to still feel a substantial vibration or force through the input device 2 when the user

had fully depressed the switch. Suitable rubber switches are available and known in the

art. In other embodiments, the input device may include an analog switch, a force sending

resistor, a strain gauge based sensor, a capacitative touch switch, a scroll wheel, a mini-
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joystick, a touchpad, a touch screen, a 3-way switch, a 4-way switch, a 5-way switch, or

other input device. Each position of the input device 2 corresponds to one of the input

signals.

[0022] The input device 2 and rubber switches 3 are mounted on a Printed Circuit

Board (PCB) 4 in the embodiment shown to facilitate electrical communication between

the input device 2 and an electronic device (not shown). The PCB 4 can be custom

shaped according to the device into which the apparatus 1 is placed. The PCB 4 also

provides for secure mounting within the device by including, for example, a plurality of

holes 5 to accept fasteners for securing to the electronic device. In another embodiment,

the input device 2 can be directly connected or mounted in the electronic device.

[0023] The apparatus 1 shown in Figure 1 also includes a vibrotactile actuator 6

in communication with the input device 2. Preferably, the actuator 6 is configured to

output a plurality of distinct tactile feedback sensations to the input device 2. Suitable

tactile sensations include vibrations, for example, jolts and textures, and a plurality of

distinct tactile sensations can be created by varying the frequency, amplitude and

waveform output by the actuator 6. The actuator 6 is selected to deliver the desired tactile

sensations to the input device 2 The actuator 6 shown in Figure l is a voice coil actuator.

Other suitable actuators include, for example, piezo-electric actuators, eccentric mass

actuators, moving magnet actuators, and friction brakes in contact with metal shafts. In

addition, the actuator can include a flexure, for example an arrangement of flexible

material, coupled to the rotating shaft of a DC motor or step motor to transform the

rotation of the motor shaft into vibrations or other haptic sensations. Various

arrangements of a flexure coupled to a motor may be used as an actuator. For example,
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U.S. Patent Application No. 09/585,741, filed June 2, 2000, illustrates suitable

arrangements of flexures and motors for use as an actuator in embodiments of the present

invention. The entire disclosure of the application No. 09/585,741 is incorporated herein

by reference. Tactile sensations can also be delivered to the input device 2 from a speaker

included with an electronic device into which the apparatus is placed, for example the

speaker in a mobile telephone or in a personal computer.

[0024] Although the embodiment shown in Fig. 1 includes one input device 2 and

one actuator 6, other embodiments include a plurality of input devices, all in

communication with a single actuator. Alternatively, an embodiment can include a

plurality of actuators each in communication with at least one input device. Various

arrangements of actuators in combination with input devices are suitable for use in the

present invention. For example, U.S. Patent Application No. 09/263,263, filed July 26,

2001, published on March 21, 2002, as U.S. Patent Pub. No. US2002/0033795 illustrates

actuators in combination with input devices that may be used in embodiments of the

present invention. The entire disclosure of application No. 09/263,263, Pub. No.

2002/0033795 is incorporated herein by reference.

[0025] As mentioned, the actuator 6 is in communication with the input device 2.

In the embodiment shown in Figure l, the actuator 6 is in communication with the input

device 2 through a cantilevered beam or lever arms 7 attached to the pivoting rocker,

amplifying the effective forces of the actuator 6 felt by the user. The tactile sensations

generated by the actuator 6 propagate through the lever arm 7 to the input device 2.

Suitable materials for the lever arm 7 are capable of transmitting the tactile sensations

and can be, for example, metal. The lever arm 7 shown includes one or more bends 8 to
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fit within the electronic device in which the apparatus 1 is disposed. Different shapes of

bends may be used to fit within the electronic device. In another embodiment, the

actuator 6 is mounted directly to the input device 2 or to any component of the input

device. Alternatively, the actuator 6 is mounted to the PCB 4 to which the input device is

attached, communicating tactile sensations to the input device through the PCB. In

another embodiment, the actuator is an existing eccentric mass motor as is used, for

example, as a vibrating ringer in a pager or mobile telephone.

[0026] The vibrotactile actuator 6 can also be mounted to a portion of the case or

housing of the electronic device in which the apparatus 1 is disposed, communicating the

tactile sensations to the entire electronic device. In one embodiment, two actuators can be

incorporated in the case or back of an electronic device, for example the case of a mobile

phone in an area that contacts the user"s hand. This arrangement effectively doubles the

amplitude of the tactile sensation, and the user"s fingers do not tend to attenuate the

tactile sensation.

[0027] The apparatus 1 also includes a controller 9 in communication with the

input device 2 to receive the input signals therefrom. The controller 9 can also receive

additional information from the input device 2 including the position of the input device 2

and the amount of pressure applied to the input device 2. In one embodiment, the input

signal includes information related to the amount of pressure applied to the input device

2, information related to the position of the input device 2, or a combination of

information about pressure and position. In addition to being in communication with the

input device 2, the controller 9 is in communication with the actuator 6 to produce a
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tactile sensation in the actuator 6 corresponding to the input or input signal received by

the controller 9 from the input device 2.

[0028] The controller 9 is located in a suitable location according to the needs of

the device in which the apparatus 1 is placed. In one embodiment, the controller 9 is

attached to the PCB 4 as shown in Figure 1. Suitable controllers, include, for example,

digital logical processors capable of processing input, execute algorithms, and generate

output as necessary to created the desired tactile sensations in the input device in

response to the inputs received from that input device. Such controllers may include a

microprocessor, an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), and state machines.

Such controllers include, or may be in communication with, media, for example

computer readable media, which stores instructions that, when executed by the controller,

cause the controller to perform the steps described herein as carried out, or assisted, by a

controller. On embodiments of a suitable computer-readable medium includes an

electronic, optical, magnetic, or other storage or transmission device capable of providing

a processor, such as the processor in a web server, with computer-readable instructions.

Other examples of suitable media include, but are not limited to, a floppy disk, CD-ROM,

magnetic disk, memory chip, ROM, RAM, ASIC, configured processor, all optical

media, all magnetic tape or other magnetic media, or any other medium fiom which a

computer processor can read. Also, various other forms of computer-readable media may

transmit or carry instructions to a computer, including a router, private or public network,

or other transmission device or channel.

[0029] In one embodiment, the apparatus 1 includes a dedicated controller 9 for

use specifically with the apparatus 1. This embodiment is particularly well suited for
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applications where the apparatus 1 is retro-fitted into an existing electrical or electronic

device. In another embodiment, the controller 9 is the microprocessor or Central

Processing Unit (CPU) of the electronic device in which the apparatus 1 is disposed. The

apparatus 1 can also include additional circuitry such as the drive circuitry (not shown)

necessary to create the tactile sensations in the actuator 6 in response to input from the

controller 9 and a memory medium for storing data to be accessed by the controller 9 for

example a correlation between the tactile sensations to be produced in the actuator 6 and

the input information or input signal received from the input device 2.

[0030] Figure 2 shows another embodiment of the present invention. An

apparatus 60 shown in Figure 2 includes multiple input devices. These multiple input

devices include twelve fixed or pre-assigned alphanumeric input buttons l0a-l, three pre-

assigned function buttons lla-c, and three assignable function buttons l2a-c. The

plurality of inputs devices are arranged according to the electronic device in which the

apparatus 60is situated. In the embodiment shown, the plurality of input devices are

arranged as the keys in a key pad for a telephone or mobile telephone.

[0023] Embodiments of the present invention include an input device having a means for

determining or sensing pressure. The input device is capable of resolving multiple levels

of pressure placed on the input device, and of transmitting a signal associated with the

level of pressure placed on the input device. These multiple levels of pressure may be

defined by, for example, the physical location of, or distance traveled by, a switch-type

input device in the x-plane when pressed by a user (higher / lower), the magnitude of

pressure placed on a touchpad-type input device, or other means.
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[0031] The buttons of Figure 2 are illustrative of such an embodiment. Each of

the alphanumeric input buttons 10 shown in Figure 2 is a keypad button. Each of the

buttons 10 is capable of resolving multiple levels of pressure placed on the buttons 10.

For example, the button l0i (corresponding to the number 9 on the keypad) is capable of

resolving five levels of pressure placed on the button l0i. In the embodiment shown, the

first level is a state in which no pressure is placed on the button by a user, the second

level being a first magnitude of pressure placed on the button (greater than no pressure

placed by the user), the third level being a second magnitude of pressure placed on the

button (where the second magnitude of pressure is different fiom or greater than the first

magnitude), the fourth level being a third magnitude of pressure placed on the button

(where the third magnitude is different from or greater than the second magnitude), and

the fifth level being a fourth magnitude of pressure placed on the button (where the fourth

magnitude is different from or greater than the third).

[0032] In button l0i, each of levels two through five is associated with a distinct

input signal. When the button l0i is in its first state, then the button l0i does not transmit

an input signal. When pressure is applied to the button l0i by a user that exceeds the first

magnitude of pressure, the button l0i transmits a first signal to the controller 9. When

greater pressure is applied to the button l0i that exceeds the second magnitude of

pressure, the button l0i transmits a second signal to the controller. When still greater

pressure is applied to the button l0i that exceeds the third magnitude of pressure, the

button l0i transmits a third signal to the controller. When even greater pressure is applied

to the button l0i that exceeds the fourth magnitude of pressure, the button l0i transmits a

fourth signal to the controller. The structural arrangement of the communication by the
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button l0i to the controller 6 of an input signal is further illustrated in Fig. 4, described

below.

[0033] Each of the levels two through five of button l0i (and thus each of their

associated signals) is associated with a letter, W-Z. The second level is associated with

the letter W, the third level is associated with the letter X, and so on. The second level is

associated with the letter W, the third level is associated with the letter X, and so on. In

the embodiment shown, the key l0i has five positions corresponding to no pressure, and

the letters W, X, Y, and Z. In an alternative embodiment, the key l0i has six positions

corresponding to no pressure, the number "9,"and the letters W, X, Y, and Z.

[0034] In the embodiment shown, the alphanumeric buttons 10 are all capable of

resolving five levels of pressure. In alternative embodiments, the various buttons are

capable of resolving differing levels of pressure. For example, in an alternative

embodiment, while the button l0i is capable of resolving five levels of pressure, the

button 10b (corresponding to the number 2 on the keypad) is capable of resolving four

levels of pressure placed on the button 10b (the first level being no pressure placed on the

button). Like button l0i, the levels resolved by button 10b in the alternative embodiment

are each associated with a distinct input signal, and are each associated with a distinct

letter of the alphabet, A-C.

[0035] The pre-assigned function buttons lla-c of the apparatus 1 are keypad

push buttons. Each of the buttons lla-c is capable of resolving three levels of pressure

placed on the buttons lla-c no pressure, a first magnitude of pressure (greater than none),

and a second magnitude of pressure (greater than the first magnitude). Examples of
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functions carried out by such pre-assigned function buttons ll a-c include "Send" 1 la,

"Power" 1 lb, and "End Call"l lc.

[0036] In the embodiment shown, each of the pre-assigned function buttons ll a-

c is configured such that the first magnitude of pressure is an amount of pressure that

signifies that a user"s finger is "hovering" over, or touching with more than passing force,

the button. Each is also configured such that the second magnitude of pressure is an

amount of pressure that signifies that a user"s finger applies when the user wishes to

activate the button.

[0037] Thus, in the embodiment shown, when a user"s finger "hovers"over the

"Send"button llc, a first signal is transmitted by the button llc to the controller. And,

when a user"s finger activates the "Send" button llc, a second signal is transmitted by the

button llc to the controller.

[0038] The assignable-function buttons 12a, 12b, 12c are buttons whose function

depends upon the mode of operation of the device with which the apparatus 1 is

associated. For example, when such an apparatus 1 is associated with a mobile telephone,

such buttons 12a, 12b, 12c may be used to navigate the menus displayed to carry out

various functions, such as scrolling through an address book, selecting a number to dial,

editing a number, re-setting the time displayed, and similar functions.

[0039] In addition, the assignable-function buttons l2a-c are configured similarly

to the pre-assigned buttons 1 la, 1 lb, llc, in that the buttons 12a, 12b are configured such

that the first magnitude of pressure is an amount of pressure that signifies that a user"s

finger is "hovering" over, or touching with more than passing force, the button, and such

that the second magnitude of pressure is an amount of pressure that signifies that a user"s
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finger applies when the user wishes to activate the button. Preferably, the buttons 1 la,

llb, llc, 12a, 12b, 12c are configured such that they receive and analyze other data in

determining whether the user is merely hovering or, instead, wishes to activate the button

(such as type of, and duration of, contact with the button). Any suitable input-device may

be used an an assignable-function input device. Examples of such input-devices include

rocker-switches and scroll wheels.

[0040] In an alternative embodiment (not shown), the middle assignable-function

button l2c, includes the input device of Fig. 1. It is in communication with the actuator 6

(not shown) shown in Fig. l as well, and operates in the manner described with reference

to Fig. 1. In such an embodiment, the PCB 62 is separated at line 62a, such that the PCB4

of Fig. l is not in contact with PCB62.

[0041] Referring again to Fig. 2, although in the embodiment shown there the

alphanumeric keys have four or five available states (embodying an alphanumeric-

character selection), and the pre-assigned buttons 1 la, 1 lb, llc, and the assignable-

function buttons 12a, 12b, 12c are configured to indicate hover/ activation signals, in

other embodiments, other configurations may be used. Moreover, although the

alphanumeric keys 10 have four or five available states, thus allowing them to be

associated with three or four (or more) input signals, such keys 10 may be configured to

provide input signals at, for example, only two of the states. In this way, such keys 10

may be configured to provide hover / activation signals similar to that which is provided

in the pre-assigned buttons 1 la, 1 lb, llc, and assignable-function buttons 12a, 12b, 12c

in the embodiment shown in Fig. 2.
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[0042] Moreover, in the embodiment shown, the levels for the alphanumeric input

devices 10 correspond to magnitudes of pressure, but in other embodiments the levels

resolved can be type of touch, magnitude, physical position of the switch and other

attributes of contact with the button, or some combination thereof. The input signals

provided by such input devices may be configured accordingly.

[0043] In the embodiment shown in Fig. 1, the input signals that are transmitted

by the input devices are transmitted to a controller 9. In the embodiment shown, the

controller is in communication with storage memory (not shown). Examples of such

memory includes Read Only Memory (ROM). The storage memory includes a table in

which input signals are associated with various haptic feedback signals. This is explained

more fully in relation to Figures 9-10.

[0044] The apparatus 1 shown in Fig. 2 also includes an actuator 61. The actuator

61 is shown in representative fashion in Fig. 2, and not to scale or in physical placement.

An alternate actuator 61 and physical placement of the actuator 61 is shown in Fig. 4. The

actuator 61 is in communication with the various input devices, and is configured to

provide vibrations of varying frequencies, magnitudes, and wave-forrns to the input

devices. The actuator 61 is also in communication with the controller 9. Further

description of embodiments of such communication and configuration is provided below.

[0045] In the embodiment shown, the controller 9 receives an input signal from

one of the input devices. The controller 9 then analyzes the input signal received to

determine a signal to transmit to the actuator 61.

[0046] For example, the controller 9 of Fig. 2 is configured such that when the

controller 9 receives a signal associated with the second level from button 10i (the "9"
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key), the controller 9 sends a first control output signal to the actuator, and when the

controller receives a signal associated with the third level from the button l0i, the

controller sends a second control output signal to the actuator 61, and so on. The first

control output signal is one that causes the actuator to provide a vibration of a certain,

first frequency. The second control output signal is one that causes the actuator to provide

a vibration of a certain, higher frequency, and so on. In other embodiments, the vibrations

provided may be of the same frequency.

[0047] Fig. 3 shows another embodiment of the present invention, in the form of

a mobile telephone 14 having the apparatus of Fig. 2. The controller 9, actuator 61, and

the PCB 62 of the apparatus 60 of Fig. 2 are encased in a case 18 of the mobile telephone

14. The mobile telephone 14 also includes a display screen 15 capable of displaying

graphic objects 16 and alpha-numeric information 17. The alpha-numeric information 17

that may be displayed includes phone numbers and lists, for example of list of entries in a

phone book, that are input by the alpha-numeric input buttons 10 and accessed by the

assignable function buttons l2a-l2c.

[0048] Fig. 4 is a schematic representation through line 4-4 of Fig. 3 illustrating

that the alpha-numeric input buttons or keys 10 in the mobile telephone pass through the

case 18 of the mobile telephone and contact a plurality of switches 19 disposed on the

PCB 62. The switches 19 are in communication with the controller 9 (not shown).

Suitable switches 19 include any analog or digital switch, for example rubber switches,

snap dome-type switches, and pressure sensitive switches. Preferably, the switches 19 are

capable of producing distinct input signals to the controller. Even more preferably, the

switches 19 are capable of producing such signals for two or more positions. In the
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embodiment shown, the keys 10 contact a plurality of digital switches, each capable of

producing four distinct input signals to the controller 9 to correspond to the four levels at

which pressure is applied to the buttons 10 by the user.

[0049] The PCB 62, on a side opposite the switches, is in communication with the

actuator 61. As illustrated, the actuator 61 is a piezo-electric actuator having a metal

diaphragm 20 in contact with the PCB 62 through one or more spacers 21 and a piezo

ceramic element 22 in contact with the metal diaphragm 20. Alternative actuator

embodiments include a flexure coupled to the shaft of a motor, secured to the PCB 62.

[0050] As illustrated, the keys 10 are initially in a rest position 23. A biasing

member arrangement (not shown) as is available and understood in the art is used to hold

the keys in the rest position 23. An object 24, for example the user"s finger or a stylus, is

used to select one or more of the keys 10 by applying pressure in the direction of arrow

A. This pressure causes the selected key to progress through a plurality of positions. As

illustrated, after leaving the rest position 23, the keys pass sequentially through a second

position 25, a third position, 26, a fourth position 27, and a fifth position, 28 as greater

and greater pressure is applied to the button 10. The distance of travel between each

position does not have to be equal, and the amount of pressure required to move between

each position can vary. In addition, for a given key, the number of positions can vary

from two (no pressure and activated) up to the number of input signals assigned to a

given key. Therefore, in the embodiment shown, a key l0i is moveable from a first level

(rest) 23 to a second level 25 upon the application of a sufficient amount of pressure to

the input device. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 3, the amount of pressure necessary to

move the key l0i from rest 23 to the second position 25 is about equal to the amount of
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pressure that user"s finger would exert upon contact with the key without actually

selecting the key.

[0051] Accordingly, in one method of using the embodiment shown in Fig. 3,

when a user of the mobile telephone 14 shown in Fig. 3 presses the "9" key l0i using a

relatively light amount of pressure, the button l0i moves from rest state 23 to its second

level 25. Such movement causes the button l0i to apply pressure to switch 19a, which is

received by switch 19a. The switch 19a is in communication with the controller 9. The

switch 19a is configured to transmit a first signal to the controller 9 upon receiving a

pressure of magnitude indicating that sufficient pressure has been placed on button l0i to

move fiom its first level 23 to its second level 25. The controller 9 receives this first

signal. The controller 9 is configured to transmit a first controller output signal to the

actuator 61 upon receipt of this first signal from the switch 19a. The controller transmits

the first controller output signal to the actuator 61. The actuator 61 is configured to

provide a vibration of a first pre-selected frequency to the metal diaphragm 20 of a pre-

selected duration upon receipt of such a first signal. In the embodiment shown, the

actuator 61 provides a side-to-side vibration to the diaphragm. The diaphragm 20 thus

vibrates at the pre-selected frequency, in turn causing the PCB 62 to vibrate at that same

frequency, and thus in turn causing the switches 19 to vibrate at that frequency. The

switch 19a is in communication with the button l0i, thus causing the button l0i to vibrate

at that frequency.

[0052] When the user applies further pressure to the button l0i sufficient to cause

the button to move from the second level 25 to a third level 26, the button"s force is

applied to switch l9a. Switch 19a receives the force and is configured to transmit a
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second signal to the controller 9 whenever it receives force to indicate that the button 10i

has moved from the second level 25 to the third level 26. The switch 19a does so, and the

controller 9 receives the second signal. The controller 9 is configured to transmit a

second controller output signal to the actuator 61 upon receipt of this second signal from

the switch 19a. The controller 61 transmits the second controller output signal to the

actuator 61. The actuator 6 is configured to provide a vibration of a second pre-selected

frequency, different from the first pre-selected frequency, for a pre-determined duration

to the metal diaphragm 20 upon receipt of such a second signal. In other embodiments,

the first and second pre-selected frequencies are the same. As above, the actuator 61

provides a side-to-side vibration to the diaphragm, which is communicated through the

PCB 62 and switches 19 to the button l0i.

[0053] When a user applies pressure to the button 10i, which is communicated to

the switch 19a, at each level 25, 26, 27, 28, a distinct signal is transmitted by the switch

19a to the controller 9. Thus, in the embodiment shown, different signals are transmitted

by the switch 19a for each pressure-applied levels 25, 26, 27, 28.

[0054] In the embodiment shown, a "dwell to select"function is employed. For

example, when a user provides sufficient input to cause the button to move to its second

level 25, the first signal is transmitted to the controller 6 continuously while the button

receives pressure to push it at or past the second level 25 but not sufficient pressure to

push the button 10i to the third level 26. The controller 9 determines the length of time

the button is maintained at the second level 25 by monitoring the length of time the first

signal is transmitted to the controller 9. If the first signal is received for greater than a

pre-determined length of time, the controller determines that the user wishes to
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"select"the function associated with the second level 25 by the fact that the user

"dwelled" at that level for the pre-deterrnined time. Upon so determining, the controller 9

transmits a signal to a processor (not shown) indicating that the user has selected the

function associated with the second level of button l0i, in this case the selection of the

letter "W." In embodiments, the controller 9, upon so determining, also transmits a signal

to the actuator 61 to cause the actuator 61 to vibrate at a frequency, magnitude, and/or

wave-forrn indicative of selection of the function.

[0055] In one embodiment, in addition to providing haptic feedback to the input

device, the controller 9 also sends a signal to the display 17 to cause the alphanumeric

character associated with the input signal to be displayed. For example, in one

embodiment, upon detecting the presence of a first pressure (through receipt of a first

input signal) and sufficient dwell time to indicate a selection, the controller sends a signal

to the display 17 indicating that the display should display the letter "X." Upon detecting

the presence of a second pressure (through receipt of a second input signal) and sufficient

dwell time to indicate a selection, the controller sends a signal to the display 17 indicating

that the display should display the letter "Y." Upon detecting the presence of a third

pressure (through receipt of a third input signal) and sufficient dwell time to indicate a

selection, the controller sends a signal to the display 17 indicating that the display should

display the letter "Z." The display 17 then displays each of these characters, X, Y, Z.

[0056] Various other embodiments may be employed. For example, instead of

having a single actuator to provide feedback to all input devices receiving such feedback,

like the embodiments shown in Figs. 2-3, other embodiments have two or more actuators.

These two or more actuators may be in communication with all or part of the input
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devices that provide tactile feedback. The two actuators may each provide significantly

different types of feedback to the same set of input devices, or each may be in

communication with a different group of input devices to provide the same or different

types of feedback. As another example, the actuator and input devices may be configured

to provide vibration to only the button that is receiving pressure from the user, or they

may be configured to provide vibration to all buttons or at least more buttons than the

one(s) receiving pressure from the user.

[0057] Moreover, although the actuator 61 is shown as disposed below the PCB

62 in Fig. 4, in other embodiments the actuator 61 may be disposed at other locations

within the device having such apparatus, whether the device is a mobile telephone, PDA,

or other device. Preferably, the actuator is disposed within the housing of the device.

Preferably, it is communication with the PCB 62, but is placed anywhere in

communication with the PCB 62 as the size and space restrictions of the application will

allow. In other embodiments, the actuator 61 is located outside the housing of the device

(such as beside it). In still other embodiments, the actuator 61 is in communication with

the input devices other than through the PCB 62.

[0058] In the embodiment shown, a distinct tactile sensation is produced for each

of the various levels at each of the various keys. In other embodiments, the controller 6

selects one of a pre-selected group of sensations to provide in response to the various

signals received by the controller.

[0059] Fig. 5 shows another embodiment of the present invention. Referring to

Fig. 5, a PDA 31 having an input device in the form of a pressure-sensitive touchpad 30

is shown. The PDA 31 also includes a plurality of mechanical type buttons 32. The PDA
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31 also includes a display panel 33 capable of displaying computer generated graphics.

Suitable display panels include flat-panel type displays including a Liquid Crystal

Display (LCD), plasma displays, Thin Film Transistor (TFT) type displays or other flat

displays, such as are found in laptops and color PDA"s, and conventional cathode ray

tube displays.

[0060] Fig. 6 shows a cross-sectional view of the PDA 31 of Fig. 5 along line 6-6.

As is best displayed in Fig. 6, the display 33 is underneath the touchpad 30 and is in

communication with the touchpad 30 to transmit tactile sensations thereto. The display 33

is also in communication with an actuator 64 to receive a tactile sensation therefrom for

communication to the touchpad 30. Other arrangements of the touchpad 30, display 33

and actuator 64 are also possible including arrangements in which the actuator 64 is in

direct contact with the touchpad 30. The display 33 is in communication with the

touchpad 30 through two spacers 34. Suitable spacers are constructed of a material that

can transmit the tactile sensations between the display 33 and the touchpad 30. In other

embodiments, the touchpad 30 and display 33 are in direct physical contact, and the

touchpad 30 and display are not in communication. The tactile sensations produced in the

touchpad 30 are transmitted to the object 24 when the object 24 is brought into contact

with a surface 35 of the touchpad 30.

[0061] Referring again to Fig. 5, the display 33 displays a plurality of software-

generated buttons or keys, called softkeys 36a-i. The softkeys 36a-i provide a graphical

user interface for the PDA 31 and are arranged in a desired pattern or grid. Each softkey

36 occupies a distinct location on the display panel. As illustrated, the PDA 31 can

function as a mobile telephone, and the softkeys 36 are arranged as a telephone keypad to
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provide the same functionality as the mechanical keys on a conventional telephone

keypad. The display 33 of the PDA 31 also includes additional graphical outputs 37 and

areas 38 without graphical output. The displayed softkeys 36 are viewable through the

touchpad 30 and represent corresponding unique positions on the touchpad 30.

[0062] An object 24, for example a human finger, selects a desired softkey 36a-i

by contacting the touchpad 30 at the appropriate location. A controller (not shown) is in

communication with the touchpad 30. The controller of this embodiment is similar in

structure and functionality to the controller described in relation to the embodiment of

Fig. 3. The controller is capable of determining the location on the display screen 33 that

is touched by the object 24, and the softkey 36 corresponding to the touched location.

Based upon this information, the controller causes the actuator 64 to provide a

corresponding tactile sensation. The actuator 64 can cause vibrations in the touchpad 35

in a direction parallel to the surface 35 of the touch paid or perpendicular to the surface

35 of the touchpad 30. The controller also determines when an input is ambiguous, such

as when two or more softkeys are simultaneously selected or when an area of the display

containing no graphics 38 is touched, and causes the actuator to output an appropriate

tactile sensation. Preferably, the same controller that controls the displayed softkeys 36

also controls the tactile feedback sensations produced by the actuator 64.

[0063] Certain softkeys 36b-i represent multiple positions or multiple inputs, each

input or position corresponding to a distinct amount of pressure applied to the softkey

36b-i. This distinct amount of pressure is detected by the controller in communication

with the touchpad 30. Alternatively, the apparatus can include a separate pressure

calculator to measure the amount of pressure applied to the touchpad 30 . In the
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embodiment shown, the amount of pressure applied to the touchpad 30 is calculated by

the controller based upon the amount of area of the object 24 used to select the softkey

that is in contact with the surface 35 of the touchpad 30.

[0064] The amount of pressure applied to the input device or to the softkey 36a-i

on the touchpad can be determined by reading or determining the size or area of the

contact patch created by the object 24, such as the user"s finger, on the input device or

softkey 36a-i. In addition to reading the current size of the contact patch, the rate of

change of the contact patch can also be determined, using dynamic thresholds and to look

at how fast the user"s pressure is changing. If the contact patch area changes at a

sufficiently large rate, the controller can determine that the corresponding input device or

softkey 36a-i is being selected.

[0065] The functionality of the softkeys shown in Fig. 5 is similar to the

mechanical key counter parts described in relation to Figs. 2 and 3. Therefore, the

pressure level of a selected softkey may be moveable from a first position to a second

position upon the application of a sufficient amount of pressure. The amount of pressure

necessary to move the softkey 36a to the second position (the first position being at rest

or no contact) input device to the first position is about equal to the amount of pressure

that user"s finger would exert upon contact with the touchpad surface and sliding lightly

along the surface. In this embodiment, the controller is configured to cause the actuator to

produce a first tactile sensation when the softkey 36a is in the second position or when

the applied pressure is less than the amount of pressure necessary to indicate that the

softkey has been selected, that is the third position. The controller would then cause the

actuator 64 to produce a second tactile sensation upon receipt of the input signal
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associated with the third position or upon detection of a sufficient amount of pressure

applied to the softkey 36a. The softkey 36i has five positions associated with four distinct

applied pressures and no pressure at the softkey 36i, and corresponding to the input

signals for the letters W, X, Y, and Z. A dwell to select feature can be used to determine

the desired position and associated input signal.

[0066] This functionality facilitates a user moving an object over the various

softkeys displayed on the input device and receiving a specific frequency or tactile

sensation to signal that a particular softkey has been touched. As the object 24 contacts

other softkeys in the display matrix, additional distinct tactile sensations unique to these

other softkeys are produced. With continued use, the user can quickly become

accustomed to the various distinct tactile sensations and the associations between

sensations and specific softkeys, permitting identification and selection of softkeys or

buttons by touch alone. In fact, distinct tactile sensations can be used with the same

button regardless of the electronic device, creating a universal tactile sensation library

similar to for example, a busy signal providing a universal auditory signal that a

telephone number is unavailable regardless of the type of telephone equipment used. For

example, a distinct tactile sensation can be played when the object is in contact with the

"5"key, providing a "home" key indication. In addition, keys located on the center axis

can have a single "pop" while keys in the columns to the left and right of the center axis

have two "pops", providing an indication of the general location of the object 24 in a

keypad matrix.

[0067] In another example, if the user is moving the object 24 over the "9"key, a

relatively high frequency vibration can be output on all the keys. When the pressure
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associated with the object is detected at the "6" key, a lower frequency vibration can be

output, allowing the user to determine which key is presently in contact with the object

through the sense of touch. Since it is unlikely that a user would press or contact more

than one softkey simultaneously, a single vibrotactile actuator outputting the same

sensation to all of the buttons simultaneously can be used. When the user applies

increased pressure to a softkey with the object 24 and that pressure is greater than a

predetermined threshold pressure level, the function associated with that softkey is

activated.

[0068] Fig. 7 is a block level diagram illustrating a representative embodiment of

the present invention. The various components communicate across a common

communication bus 39. The input devices 40 produce input signals in accordance with

the present invention, and the input signals are communicated to the controller 41 across

the communication bus 39. The controller 41 can also receive pressure or position

information regarding the input devices associated with the received input signal. Based

upon the received input signal, pressure and position data, the controller accesses a

memory 42 to obtain the necessary data regarding the functionality and tactile feedback

associated with the received input signal. In addition, the controller 41 can update data

stored in the memory as for example when the input signal relates to changing the

functionality or input options associated with the input device that produced the input

signal. Based upon the received functionality, the controller delivers a function signal to

the electronic device 43 to which the apparatus is connected. In addition, the controller 41

modifies the output on the display 44 in particular where the display is part of the input

device, such as when a touchpad is used. Alternatively, the electronic device controls and
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updates the display. In addition, the controller can be the CPU associated with the

electronic device, and the memory can be the memory associated with the electronic

device. The arrangement of the controller, memory and display depends upon whether or

not the apparatus is constructed as a standalone device that can be retrofitted into an

existing electronic device or is incorporated into the electronic device itself. The

controller uses the tactile feedback information received from the memory to provide the

necessary input to control circuitry 45 to drive the actuator 46 to produce the desired

tactile sensation in the appropriate input device.

[0069] Referring to Fig. 8, a flow chart illustrating a method of producing a

tactile feedback sensation in an input device according to the present invention is

illustrated. A controller monitors an input device in an apparatus 47. When a plurality of

input devices are included in the apparatus, the controller can either monitor each input

device sequentially or in parallel. Although illustrated as a single pass function,

monitoring of the input devices is preferably handled as a continuous loop function.

[0070] The input device, in response to user input, provides one or more input

signals, position data, and pressure data to the controller. As the controller monitors the

input device, it first detects whether or not an input signal is being generated by the input

device 48. If an input signal is being generated, the controller obtains the input signal 49

associated with the input device. The controller then detects if the same input device is

generating any position data 50. If position data is being generated, the controller obtains

the position data 51 associated with the input device. The controller also detects if the

same input device is generating any pressure data 52. If pressure data is being generated,

the controller obtains the pressure data 53 associated with the input device. The controller
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may detect and obtain the three types of data in any order. Preferably, the controller,

while obtaining the data, maintains an association among the input device, the input

signal, the pressure data, and the positions data. In some embodiments, the input signal

includes pressure data, or data from which the pressure applied to the input device may

be calculated, position data, or a combination or pressure and position data.

[0071] Having obtained the input data from the input device, or from a plurality

of input devices, the controller then accesses a memory device 54 in which is stored at

least one database containing information necessary to produce the desired function in the

electronic device and the predetermined tactile sensation in an input device, and accesses

this information 55. In one embodiment, this information is in the form of associations

among the detected input data, the functions of the electronic device or apparatus, and the

tactile sensations. An exemplars group of associations is represented in tabular form in

Fig. 9.

[0072] As is shown in the table, for any given input device, a plurality of

combinations of input signals, position data, and pressure data is possible, and each

combination relates to a specified function of either the electronic device or a distinct

tactile sensation. These combinations vary depending on the type of input device

assigned to each input signal and the current functionality of that input device. The

controller, using the data obtained from monitoring the input device, reads the table and

obtains the associated function and tactile feedback information.

[0073] Referring to Fig. 9, in one embodiment, a controller monitors input device

number 5. On subsequent monitoring passes, the controller does not detect either an input

signal or position data, but detects a distinct pressure, Pressure 1. Based upon the
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information in the table associated with Pressure 1, the controller obtains the associated

function information for selecting the number "2", and information for distinct tactile

Sensation 13. The controller delivers the function information to the electronic device 70

which uses that information to display the number "2" or to indicate that the number "2"

has been selected. The controller uses the information for distinct tactile Sensation 13 to

produce Sensation 13 in an input device 56, by for example, causing an actuator to cause

the input device to vibrate at a frequency associated with Sensation 13.

[0074] On a later monitoring pass, the controller detects a pressure magnitude of

pressure 3 on input device number 5. Similarly, based upon the information in the table

associated with Pressure 3, the controller obtains the associated function information for

selecting the letter "B"and information for distinct tactile Sensation 15. The controller

delivers the function information to the electronic device which uses that information to

display the letter "B"or to enter the letter "B" in a program such as a telephone keypad.

Therefore, in response to the detection of at least two distinct pressures applied to the

input devices, the controller has produced at least two distinct tactile sensations in the

input device number 5. The controller can also detect a plurality of distinct pressures

applied to input device number 5 and can produce a plurality of distinct tactile sensations

in input device 5, each tactile sensation related to one of the plurality of distinct

pressures. Although illustrated for a single input device, the controller can detect two

distinct pressures for a plurality of input devices and can produce at least two distinct

tactile sensations in each one of these input devices. In another embodiment, the

controller can detect a plurality of distinct pressures in the plurality of input devices and
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produce a plurality of distinct tactile sensations in the plurality of input devices. The

distinct pressures can represent either discrete pressures or a range of applied pressure.

[0075] In another embodiment, the controller monitors input device number 3,

which is capable of inputting a plurality of input signals, Inputs 2A-E, to the apparatus.

Each input signal corresponds to a distinct pressure applied to input device number 3,

Pressures 1-5. Each input signal and pressure corresponds to a distinct function and a

distinct tactile sensation, Sensations 5-9. In one embodiment, each input signal

corresponds to an alphanumeric character. In this embodiment, the controller delivers

function information to the electronic device related to displaying the proper

alphanumeric character on an output device associated with the electronic device.

Alternatively, the controller can display the associated alphanumeric character directly on

the output device.

[0076] Referring still to Fig. 9, in another embodiment of a method according to

the present invention, the controller monitors input device number 1 and detects a first

pressure being applied on a first location on input device number 1. Preferably, input

device number 1 is a touchpad input device. In one embodiment, the first pressure is a

discrete pressure, pressure 1. In another embodiment, the first pressure represents a range

of pressures having a value less than Pressure 1. The function associated with the first

applied pressure indicates that this is the pressure range associated with a user simply

searching or feeling for the location of the desired button or key. Therefore, the controller

does not provide a function input to the electronic device. The controller does, however,

provide a first tactile sensation, Sensation 1, to input device number 1.
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[0077] The controller then detects an input signal, Input 1 and a pressure greater

than or equal to Pressure 1 at Input 1. In response, the controller delivers a function input

corresponding to "Select" to the electronic device and produces a second distinct tactile

sensation, Sensation 2, in Input Device l.

[0078] In another embodiment, the controller monitors Input Device 7 and detects

a first pressure, Pressure 1, at a first location, Location I on the input device. Preferably,

the input device is a touchpad input device. In response, the controller provides a first

tactile sensation, Sensation 20, in Input Device 7. In addition, the controller detects a

second pressure, Pressure 2, applied at a second location, Location 2, on Input Device 7.

In response, the controller provides a second tactile sensation, Sensation 21 in Input

Device 7. The first pressure can correspond to a first input signal, Input 7, and a first

function, Function 1, and the second pressure can correspond to a second input signal,

Input 8, and a second function, Function 2. The controller delivers the associated function

input to the electronic device in response to each received pressure. Note that the

controller may cause the actuator to include a different wave form, frequency, and/or

magnitude as tactile feedback in relation to different pressures, modes, menus, and other

functionality.

[0079] The controller can also determine if any an ambiguous input is received

71. The ambiguous input can represent a combination of input device, input signal,

position data, and pressure data that is not represented the data contained in memory.

Alternatively, an ambiguous input signal can represent input simultaneously from two

input devices or an input from a portion of a touchpad that is not associated with an input

device. In response to receiving an ambiguous input signal, the controller obtains the
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associated ambiguous tactile feedback information 72 and produces the associated

distinct tactile sensation, Sensation 22, in one or more input devices associated with the

ambiguous input. In one embodiment, when the controller detects both a first and second

input, the controller determines if either one of the inputs is ambiguous. If not, then the

controller produces the associated first and second tactile sensations. If either input signal

is ambiguous, then the controller produces the ambiguous output tactile sensation 56 in

the appropriate input device.

[0080] Since the function corresponding to the input signals, positions, and

pressures detected by the controller may involve modification of the functions associated

with a given combination, the controller can also update the database stored in memory

57. In one embodiment, the controller is monitoring Input Device 6, and detects a first

pressure, Pressure 1, applied to that input device. The first pressure corresponds to one of

a plurality of input signals, Input 4, corresponding to a first set of input functions,

Functions 1-3. The controller obtains Function 1 and Sensation 17 information and

produces the appropriate tactile sensation at Input Device 6. Function 1 can represent one

set of menus from a list of menus or one operating mode out of a plurality of operating

modes. Suitable operating modes include instant messaging, electronic mail, voice mail,

games, and missed phone calls.

[0081] Since Function 1 represents a menu or mode that may have additional sub-

menus or mode functions associated with it, the controller, in response to Function 1

updates the database as illustrated in Figure 10. As the controller continues to monitor

Input Device 6, it detects a second pressure 3" corresponding to one of the input signals,

Input 6, which corresponds to one function in the second set of functions, Function 6. The
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controller also obtains the tactile sensation, Sensation 19'', associated with the selected

second set function and provides this tactile sensation at Input Device 6. In addition, the

controller provides an associated function signal to the electronic device. Suitable second

set functions include sub-menus and functions corresponding to the selected first set

function. In addition, the second set functions can include a function that returns the set

of functions to the first set of functions. Although the pressures and tactile sensations

associated with the first and second set of functions can be the same, preferably, the first

pressures and tactile sensations, Pressures 1-3 and Sensations 17-19, are distinct from the

second pressures and tactile sensations, Pressures 1"-3" and Sensations 17"-19".

[0082] In an embodiment of the apparatus of the present invention, for example,

the apparatus is incorporated into a mobile phone and includes an assignable-function

input device and assignable function rocker switch input device. In a main or home

screen of the mobile telephone that is displayed upon powering up the mobile telephone,

the assigned function for the assignable-function input device is "PHONEBOOK"and the

rocker switch has no current function assigned to it. Light searching pressure applied to

the assignable input device and the rocker switch will produce first and second distinct

tactile sensations to indicate which input device is being contacted. Selecting the rocker

switch will not produce any function in the mobile phone since no function is currently

assigned and a function failure tactile sensation, as described herein, will be output

through the rocker switch. Selecting the assignable input device will place the mobile

telephone in "Phonebook"mode and a third distinct tactile sensation will be output

through the assignable input device.
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[0083] A list of phonebook entries is now displayed on the screen of the mobile

telephone. The assignable input device is assigned the function "SELECT" and the rocker

switch is assigned a scroll function. Light pressure on the assignable input device or the

rocker switch produce a fourth and fifth distinct tactile sensations, indicating that the

mobile phone and the input devices are in "Phonebook"mode. Selecting the rocker switch

to either scroll up and down produces bumps or clicks associated with scrolling a list of

entries in the rocker switch. Special clicks can be output for passing each alphabetical tab

in the phonebook or for passing frequently called entries. In one embodiment, an analog

switch is included under the rocker switch to provide an analog signal roughly in

proportion to the pressure registered on the rocker switch. This allows the list that is

being scrolled to be scrolled at a rate that can be controllable with the amount of pressure

applied, and which is communicated to the user by corresponding increase in the rate of

haptic events played on the rocker switch. Once the rocker switch has been used to

highlight the desired entry, the assignable input device is pushed to select that entry and a

sixth distinct tactile sensation is output through the assignable input device.

[0084] The assignable input device continues to be assigned the function of select

and the rocker switch is still used as a scrolling device. The display of the mobile

telephone, however, display another menu list containing the functions "EDIT", "VIEW",

"CALL", and "DELETE". Light pressure on assignable input device and rocker switch

again produces the fourth and fifth tactile sensations, indicating that the "Phonebook"

mode or function is still active. Using the rocker switch to scroll up or down through the

list again produces a click in the rocker switch as each entry is passed. The magnitude of

each click and the spacing between clicks can be varied to indicate that a relatively short
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list is being scrolled. In addition to a click, seventh, eighth , ninth and tenth distinct tactile

sensations as output to the rocker switch as the switch scrolls past "EDIT", "VIEW",

"CALL", and "DELETE"respectively. Scrolling is stopped on the "CALL" entry, and the

assignable input device is pushed, calling the number associated with the chosen entry

from the phonebook. In addition, the ninth tactile sensation is output to the assignable

input device. An attempt to active one of the functions, such as "CALL", before the

device is ready causes the controller to indicate that the function is available.

[0085] Various other functions may be initiated by using the buttons. For

example, in a mobile telephone having the functionality of instant messaging, electronic

mail, voice mail, games, and missed call read-out, the user may select one of these

functions. In an embodiment, a distinct tactile sensation is initiated by the controller

whenever the user initiates one of these functions, and the distinct tactile sensation is

different for each function.

[0086] Regardless of the input device being monitored by the controller, upon

detection of first and second input signals, first and second pressures or first and second

positions and obtaining the associated first and second functions, the controller can

determine if these functions are available for execution 58. Alternatively, the controller

provides the necessary function signals to the electronic device which determines the

availability of those functions. If the first and second functions are available, then the

controller produces the associated tactile sensations in the appropriate input devices. If

one of the first or second functions are not available then the controller obtains the tactile

sensation information for the tactile sensation associated with function failure 59,

Sensation 23, and produces that sensation in the appropriate input device. Examples of
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function failure include selecting the re-dial feature on a telephone when no number is

stored in the re-dial memory, attempting to access a program or menu for which the user

does not have authority to access, and attempting to initiate a mobile telephone call

having entered an incomplete phone number.

[0087] Figure ll aids in illustrating another embodiment of the present invention.

In one embodiment of the present invention, a device provides haptic feedback while

navigating a menu structure, allowing a user to navigate the menu structure more

efficiently, preferably without having to refer to the visual display. In such an

embodiment, an actuator generates distinct sensations that represent various sections of

the menu structure, specific menu options, and events that occur while navigating the

menu structure.

[0088] For example, in one embodiment, each of the highest level or main menu

options corresponds to a distinct vibrotactile sensation that varies in pitch. As the user

navigates between the main menu topics, the actuator produces a distinct number of

pulses. The varying pitch combined with the alternating pulses provides feedback that

identifies to the user the menu currently selected or highlighted.

[0089] In another embodiment, the number of occurrences of a distinct

vibrotactile sensation, such as a pop, corresponds to the index number of the menu option

within a list of menu options. In such an embodiment, one pop signifies the first option;

two pops signifies the second option. In yet another embodiment, a distinct vibrotactile

effect signifies that the user is cycling from the end of a particular menu back to the

beginning ("rolling over").
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[0090] Fig. 11 is a front view of a personal digital assistant (PDA) 100 in one

such embodiment of the present invention. The PDA 100 includes a display 102, a

plurality of buttons, including button 104, for executing specific functions and

applications, and a 5-way directional pad (D-pad) 105 for navigation within the various

interfaces displayed on the PDA 100. With the 5-way D-pad, a user clicks the directional

keys to move up and down and left and right through the menu structure and clicks the

center of the D-pad to select a particular option. In the embodiment shown, the active

application is displaying a menu structure. The menu structure 108 includes main menu

topics 110. Selection of the main menu topics results in either the display of a sub-menu

or the execution of an associated function or application. In the embodiment shown,

selection of the File menu option on the main menu 110 results in the display of a sub-

menu 112. As with the main menu options, selection of any of the topics on the sub-menu

112 results in either the display of a secondary sub-menu or the execution of an

associated function or application. For example, selection of the Send To option on sub-

menu 112 results in display of secondary sub-menu 114.

[0091] In the embodiment shown in Figure 11, a user presses button 104 to

activate an application. Within the application, the user utilizes D-pad 106 to navigate to

the main menu 108. An actuator (not shown) as described herein, such as an eccentric

rotating mass or voicecoil, provides a brief, distinct haptic effect as the user highlights

each of the options in the main menu 108. The effect may change in pitch or in some

other manner to alert the user to the fact that the highlighted option has changed. The user

may either click the center of the D-pad 106 to select an option or click the down arrow.

Performing either of these actions over the File option produces sub-menu 112.
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[0092] The user clicks the down arrow to move through the sub-menu 112. In the

embodiment shown, when a directional arrow of the D-pad 106 is held down, the menu

options in sub-menu 112 scroll at a fixed rate, and a haptic effect plays with each option

that appears below the cursor. The longer the directional arrow is held down, the faster

the rate of scrolling. The PDA 100 communicates the rate of scrolling by a corresponding

change in the haptic effect, such as an increase in frequency. If the user clicks the right

arrow when the cursor highlights the Send To option, the secondary sub-menu 114 is

displayed. Navigation through the secondary sub-menu 114 occurs in a manner similar to

that which occurs in sub-menu 112. To select an option within the secondary sub-menu

114, the user clicks the center of the D-pad 106. Clicking the center of the D-pad 106

triggers the playing of yet another distinct haptic effect. In addition, the D-pad switch

106, either a 5-way or a 4-way, can provide haptic effects indicating the direction that the

switch was being pressed.

[0093] The embodiment shown in Figure 11 is applicable to a variety of

applications, particularly to applications that display lists. For example, in one

embodiment, an address book containing a list of names is displayed on the PDA 100. In

such an embodiment, the actuator plays an effect as the user scrolls through the list.

Further, the actuator plays a distinct haptic effect as the user navigates from names

starting with one letter, for example A, to the next letter, B. Such an embodiment may

also include a distinct effect corresponding to names that the user has previously

identified as favorites in the address book.

[0094] Another embodiment of the present invention provides the user with

distinct haptic effects corresponding to the operational mode of an electronic device. For
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example, in an embodiment utilizing a PDA, such as PDA 31 in Fig. 5, a user may

activate one of many modes, including, for example, the phone interface shown in Fig. 5,

the application interface shown in Fig. 1 1, an address book, email, or other modes.

Referring to Fig. 5, in one such embodiment, the user clicks a button 32 to activate the

phone application. When the user clicks the button, the PDA 31 displays a phone

interface 38. While the PDA 31 is in phone mode, the actuator provides a persistent

haptic effect indicating to the user that the phone mode is active. In this way, the user is

able to determine the mode of the PDA 31 without visually referring to it.

[0095] Another embodiment of the present invention provides the user with

distinct haptic effects for modes within a cell phone or other electronic device. Referring

to Fig. 3, users of cell phones, such as cell phone 14, often store a list of number that are

frequently dialed in a memory associated with one or a combination of number keys 10.

In such an embodiment, the user may click a function key before clicking the number key

10, providing a signal to the phone 31 that the user will specify a number to dial by

clicking a number key combination. In one embodiment of the present invention, when

the user clicks the function button, the actuator provides a persistent haptic effect,

indicating to the user that the cell phone is in the rapid-dialing mode. The haptic effect

alerts the user to the fact that when the user selects a number-key combination, the cell

phone will dial the phone number associated with the number-key combination in

memory. By providing a haptic effect identifying the mode that the cell phone 31 is in,

the embodiment minimizes or eliminates the user"s need to refer to the cell phone 31

visually.
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[0096] In another embodiment of the present invention, an actuator provides

feedback when an option or function is unavailable (referred to herein as "negative

feedback"). In such an embodiment implemented in a cell phone, such as cell phone 31

shown in Fig. 3, the user is able to place calls. The user dials a combination of number

keys 10 and then presses the send key 11 to execute the phone call. In an embodiment

utilizing negative feedback, if the user enters an invalid phone number, for example, a

phone number including only 6 digits, the cell phone provides negative feedback,

indicating that the send function is not available. The negative feedback may, for

example, comprise a very low frequency buzz. In another embodiment, the actuator

provides negative feedback to the user if the user clicks a redial button (not shown)

without having previously dialed a number.

[0097] Other embodiments and uses of the present invention will be apparent to

those skilled in the art from consideration of this application and practice of the invention

disclosed herein. The present description and examples should be considered exemplary

only, with the true scope and spirit of the invention being indicated by the following

claims. As will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art, variations and

modifications of each of the disclosed embodiments, including combinations thereof, can

be made within the scope of this invention as defined by the following claims.
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CLAIMS

That which is claimed is:

l. A method, comprising:

outputting a display signal configured to display a graphical object on a touch-

sensitive input device;

receiving a sensor signal fiom the touch-sensitive input device, the sensor signal

indicating an object contacting the touch-sensitive input device;

determining an interaction between the object contacting the touch-sensitive input

device and the graphical object; and

generating an actuator signal based at least in part on the interaction; and

2. The method of claim 1 wherein, the actuator signal is configured to cause a haptic

effect to be output.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the actuator signal is generated when the object

contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding to the graphical object.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the actuator signal is generated when the object

contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not corresponding to the graphical object.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the display signal is configured to display a

keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys.
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6. The method of claim 5, wherein the haptic effect is caused to be output when a

user contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding to a softkey in a

home position.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises one softkey

for each digit from 0 to 9.

8. The method of claim 5, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises the key

configuration of a standard 10 1 -key keyboard.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the graphical object comprises a first graphical

object and a second graphical object, the haptic effect comprises a first haptic effect and a

second haptic effect, and wherein the first haptic effect is configured to be output when

the object contacts the first graphical object, and the second haptic effect is configured to

be output when the object contacts the second graphical object.

10. A system, comprising:

a touch sensitive input device configured to output a sensor signal indicating an

object contacting the touch-sensitive input device;

an actuator coupled to the touch-sensitive input device, the actuator configured to

receive an actuator signal and output a haptic effect to the touch-sensitive surface basted

at least in part on the actuator signal; and
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a processor in communication with the sensor and the actuator, the processor

configured to:

output a display signal configured to display a graphical object on the

touch-sensitive input device;

receive the sensor signal fiom the touch-sensitive input device;

determine an interaction between the object contacting the touch-sensitive

surface and the graphical object,

generate the actuator signal based at least in part on the interaction; and

transmit the actuator signal to the actuator.

1 1. The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is configured to generate the

actuator signal when the object contacts the touch-sensitive input device at a location

corresponding to the graphical object.

12. The system of claim 10, wherein the processor is configured to output the actuator

signal when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not corresponding

to the graphical object.

13. The system of claim 10, wherein the display signal is configured to display a

keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys.
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14. The system of claim 13, wherein the haptic effect is caused to be output when a

user contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding to a softkey in a

home position.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises one softkey

for each digit from 0 to 9.

16. The method of claim 13, wherein the plurality of softkeys comprises the key

configuration of a standard 10 1 -key keyboard.

17. The method of claim 10, wherein the graphical object comprises a first graphical

object and a second graphical object, the haptic effect comprises a first haptic effect and a

second haptic effect, and wherein the first haptic effect is configured to be output when

the object contacts the first graphical object, and the second haptic effect is configured to

be output when the object contacts the second graphical object.

18. A computer-readable medium comprising program code, comprising:

program code for outputting a display signal configured to display a graphical

object on a touch-sensitive input device;

program code for receiving a sensor signal from the touch-sensitive input device,

the sensor signal indicating an object contacting the touch-sensitive input device;

program code for determining an interaction between the object contacting the

touch-sensitive input device and the graphical object; and
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program code for generating an actuator signal based at least in part on the

interaction, the actuator signal configured to cause a haptic effect to be output.

19. The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein the actuator signal is

generated when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding

to the graphical object.

20. The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein the actuator signal is

generated when the object contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location not

corresponding to the graphical object.

21. The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein the display signal is

configured to display a keypad comprising a plurality of softkeys.

22. The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the haptic effect is caused to

be output when a user contacts the touch-sensitive device at a location corresponding to a

softkey in a home position.

23. The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the plurality of softkeys

comprises one softkey for each digit fiom 0 to 9.

24. The computer-readable medium of claim 21, wherein the plurality of softkeys

comprises the key configuration of a standard 101-key keyboard.
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25. The computer-readable medium of claim 1, wherein the graphical object

comprises a first graphical object and a second graphical object, the haptic effect

comprises a first haptic effect and a second haptic effect, and wherein the first haptic

effect is configured to be output when the object contacts the first graphical object, and

the second haptic effect is configured to be output when the object contacts the second

graphical object.
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ABSTRACT

Products and processes for providing tactile sensations to input devices or

electronic devices are provided. Input devices include mechanical input devices (such as,

for example, mechanical switches) and non-mechanical input devices (such as, for

example, touchpads). Tactile feedback is provided by using an actuator or other means in

communication with the input device or electronic device. A controller may be employed

to receive signals from the input devices and control the actuator. Tactile feedback to an

input device or electronic device may be provided in response to one or more events or

situations. Such an event or situation may be any one designated. Examples of such

events and situations include the level of pressure placed on an input device; the

availability or lack of availability of a function associated with an input device; and the

function, menu, or mode of operation associated with an input device’s activation. A

variety of feedback types and combinations may be selected.
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Application Number 10/285450 and was amended on (MMIDDIYYYY) 12119/2002 (if applicable).

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified specification, including the claims as amended
specifically referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56, including for continuation-in—par1
applications. material information which became available between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT
international filing date of the continuation-in-part application.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. 119(3)-(d) or (f), or 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent, inventor's or plant
breeders rights certificate(s). or 365(3) of any PCT intemational application which designated at least one country other than the United
States of America. listed below and have also identified below, by checking the box any foreign application(s) for patent, inventors or plant
breedefs rights car1il'icate(s). or of any PCT international application having a tiling date before that of the application on which priority is

Prior Foreign Application Foreign Filing Date Priority Certified Copy Attached?

Number(s) MMIDDIYYYY) Country Not Claimed YES

D Additional foreign application numbers are listed on a supplemental priority data sheet PTO/SB/02B attached hereto:

[Page 1 of 2]
Burden Hour Statement This form is estimated to take 21 minutes to complete. Time will vary depending upon the needs of the individual
case. Any comments on the amount of time you are required to complete this form should be sent to the Chief Information Officer. U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office. Washington. DC 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO:
Assistant Commissioner for Patents. Washington. DC 20231.
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P10/semi (1001)
Approved fbr um tnrmgn 1omI2na2. OMB 0551-0032

U. S. Flam and Trademark Ofllce: U.S. DEPARTMENY OF COOIMERCE
Unclnr lho Paperwork Rod:xtionActol199S,nopersonu are requi-ed larelpond loa ooledinnd irfamalion unless it oonl:'n| 3 vii! (Ina mnlrd nunber.

DECLARATION — Utility or Design Patent Application

Direct all corre$Dondenc:e to: E OR E camwndenm addnmbdw
  
 
 

  

 

 
Televhone  

I hereby dedara lhal all smtetnent: made herein 0! my own knowledge are true and that dl stalemants made on information and belie! are
believed to be true; and further than these stalernenm were made with the knowledge lhat wllllul false statements and me like so made are
punishable by fine orirnprimnmont, or both, undo: 18 U.S.C. 1001 and that such willlul false statornonu may jeopardize the vnlidlty of the
application or any patent issued lheraon.

NAME OF SOLE OR FIRST INVENTOR: [:I A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor

first and middle an 0' 5'-l"W'"°

. Date ml... 01
Los Gales ' CA USA Canada

Residence: Clt State Conn - Citizenshl -

21560 Old Mine Road

Mailing Address

C State Z1 - Cou -

NAME OF SECOND INVENTOR: D A etltion has been filed for this unsigned invenlor

Family Name Vassallo
or Surname

  
  

  
  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

Given Name Steven P.

   

  
 

Inventor’:
S’ - nature

Residence: CI State Count Cltizonshl -

Mallln 2 Address

Redwood City CA 94062 USA

Cit Slate Zl - Coun -

5: Additional Inventors are behg named on the gnu supplemental Addlfional lnventocts) sheetu) PTOISBJOZA attached hereto.

[Page 2 of2]
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P10/SB/01 no-o1)
Approved tor use through i0B1I2002. OMB 06.51-0032

U.S, Patent and Traderranx Ofiice: US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act at 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of iriicrrmtion unless it contains a valid OMB control rluffber.

V DECLARATION —— Utility or Design Patent Application

Direct all correspondence to: E cu_.,,°,,,,,, Numbe,or Bar Code Label

i hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on iniorrnation and belief are
believed to be true: and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are
punishable by fine or imprisonment. or both, under 18 U.S.C. 1001 and that such wiliiui false statements may jeopardize the validity oi the
application or any patent issued thereon.

NAME OF SOLE OR FIRST INVENTORI 1:] A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor

Given Name Kenneth M. Family Name Martin
first and middle fan or Surname

Inventor‘:
Signature

Los Gatos CA USA

Residence: Ci State Count

21560 Old Mine Road

Malling Address

Los Gatos CA 95033 Canada

Cl State Zl - Count

NAME OF SECOND INVENTOR: 1:1 A petition has been filed for this unsined inventor

Given Name Steven P. Family Name Vassalio
(first and middle [if anm or Surname

'"::'.::.>%’/%.%
USA

Citizenshl -

3632 Jefferson Avenue

Mailin Address

USA

Count

8 Additional inventors are being named on the gm supplemental Additional inventor(s) sheet(s) PTOISB/02A attached hereto.

(Page 2 of 2]
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PTOISB/02A (11-00)

Please Vpa a plus sign (+) inslda this box ——> Abomvad for use through 10/31/2002. OMB 0651-D032U.S. Patent and Tradsrnark Officac; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Unaerlhe Paperwork ReductionAd of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collacdon of information uriess it contains 3 vdid OMB control numbar.

AonrnoNAL lNVENTOR(S)
DECLARATION suppvemenr-u sheet

Pagegofg

"‘"“° °r M‘r'fi°““' "°i"' "“"‘"°°'- " ‘"3’: D A petifion has been filed for this unsigned inventor

em um um and middle .: an A
_ Golden ov

. um I|nventnr' /aw»-5 ‘ml9LMLlA I /7
W am an

Maifing Address 271 Gabe!“ Way

 
   

  

  
 
  
  
 
  

 
 

I‘
Mailing Address

cm Portnia CA 94025"°"°’ state
Name ofAddluonnl Joint Inventor, If any: D A petition has been filed far this unsigned inventor

Given Name ll'Sl and middle flan; Fami Name or sumama

 Alexander Jasso
/

lnvemofs M ‘LS"'"“'"° Date 1 H 02
cs..m..:

Mailing Address 405 Fremont Ave

% Hi
Mailing Addnss

==v WNW cm USA
Name ofkdditional Joint Inventor. if MY! D A petition has been filed for this unsigned inventor

Given Name firs! and middle if an
 

  
Fami Name: or Surname

‘nedln

D...” ”7’”=‘
Resldencc: Cit Mamas 5 ate CA coun USA cltlzcnshi USA

Mailin Adams 322 °°‘“9“" owe
Address  
  

Mailln _
  

Burden Hour Statement: This term is estimated to take 21 minutes 10 complete. Time w1I vary depending upon the needs of the Individual use. Any
comments on the amount of time you am raqulred to complale this form Should be sent to the Chief Information Ofiloer. Uls. Paienl and Trademark
Office. Washinawn. DC 20231. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Assislam Commissioner for Patents,
Washington. DC 20231.
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PTO/SBl05 (02-07)
Approved for use through 02/28/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of lnfonnation unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket No. |MM147.C1

First inventor Kenneth M. Martin

Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations
Express Mail Label No. NlA (submitted via EFS)

APPLICATION ELEMENTS ADDRESS TO: §_%"_"B";5x5:‘;';g’ 7°’ P"“°"“
See MPEP chapter 600 concerning utility patent application contents. Alexandria VA 22313-1450

1. D Fee Transmittal Form (e.g., PTOISB/17) ACCOMPANYING APPLICATIONS PARTS
(Submit an original and a duplicate for fee processing)

2. El Applicant claims small entity status. Assignment Papers (cover sheet 8- documentts»
396 37 CFR 127- Name of Assignee

3. ® Specification [Total Pages fl
Both the claims and abstract must start on a new page
(For information on the preferred arrangement, see MPEP 608.01(a))

4. E Drawing(s) (35 U.S.C.113) [Total Sheets u ] . 37 C.F.R. 3.73(b) Statement I:I Power of
(when there is an assignee) Attorney

 

   
 

 
 

UTILITY

PATENT APPLICATION

TRANSMITTAL

(Only for new nonprovisional applications under 37 C. F. R. 1.53(b))

 

 

 
 

 
 

5. Oath or Declaration [Total Sheets 1

a. El Newly executed (original or copy)

b' E A °°py fr°m 5‘ p'I°r app"°atI°” (37 CFR 1'63 Id» . lnfonnation Disclosure Statement (PTOlSBI08 or PTO-1449)
(for a continuation/divisional with Box 18 completed) B Copies of citations attached

i. I:] DELETION OF |NVENTOR§S)
Signed statement attached deleting inventor(s) - Preliminary Amendment
named in the prior application, see 37 CFR .

1'63(d)(2) and 1'33(b)' . Return Receipt Postcard (MPEP 503)
6. E Application Data Sheet. See 37 CFR 1.76 (should be specifically itemized)

English Translation Document (if applicable)

7. III CD-ROM or CD-R in duplicate. large table or . Certified Copy of Priority Document(s)
Computer Program (Appendix) (if foreign priority is claimed)
[I Landscape Table on CD

Nonpublication Request under 35 U.S.C. 122(b)(2)(B)(i).
3- N‘_‘°I°°t_Id° and/°" A"‘I"° Acid s?q”°”°° s”b"‘I55I°" I Applicant must attach form PTO/SB/35 or equivalent.

(if applicable, items a.-c. are required)

a. El Computer Readable Form (CRF) _ other;
b. Specification Sequence Listing on:

i. I] CD-ROM or CD-R (2 copies); or
ii. I] Paper

c. I:I Statements verifying identity of above copies

18. If a CONTINUING APPLICATION, check appropriate box, and supply the requisite information below and in the first sentence of the
specification following the title, or in an Application Data Sheet under 37 CFR 1. 76:

IE Continuation El Divisional CI Continuation-in-part (CIP) of prior application No: ml 285 450
Prior application information: Examiner Ricardo Osorio Art Unit: 26$

19. CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

E The address associated with Customer Number 34300 OR [I Correspondence address below

Name

Address

City

Telephone

March 29, 2007

Registration No.
(AttorneylAgent)

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.53(b). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of
time you require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief lnfomation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
U.S. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Mail
Stop Patent Application, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the fonn, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
APPLE INC.
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PTOISBI14 (02-07)
Approved for use through 02/28/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

_ _ Attorney Docket Number lMM147.C1
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

Application Number

Title of Invention Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

The application data sheet is part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for which it is being submitted. The following form contains the
bibliographic data arranged in a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76.
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the
document may be printed and included in a paper filed application.

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2

|:| Portions or all of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuant to
37 CFR 5.2 (Paper filers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may not be filed electronically.)

Applicant Information:

Applicant 1
Applicant Authority @|nventor l OLegal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 lOParty of Interest under 35 U.S.C. 118
Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix

Mr. Kenneth

Residence Information (Select One) @ US Residency Q Non US Residency O Active US Military Service

City Los Gatos StateIProvince CA Country of Residence i US

Citizenship under 37 CFR1.41(b)l CA

Mailing Address of Applicant:

Address 1 21560 Old Mine Road

Address 2

Applicant 2
Applicant Authority @|nventor OLegal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 C)Party of Interest under 35 U.S.C. 118

Prefix Middle Name Family Name suffix
Mi3
Residence Information (Select One) @ US Residency O Non US Residency O Active US Military Service

Redwood City StateIProvince Country of Residence i
S

 

 

 

Citizenship under 37 CFR1.41(b)i

Mailing Address of Applicant:

 

  
Address 1

Address 2

Redwood City State!Province

Postal Code US

3632 Jefferson Avenue

  
A Iicant 3

Applicant Authority @|nventor OLegal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 OParty of Interest under 35 U.S.C. 118

Prefix Middle Name Family Name Suffix 
Residence Information (Select One) @ US Residency 0 Non US Residency 0 Active US Military Service

City Portolavalley StateIProvince Countryof Residencei US APPl_ElNC_
EXHIBIT 1010 - PAGE 64
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PTOISBI14 (02-07)
Approved for use through 02/28/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 

 

  
 

  
 

 Attorney Docket Number IMM147.C1
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

Application Number

Title of Invention Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Citizenship under 37 CFR 1.41(b) i US

Mailing Address of Applicant:

Address 1 271 Gabarda Way

Address 2

City Portola Valley StateIProvince CA

Postal Code 94028 US
A |icant4

Applicant Authority @|nventor OLega| Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 OParty of Interest under 35 U.S.C. 118

Midd'e"ame Fami'v"am°
Alexander

    
 

  
Prefix

Mr.

 

Residence Information (Select One) @ US Residency 0 Non US Residency 0 Active US Military Service

StateIProvince Country of Residencei Citizenship under 37 CFR1.41(b)i

Mailing Address of Applicant:

Address 1 405 Fremont Ave.

Address 2

Postal Code 94024
A Iicant 5

  
Residence Information (Select One) 6) US Residency O Non US Residency O Active US Military Service

StateIProvince CA Country of Residencei
S

Citizenship under 37 CFR1.41(b)i

Mailing Address of Applicant:

 
Address 1 622 Costigan Circle

Address 2

City Milpitas | StateIProvince CA
Postal Code 93035 | Countryi | US
All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be

generated within this form by selecting the Add button. Add

Correspondence Information:

Enter either Customer Number or complete the Correspondence Information section below.

For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a).

|:| An Address is being provided for the correspondence Information of this application.

Customer Number 34300 APPLE INC.
EX'I=ItBiT 1-01-0 - PAGE 65
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PTOISBI14 (02-07)
Approved for use through 02/28/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

. .
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 _ _
T Title of Invention Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Emai'Addre~°~s —

Application Information:

 

 
 
 

Title of the Invention Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

|MM147.C1 | Small Entity Status Claimed |:|Attorney Docket Number

Application Type

Subject Matter

Nonprovlsional

 
 

Sub Class (if any)

Suggested Figure for Publication (if any)

|:| Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219)

Request Not to Publish. I hereby request that the attached application not be published under 35 U.S.C. 122(b)

El and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not been and will not be the subject of an
application filed in another country, or under a multilateral agreement, that requires publication at eighteen months

after filing.

Suggested Class (if any)  
Suggested Technology Center (if any)

  Total Number of Drawing Sheets (if any)   
Publication Information:

Representative Information:

Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a power of attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32).
Enter either Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections

are completed the Customer Number will be used for the Representative Information during processing.

Please Select One: @ Customer Number 0 US Patent Practitioner O US Representative (37 CFR 11.9)

Customer Number 34300
 
Domestic Priority Information:

This section allows for the applicant to claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, or 365(0). Providing this information in the
application data sheet constitutes the specific reference required by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.T8(a)(2) or CFR 1.‘/8(a)
(4), and need not othewvise be made part of the specification.

Prior Application Status Pending

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

Continuation of 10/285450 2002-11-01

Prior Application Status Expired

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

10/285450 non provisional of 60/335493 2001-11-01

Prior Application Status Expired APPLE-tNC.
EXHIBIT 1010 - PAGE 66
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PTOISBI14 (02-07)
Approved for use through 02/28/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 

 

  
 

  
 

 Attorney Docket Number |MM147.C1
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76

Application Number

Title of Invention Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD)

10/235450 60/399883 2002-07-31 
Additional Domestic Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting
the Add button. Add

Foreign Priority Information:

This section allows for the applicant to claim benefit of foreign priority and to identify any prior foreign application for which priority is
not claimed. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U_S_C_ 119(b)

and 37 CFR 1.55(a).

Application Number Parent Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD} Priority Claimed

Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the
Add button.

 

Assignee Information:

Providing this information in the application data sheet does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of palt 3 of Title 37
of the CFR to have an assignment recorded in the Office.

Assi nee 1

If the Assignee is an Organization check here.

Organization Name Immersion Corporation

Mailing Address Information:

Address 1 801 Fox Lane

Address 2

Phone Number 408-467-1900 408-350-8761
Email Address

 

Additional Assignee Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add Add
button.

Signature:

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33 and 10.18. Please see 37

CFR 1.4(d) for the form of the signature.

 Signature /Carl E. Sanders.’ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2007-03-29

First Name Carl Last Name Sanders Registration Number 57203

APPLE INC.
EXHIBIT 1010 - PAGE 67
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PTOISBI14 (02-07)
Approved for use through 02/28/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

. .
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 _ _
T Title of Invention Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which
is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U_S_C_ 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.0. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

APPLE INC.
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1.

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to
a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection
of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is
used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not
furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

Privacy Act Statement

The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552)
and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine
whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or
administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an
individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of
the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in
order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed,
as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security
review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee,
during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records
management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the
GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuant
to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance ofa patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued
patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, if the
USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.

APPLE INC.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Filing Date:

Title Of |nVentiOnI Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Kenneth M. Martin

Carl Sanders

Attorney Docket Number: ||v||v|147_c1

W

Miscellaneous-Filing:

EXHIBIT 1010 - PAGE 70
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Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-AlIowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:

Total in USD ($) 1250

 

APPLE INC.
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International Application Number: 

Title of Invention: Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name:

Payment information:

Payment was successfully received in RAM $1250

RAM Confirmation Number
Depositmcount  

File Listing:

Document . . . . Multi PagesDocument Description  File Size(Bytes) Part /-zip (if app”

 
APPLE INC.
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Specification lMM147C1Specification.pdf 175522

Warnings:

Information:

Warnings:

Information:

Oath or Declaration filed lMM147C1Dec|aration.pdf

Warnings:

Information:

lMM147C1UtilityApplicationT
Miscellaneous Incoming Letter ransmmamdf

Warnings:

Information:

IM M1 47C 1 Application DataS
heet.pdf

Fee Worksheet (PTO—06) fee—info.pdf 8457

Application Data Sheet 1293761

Warnings:

Information:

Warnings:

Information:

APPLE INC.
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see

37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date

shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions

of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the

application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary

components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the

International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due

course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement

Receipt will establish the international filing date of the application.
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PTO/SB/06 (12-o4)
Approved for use through 7/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

. PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD 1 1 1 7Substitute for Form PTO-B75

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I OTHER THAN
(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

    

 
F0 NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE (S) FEE ($) RATE (S) FEE ($)

BASIC FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(a), (b). or (c))
SEARCH FEE
(37 CFR1.16(k), (i), or(m))
EXAMINATION FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(o), (p), or (q))
TOTAL CLAIMS
(37 CFR1.16(i))
INDEPENDENT CLAIMS
(37 CFR1.16(h))

X$25= X$50

X$100= X$200=

If the specification and drawings exceed 100

 

O 30

 

 
 

  

   
 

     
 

 

 
  

   
 

  

 

APPLICATION SIZE sheets of paper, the application size fee due is
FEE $250 ($125 for small entity) for each additional

(37 CFR 1_16(s» 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR 1.16(j)) N/A N/A

' If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2. TOTAL TOTAL

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST -

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT
‘‘ AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA RATE (3) RATE Is)
'5 PAID FOR

E (37 CFR1.16(i))‘“ ’°“" E2 °'‘ &:

E (37 CFR1.16(h) 0R2 O X = : T:
< APP“°a"°" Size Fee (37 CFR 116(3)) 1: ——

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j)) ‘ on -
TOTAL TOTAL
ADD'T FEE °R ADD'T FEE

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) OR
cLAlMs HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT
'5“ AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA RATE (5) RATE (5)
'5 AMENDMENT PAID FOR

lg‘ Total ORQ (37 CFR1.16(i))

E (37 CFR1.16(h) E X " OR X "< Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1160))

 
N/A

TOTAL
ADD'T FEE

OR N/A

>-I89.-13-’TI m mOR

  ' If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “O” in column 3.
" If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter “20”.

"‘ If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter '3".
The ‘Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to tile (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 USC. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comment
on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patel
and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

  
 

If you need assistance in completing the fonn, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Filing Date: 03/29/07
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Add1ess:COM1\HSSIQ1\ER FUR PATENTSPO Box I450

Alexandria, Vilgirljz 22313-1450wWw.uspIo.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER F"-'N§A°T’S71 (CI GRP ART UNIT FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAIMS IND CLAIMS

11/693,117 03/29/2007 2817 1250 |MM147.C1 25 3

 

CONFIRMATION NO. 8743

34300 FILING RECEIPT

PATENT DEPARTMENT (51851)
KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP

1001 WEST FOURTH STREET

W|NSTON—SALEM, NC27101

Date Mailed: 04/16/2007

Receipt is acknowledged of this regular Patent Application. It will be considered in its order and you will be

notified as to the results of the examination. Be sure to provide the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING
DATE, NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION when inquiring about this application. Fees
transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection. Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on

this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please mail to the Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450 Alexandria Va 22313-1450. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please

submit any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO

processes the reply to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the
requested corrections (if appropriate).

Applicant(s)
Kenneth M. Martin, Los Gatos, CA;

Steven P. Vassallo, Redwood City, CA;

Alex 8. Goldenberg, Portola Valley, CA;
Alexander Jasso, Los Altos, CA;

Kollin Tierling, Milpitas, CA;

Assignment For Published Patent Application

IMMERSION CORPORATION, San Jose, CA

Power of Attorney: None

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

This application is a CON of 10/285,450 11/01/2002
which Claims benefit of 60/335,493 11/01/2001

and Claims benefit of 60/399,883 07/31/2002

Foreign Applications

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 04/16/2007

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention, is

US11/693,117

Projected Publication Date: To Be Determined — pending completion of Corrected Papers

Non-Publication Request: No
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Early Publication Request: No

Title

Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Preliminary Class

330

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have
no effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a

patent in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an

international application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application

generally has the same effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The

PCT process simplifies the filing of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but
does not result in a grant of "an international patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file

additional documents and fees in countries where patent protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must

make an application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many

countries differ in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek
guidance from specific foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the

USPTO must issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S.
patent application serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains

further information and guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically,
the section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for

filing foreign patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at
800-786-9199, or it can be viewed on the USPTO website at

http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.htmI.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you

may wish to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of

Commerce initiative, this website includes self-help "too|kits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect

intellectual property in specific countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent
enforcement issues, applicants may call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15
GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "|F REQUIRED, FOREIGN

FILING LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all
applications where the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a

license may be required as set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in
37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to
revocation upon written notification. The date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier

license of similar scope has been granted under 37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.
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This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date
thereof unless it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under

37 CFR 1.53(d). This license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the

subject matter as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to
espionage and the national security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of

current regulations especially with respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of
Defense Trade Controls, Department of State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22

CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the

Office of Foreign AssetsControI, Department of Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of
Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN

FILING LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license

under 37 CFR 5.12, if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the
application. If 6 months has lapsed from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received

any indication of a secrecy order under 35 U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant
to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
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Page 1 of 2

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addresl: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
 

www.uIptu.gov

11/693,] 17 03/29/2007 Kenneth M. Martin IMM147.Cl_

CONFIRMATION NO. 8743

34300 FORMALITIES

PATENT DEPARTMENT (51851) LETTER
KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP

1001 WEST FOURTH STREET

WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27101

Date Mailed: 04/16/2007

NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

Filing Date Granted

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The application is informal since it
does not comply with the regulations for the reason(s) indicated below. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from

the date of this Notice within which to correct the informalities indicated below. Extensions of time may be
obtained by filing a petition accompaniedby the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

o Replacement drawings in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 and 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required. The drawings
submitted are not acceptable because:

u The drawings have a line quality that is too light to be reproduced (weight of all lines
and letters must be heavy enough to permit adequate reproduction) or text that is

illegible (reference characters, sheet numbers, and view numbers must be plain and
legible) see 37 CFR 1.84(l) and (p)(1)); See Figure(s) 2, 4-6, 8."

Applicant is cautioned that correction of the above items may cause the specification and drawings page count to
exceed 100 pages. If the specification and drawings exceed 100 pages, applicant will need to submit the required
application size fee. ‘

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Registered users of EFS-Web may alternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS-Web.
httgs://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/AuthenticateUserLocalEPF.htm|

For more information about EFS-Web please call the USPTO Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197 or
visit our website at http://www.uspto.gov/ebc_
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Page 2 of 2

 

Ifyou are not using EF -Web to submityour reply, you must include a copy ofthis notioe.

 
  

 

Office 0 A Initial Patent Examinat’ n (571 000, or 1-800-PTO-9199
PART 3 - OFFICE COPY
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PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of : Martin et al.

Application No. : 11/693,117
For : METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

PROVIDING TACTILE SENSATIONS

Filed : March 29. 2007

Group Art Unit : 2817

Examiner : To be assigned

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

TRANSMITTAL OF CORRECTED DRAWINGS

Sir:

In response to the Notice to File Corrected Application Papers mailed

April 16. 2007, eleven (1 1) sheets of replacement drawings is attached hereto.

Kindly direct any other comments or requests with respect to this application

to the undersigned at (336) 607-7474.

Respectfully submitted,

  Date: G; 462 @597’

Kilpatrick Stockton LLP
1001 West Fourth Street

Winston—Salem, NC 27101

 Carl Sanders (Reg. No. 57,203
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Information:

Warnings:

Information:

Tow Wes size (inbvtes>=

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see

37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date

shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions

of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the

application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary

components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the

International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due

course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement

Receipt will establish the international filing date of the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Add1ess:COM1\HSSIQ1\ER FUR PATENTSPO Box I450

Alexandria, Vilgirljz 22313-1450wWw.uspIo.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER F"-'N§A°T’S71 (CI GRP ART UNIT FIL FEE REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAIMS IND CLAIMS

11/693,117 03/29/2007 2817 1250 |MM147.C1 25 3

 

CONFIRMATION NO. 8743

34300 UPDATED FILING RECEIPT

PATENT DEPARTMENT (51851)
KILPATRICK STOCKTON LLP

1001 WEST FOURTH STREET

W|NSTON—SALEM, NC27101

Date Mailed: 06/25/2007

Receipt is acknowledged of this regular Patent Application. It will be considered in its order and you will be

notified as to the results of the examination. Be sure to provide the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING
DATE, NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION when inquiring about this application. Fees
transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection. Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on

this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please mail to the Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450 Alexandria Va 22313-1450. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please

submit any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO

processes the reply to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the
requested corrections (if appropriate).

Applicant(s)
Kenneth M. Martin, Los Gatos, CA;

Steven P. Vassallo, Redwood City, CA;

Alex 8. Goldenberg, Portola Valley, CA;
Alexander Jasso, Los Altos, CA;

Kollin Tierling, Milpitas, CA;

Assignment For Published Patent Application

IMMERSION CORPORATION, San Jose, CA

Power of Attorney: None

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant

This application is a CON of 10/285,450 11/01/2002
which Claims benefit of 60/335,493 11/01/2001

and Claims benefit of 60/399,883 07/31/2002

Foreign Applications

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 04/16/2007

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention, is

US11/693,117

Projected Publication Date: 10/04/2007

Non-Publication Request: No
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Early Publication Request: No

Title

Method and Apparatus for Providing Tactile Sensations

Preliminary Class

330

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have
no effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a

patent in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an

international application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application

generally has the same effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The

PCT process simplifies the filing of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but
does not result in a grant of "an international patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file

additional documents and fees in countries where patent protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must

make an application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many

countries differ in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek
guidance from specific foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the

USPTO must issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S.
patent application serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains

further information and guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically,
the section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for

filing foreign patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at
800-786-9199, or it can be viewed on the USPTO website at

http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.htmI.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you

may wish to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of

Commerce initiative, this website includes self-help "too|kits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect

intellectual property in specific countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent
enforcement issues, applicants may call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15
GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "|F REQUIRED, FOREIGN

FILING LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all
applications where the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a

license may be required as set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in
37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to
revocation upon written notification. The date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier

license of similar scope has been granted under 37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.
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This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date
thereof unless it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under

37 CFR 1.53(d). This license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the

subject matter as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to
espionage and the national security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of

current regulations especially with respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of
Defense Trade Controls, Department of State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22

CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the

Office of Foreign AssetsControI, Department of Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of
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MULTIMODE FEEDBACK DISPLAY TECHNOLOGY

The present invention relates generally to a system for providing

haptic information to the human body. Haptic or tactual perception,

commonly referred to as the "sense of touch", is actually composed of two

parts: the cutaneous sense and kinesthesis [Loomis & Lederrnan, 1986].

The cutaneous sense mediates awareness of stimulation at the skin, while

kinesthesis provides information on body parts. Conscious experience of

mechanical cutaneous stimulation is known as "tactile perception".

Background

The sense of touch, of haptic sense, is complex. Unlike vision, touch

involves a direct physical interaction, so that human actions cause and

change what is perceived. It is the fundamental role of touch to sense the

results of these contact interactions in order to guide manipulation and body

motion. The current art only contains devices for presenting a crude tactile

image to a location on the body. This type of information represents only a

fraction of the total information sensed by the human sense of touch. Many

different types of basic information about the contacts are extracted by

people through a combination of four different tactile sensory systems,

measurement of joint motion, and measurement of joint torques. This basic

information can be organized broadly into passively acquired information

and actively acquired information. Passively acquired information can be

gathered without relative motion between the body and an object and without

varying the forces between the body and the object. Actively acquired

information requires either relative motion or varying contact forces. A

summary of some of the basic types of cues or sensed information is given

below.
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Passivel ac uired identification cues

Passively acquired identification cues can be obtained by the act of

holding an object in the hand. The inventors herein have identified three

major cues in this category.

5 1. Determining the local contact normal and curvature of the surface

at each contact.

Determining the local contact curvature and labeling it as a point,

edge, or planar contact is important for grasp acquisition and object

identification. Different contact types have different grasp properties

10 which affect stability [Salisbury, 1985]. In addition, the local contact

normal and curvature provide a strong pruning heuristic rule for

identifying objects and object pose; Grimson, W.E.L., Object

Recognition by Computer: The Role of Geometric Constraint, MIT

Press, Cambridge, MA (1990). Local object curvature can be

15 measured passively by examining the normal contact force

distribution.

2. Determining the surface texture at each contact.

Surface texture affects grasp stability. Rough textures are generally

easier to grasp than smooth textures. In addition, surface texture can

20 also be used as a pruning heuristic rule in identifying objects and

object pose. Texture cues are produced both from the spatial

distribution of the contact force and the dynamic vibration effects

produced at the skin during motion.

3. Gross object shape.

25 By using the finger geometry and the location of the contact points in

the hand, the shape of the object can be estimated. For example, an

initial grasp might be a power grasp in order to get a lot of contact

information about an object. Once the object and its shape is

identified, a dexterous grasp might be used for manipulation.
30
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Actively acguired identification cues

With some local active exploration, properties relating the reaction

forces to the applied force can also be determined:

5 M 1. Determining the local stiffness at each contact.

The local surface stiffness can be estimated by applying varying

normal forces and measuring the change in contact area. Softer

surfaces will produce a larger contact area for a given applied force.

This is not a significant cue for manipulation of control surfaces and

10 tools since almost all of the objects involved are rigid.

2. Determining local frictional properties.

The local friction along with the local contact type control the local

grasp stability. Friction can be measured by applying varying

tangential forces and then detecting the onset of slip (slip detection is

15 a separate basic manipulation cue; see next Section). This task also

requires the ability to measure tangential forces.

3. Overall object stiffness.

By integrating the contact force over an area with the joint torques,

and correlating this with joint deflection, the overall object stiffness

20 can be computed.

4. Detecting slip.

Detecting the onset of slip between an object and the hand is essential

for grasp maintenance. Slip detection is used to determine the

necessary grasp forces at each contact during all stages of

25 manipulation.

5. Determining object mass (weight), center of mass, and

moments of inertia.

By manipulating a grasped object and measuring the resulting joint

torques and net contact forces at the hands for different

30 configurations, the weight, center of mass and moments of inertia of

3
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the object can be computed. This information can be used for object

identification and pose determination, Siegal, D.M., Pose

Determination of a Grasped Object Using Limited Sensing, Ph.D.

Thesis, Department of Electrical Engineering, MIT, Cambridge,

5 Massachusetts (1991), as well as for computing the necessary torques

for throwing or manipulating the object.

6. Estimating directions of contact constraint.

Assembly is the process or bringing a moving part into a constrained

relationship with a fixed part. In order to control the assembly

10 process, the directions in which movement is constrained need to be

estimated. Contact constraints are estimated using measurements of

the reaction forces as a function of position and by measuring the

direction of impact forces.

7. Detecting changes in contact constraints.

15 This is one of the most common tasks during manipulation. The

detents in switches, the termination in screws, the impacts from

mating two parts are all examples. The onset of the change can be

detected by looking for unexplained impact forces and the direction of

the impact force.

20

Review of Haptic Devices

Position and Orientation Devices

Devices and systems are well known for measuring or monitoring one

or more characteristics of an anatomical part (see for example U.S. Patent

25 Nos. 4,986,280, 3,258,007 and 3,364,929). A human controlled position

sensing device for use in the field of robotics is also well known (see for

example, U.S. Patent Nos. 4,328,621, 4,534,694, 4,608,525, and

4,674,048).

30
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Force Devices

Systems are also well known for providing force feedback to human

operators. Force-reflective devices exist in a variety of forms, from

joysticks to arm and hand controllers. These devices serve as input devices

5 and haptic interfaces for virtual environment manipulation, or teleoperation.

V While joysticks are probably the oldest of the haptic interface

technologies and were originally conceived to control aircraft, many

joysticks currently developed are being used for the control of remote

manipulators. AT&T Bell Laboratories has developed a high performance,

10 compact force-feedback joystick It was intended to support engineering,

‘business, and scientific desktop computing applications. It is 7x4.5x3 inches

in size, weighs approx. 2lbs, can apply 75 grams force to the end of the

joystick (2 inches long), and can run at over 200 Hz. its use has been

demonstrated for navigating through an electronics CAD database by setting

15 the force to have a step jump at the edge of each trace. It is fast enough to

allow the users to feel textures, and provides enough force to give a good

range of levels for different conditions. S

A significant amount of research has been conducted on robot hands,

Salisbury, J .K. and Mason, M.T., Robot Hands and the Mechanics of

20 Manipulation, MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts (1985), and force-

reflecting controllers, (e. g. Bejezy and Salisbury, 1983, Agronin, 1987) for

robot arm manipulation. These controllers can be anthropomorphic but are

often tailored to the slave robots and imitate their kinematics. The

advantage of controllers that imitate the kinematics of the human hands and

25 arms is that they have the largest user range of motion. However, it is

difficult to achieve high quality force feedback with these controllers and

minimizing actuator size becomes a major design requirement. The

Stanford/JPL 6 DOF hand controller is an example of a compact non-

anthropomorphic force reflecting arm master. Sargent Industries/CRL

30 manufactures a variety of master-slave manipulators for use in hazardous

5
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environments. Though their systems do provide force feedback, they are

large, non—anthropomorphic, and are not meant to be portable. Similarly,

Schilling Development, Inc. produces the TITAN 7F, and the GAMMA 7F,

both of which are 6-4 Titanium constructed servo, hydraulic master/slave

systems. The GAMMA 7F allows operation in radioactive environments.

However, the force—feedback versions are still under development, and the

master controllers are only semi-anthropomorphic.

One complete anthropomorphic system (Jacobsen 1989) uses high

performance hydraulic actuators to provide force-reflection for 7 DOF up to

and including the wrist, with more DOF’s in the gripper (Sarcos, 1991).

The device has a large range of force exertion at a relatively high

bandwidth. However, it is bulky and also very expensive. Two other

anthropomorphic teleoperation systems include the Force—Reflecting Hand

Controller (FRHC) (McAffee et al.), and the Odetics exoskeleton (Burke,

1991). Both use steel cables to reflect forces and moments and remotely

locate the motors. The FRHC provides motion in 6 DOF while the Odetics

exoskeleton uses 7 DOF to represent the human arm. However, these

systems are still not portable force—feedback devices. Iwata (Iwata 1990)

describes a system for the thumb, two fingers and the palm. The palm is

actuated by a six degree-of-freedom parallel stage driven by electric motors.

Each of the two fingers and thumb has single DOF motion and is also driven

by electric motors. This system can transmit large forces to the hand and

fingers, but is limited to pinch type grasps because of the single DOF plates

for the fingers.

Burdea, Zhuang, and Roskos (1991) describe a system based on

pneumatic cylinders and the VPL dataglove. This system generates forces

using pneumatic cylinders placed between the inside of the palm and the

fingertips. The system is compact and lightweight, but at present can only

simulate grasp forces between the palm and the fingertips. Contact of the

fingers with objects supported externally cannot be simulated. While many

6
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forms of force—feedback devices have been developed, not many complete

anthropomorphic systems exist. Of the anthropomorphic arm systems, the

main disadvantage is their bulkiness and non—portability.

Tactile Devices

Tactile devices are also well known and fall into five basic categories.

Tactile displays have been the subject of much research activity in the past

thirty years. While neuroscientists studied the physiological roots of human

tactile perception, engineers were interested in tactile display devices that

substituted or augmented other senses such as sight and hearing. Tactile

displays also demonstrated their usefulness in VR simulations and telerobotic

operations by EXOS TouchMaster which utilized buzzers to display Contact

information of objects. To design a high performance force reflective

exoskeleton master, tactile displays might provide the teleoperator with

additional information such as contact locations that cold not be adequately

displayed by force alone. Or tactile displays might simplify the requirement

on force reflection. It was conceivable that a combination of tactile display

and force reflection would be haptically more effective, technically less

challenging and economically more feasible than force reflection alone.

The following paragraphs present an overview of tactile display

technologies and their applications developed in the past thirty years.

Air or water jet displays

Not all tactile displays make mechanical contact with the skin. Air or

water jet displays are attractive because they eliminate the need for moving

mechanical parts and because they exhibit a consistent frequency response.

Air jet arrays were extensively tested by Bliss, J.C., Crane, H.D. and Link,

S.W., Efiect of Display Movement on Tactile Pattern Perception, Perception

and Psychophysics, 1:195-202, (1966), and Bliss, J.C., Crane, H.D.,

Mansfield, P.K. and Townsend, J .T., Information Available in Brief Tactile

7
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Presentations, Perception and Psychophysics, 12273-283 (1966) in different

configurations with applications in vision substitution Bliss, J .C., Crane,

H.D. and Link, S.W., Efiect of Display Movement on Tactile Pattern

Perception, Perception and Psychophysics, 12195-202, (1966), Rogers,

C.H., Choice of Stimulator Frequency for Tactile Arrays, IEEE Transactions

on Man-Machine Systems (special issue), MMS-11(1) (March, 1970) and as

a user interface in tracking experiments, Hill, J .W., A Describing Function

Analysis of Tracking Performance Using Two Tactile Displays, IEEE

Transactions on Man—Machine Systems (special issue), MMS-11(1) (March,

1970). Steerable air and water jets were also investigated as a "substitute

cathode ray tube", tracing cursive letters or figures or re—creating a visual

image in a raster scanned format on the skin, Bliss, J.C., Tactual

Perception: Experiments and Models, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo

Park, California, Final Report, Technical Report AFAL—TR-66-242,

Contracts AF33(615)-1099 and NAS2-2752, SRI Projects 4719 and 5438

(July, 1966), and Collins, C.C. and Madey, J .M.J ., Tactile Sensory

Replacement, Proceedings of the San Diego Biomedical Symposium, pp. 15-

26 (1974).

Air or water bladder displays

Air or water bladder displays are used to apply a continuous pressure

on an area of skin. An example is the TELETACT device (Air Muscle

Ltd), which consists of an elastic lycra glove lined with -approximately

twenty air pockets fed by microcapillary tubes, Stone, R.J., Advanced

Human-System Interfaces for Telerobotics Using Virtual Reality and

Telepresence Technologies, Proceedings of the International Conference on

Advanced Robotics , Pisa, Italy, 168-173 (June, 1991). This glove may be

worn inside measurement devices such as the Mattel Power Glove or the

EXOS Dextrous HandMaster (DHM) when interacting with a virtual
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environment. Air pockets generally suffer from extremely low bandwidth

(order of 1H2) because of the elasticity of the bladder material.

Mechanical tactor elements or arrays that impact or indent the skin

This group of displays include most of the vibrotactile devices

described in the literature in addition to a’ few displays operated at a very

low frequency that would not normally be considered vibrotactile (such as

the tactile interface for IBM graphics described by Frisken-Gibson, S.F.,

Bach-y-Rita, P., Tompkins, W.J. & Webster, J .G., A 64 Solenoid, Four

Level Fingertip Search Display for the Blind, IEEE Transactions on

Biomedical Engineering, BME—34:963—965 (1987).

While there are a few single-element display devices (see Goldstein,

M.H. and Proctor, A., Tactile Aids for Profoundly Deaf Children, Journal

of the Acoustical Society of America, 77:258-265 (1985), Terry, J .A. and

Hsiao, H., Tactile Feedback in a Computer Mouse, Proceedings of the

Fourteenth Annual Northeast Bioengineering Conference, p. 146-149

(March, 1988)), the vast majority of mechanical tactile displays involve

tactor arrays. The number of elements in these arrays run from two (such

as the stump-mounted upper-limb prosthesis elbow angle display developed

by Mann, R.W. and Reimers, S.D., Kinesthetic Sensing for the EMG

Controlled "Boston Arm”, IEEE Transactions on Man-Machine Systems

(special issue), MMS-112110-115‘ (1970) to 400 (such as the 20x20 back

mounted array of solenoid activated tactors used by White, B.W.,

Perceptual Findings with the Vision-Substitution System, IEEE Transactions

on Man-Machine Systems (special issue), MMS-11:54-58 (1970), and

Collins, C.C., Tactile Television - Mechanical and Electrical Image

Projection, IEEE Transactions of Man-Machine Systems, MMS-11, 58-65

(1970).

Almost all of the devices in this group involve indenting or impacting

the skin perpendicular to the skin surface. Two methods of actuation

9
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dominate these displays: solenoid activated pins and cantilevered

piezoelectric bimorph reeds with a pin mounted to the tip. The OPTACON

is an extremely well known piezoelectric birnorph activated vibrator array

developed by Bliss et al (1970). It is a small 1.1x2.7cm display with a

matrix of 6x24 tactors, and can be operated from 12.5 Hz to 250Hz. It was

originally designed to serve as a reading aid for the blind in conjunction with

an optic probe which digitizes the information in printed text, but due to its

versatile design it was used extensively as a research tool by a variety of

researchers (such as Wiker, S.F., Vanderheiden, G., Lee, S. and Arndt, S.,

Development of Tactile Mice for Blind Access to Computers, Importance of

Stimulation Locus, Object Size, and Vibrotactile Display Resolution,

Proceedings of the Human Factors Society , 1: 708-712 (1991). The

OPTACON is now commercially available from Telesensory Systems.

Another method of actuation that has great potential is the use of shape

memory alloys (SMA). As a current is passed through the alloy, it changes

shape and deflects a spring that holds a tactor pill in place; Johnson, A.D.,

Shape Memory Alloy Tactical Feedback Actuator, No. AAMRL-TR-90-039

(available through NTIS), TiNi Alloy Co., Inc., Oakland, California, under

sponsorship of Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research

Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio (August, 1990), and McCarty,

L.H., Special Alloy is Key to Braille Computer Display, Design News

(Boston), 46(3):158—159, (February 12, 1990). TACTOOLS is a

commercial tactile feedback product available from Ztensory Inc. for use in

teleoperationand virtual reality (VR) applications. The same product is also
available from Mondo Tronics.

Voice coil displays

‘These displays generate vibratory sensations by mounting a voice coil

against the skin. Examples are found in Patrick, N.J.M., Sheridan, T.B.,

Massimino, M.J., Marcus, B.M., Design and Testing of a Non-Reactive,
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Fingertip Tactile Display for Interaction with Remote Environments, SPIE

Vol. 1387 Cooperative Intelligent Robotics in Space, 215-222 (1990), and

Patterson, P.E. and Katz, J.A., Design and Evaluation of a Sensory

I Feedback System that Provides Graspong Pressure in a Myoelectric Hand,

Journal of Rehabilitation Research and Development, 29(1): 1-8, (Winter,

1992). The TouchMaster is a voice-coil based tactile feedback device

manufactured by EXOS.

Electrotactile displays

Electrotactile displays elicit touch sensations by indiscriminately

stimulating all the touch and pain sensors in the skin with a current passing

through the skin. These devices usually involve a remote stimulator (which

supplies the power and generates the stimulation waveform) and a number of

electrodes mounted on the skin using a sticky dielectric. Each electrode pair

constitutes a stimulation site. While some systems involve single or a small

number of isolated electrode pairs (such as the functional electrical

stimulation feedback system developed by Rutherford, K.M., Riso, R., and

Neuman, M.R., A Finger Mounted Force Sensor for Use with an FNS Hand

Grasp System, Proceedings of the IEEE 9th Annual Conference of the

Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society, pp. 1757-1758, arrays of

electrodes were also popular, with number of elements running up to 1024

in one instance, Collins, C.C. and Madey, J .M.J ., Tactile Sensory

Replacement, Proceedings of the San Diego Biomedical Symposium, pp. 15-

26 (1974). H

Large arrays with electrotactile displays are achieved by using small,

closely spaced concentric electrode pairs in a grid, Collins, C.C. and

Madey, J .M.J ., Tactile Sensory Replacement, Proceedings of the San Diego

Biomedical Symposium, pp. 15-26 (1974). When the stimulation sites are

few and sparsely distributed, a large common anode could be placed at a

distance from the stimulation cites. The TICKLETALKER, Alcantara, J.l,

ll
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Blarney, P.J., and Clark, G.M., Tactile-Auditory Speech Perception by

Unimodally and Bimodally Trained Normal Hearing Subjects, Journal of the

American Academy of Audiology, 4(2):98-108, (March, 1993) is one such

device, in which 8 cathodes are mounted on four metal rings worn on each

of the four fingers, and a large anode is mounted on the wrist.

Current tactile feedback devices present a flat contact image using

either arrays of tactors or raster scan techniques. This type of display can

only be used for very local shape display or textures, and is limited to a flat

type of display. Current force display devices can improve this situation

when used in combination with tactile feedback, however the force displays

have often geometrically limited the applicability of tactile displays. The

concept of rnultimode feedback, that is the combination of one or more

haptic modes in a single system, was developed specifically to overcome the

limitations of the prior art.

Summary of the Invention

It is therefore a general object of the current invention to provide a

set of technologies and a method of providing touch or haptic information.

It is a more specific object of the current invention to provide a set of

technologies and a method which can be used to present critical information

either separately or in combination.

Another specific object of the current invention to provide a set of

technologies and a method which can be used to present haptic cues either

separately or in combination.

And another specific object of the current invention is to provide a

strategy for coordinating multiple feedback modes such as force and tactile.

Yet another specific object of the present invention is to provide a

haptic "display which provides a continuous range of forces to the skin.

12
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Yet another specific object of the present invention is to provide a

haptic display which provides a time varying texture through relative

tangential motion between the device and finger.

These and other objects of the present invention are achieved by a

5 system for displaying multimode feedback to an operator. The system

comprises:

A device for displaying tactile information to a body part;

Means for tracking the position and orientation of the body part;

Means for applying forces to the body part;

10 Means for implementing a multidimensional control strategy; and

Sensors for sensing body forces.

Other objectives of the invention will in part be obvious and will in

part appear hereinafter. The invention accordingly comprises an apparatus

-15 possessing the construction, combination of elements, and arrangements of

parts which are exemplified in the following disclosure, and the scope of the

application of which will be indicated in the claims.

Brief Description of the Drawing

20 Figure la and Figure 1b are block diagrams of the preferred

computerized system for obtaining and storing sensory information,

controlling the displays, and communicating with other computers involved

in the application;

Figure is an overview of the preferred haptic display unit;

25 Figure 3 is a detail of the slip display element;

Figure 4 is a concept sketch of an activated trackball based display;

Figure 5 is a concept sketch of a two—degree-of-freedom roller

display‘;

Figure 6 is a concept sketch of an endless belt with various surface

30 features mounted on a six degree-of-freedom mini-manipulator display;

13
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Figure 7 is a concept sketch of a display consisting of several actuated

thimble rings with internal features;

Figure 8 is a concept sketch of a rotating solid cylinder with different

surface features at different angular positions;

Figure 9 is a concept sketch of a display consisting of a rotating, flat

slotted disk with an articulated linkage;

Figure 10 is a concept sketch of a display with a piezoelectric

birnorph actuator element mounted on top of a linear piezoelectric actuator

element;

Figure 11 is a concept sketch of a display in which steel pins are

deflected by a varying magnetic field set up by an electromagnet array;

Figure 12 is a block diagram and flow chart of the local processor as

it interacts with the world modeling computer.

The same numeral are used throughout the drawings to designate the '

same or similar parts.

Description of the Preferred Embodiment

The present invention generally relates to a system and method for

providing touch feedback to the human operator and is adapted to have at

least two applications. The system is useful in the control of computer

generated or virtual environments and of real or robotic environments. (See

Figures la and lb.)

In the preferred embodiment as shown in Figures 2 and 3, four sense

and display elements were used; slip on the finger tips, force feedback to the

index finger and thumb, variable frequency and amplitude vibrotactile

displays to the fingertips (the EXOS TouchMaster) and vertical resistance. In

addition the device provides position and orientation of each of the system

elements. The reference numerals are defined as follows: ’

1. Index finger

2. Thumb

14
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Tactile display (including slip and vibrotactile elements)

Slip display motor

Vibrotactile display

Modified two-degree-of-freedom SAFiRE providing force feedback to

the index finger

Proximal linkage of the modified two-degree-of-freedom SAFiRE.

Distal linkage of the modified two-degree-of-freedom SAFiRE.

Cable conduits on the modified two-degree-of-freedom SAFiRE.

Motor package for the index finger and thumb force reflection

mechanisms

Thumb force reflection device

Strap mounted bracket for haptic feedback device

Mounting bracket for haptic feedback device

Proximal passive pivot

Horizontally mounted linkage

Distal passive pivot

High resolution encoder

Front linear way

Front sliders

Front slider mounting plate

Second vertical cable

Set of idler pulleys

Motor actuating vertical degree-of-freedom through a cable system

mounted on the rear slider

Vertical support structure

Heavy base

Textured delrin surface

Miniature bearing

Set screw

Mounting bracket for the slip and vibrotactile display elements

15
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43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.
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Finger strap

Activated trackball

Pinch rollers for driving the trackball

Flat surface on trackball

Two-degree—of-freedom roller

Endless belt

Six-degree-of-freedom roller

Surface features on the belt

Actuated thimble

Independently actuated thimble rings

Internal features inside thimble rings

Indexing cylinder

Surface features at different angular positions on the indexing cylinder

Slotted flat disk

Actuated, articulated linkage

Piezoelectric bimorph actuator element

Linear piezoelectric actuator element

Steel pins

Array of electromagnets

In this embodiment a simple slip display 3 was developed. This slip

display 3 consists of a delrin cylinder 26 with a textured surface, directly

mounted on the shaft of a miniature gear motor 4. The cylinder 26 is

supported on the other side with a miniature bearing 27. The motor is held

by a set screw 28 in the mounting bracket.

The motor 4 was powered by a linear motor amplifier (not shown)

and controlled by an MC-series Motion Controller board (Motion

Engineering Inc., CA.)(not shown). The major specifications for the slip

display and the associated experimental setup are: the slip display must be

able to provide endless slip; it must be able to overcome the friction

imposed by the normal Contact force (up to 2 lb) between the fingertip and

16
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the force display; the maximum attainable speed of slip should be around 1

in/sec; the weight of the slip display should be less than 0.5 lb.

A voice coil vibrotactile display 5 which is comprised of a small

magnet mounted in a shaped plastic housing. When excited by the control

electronics it produces a variable frequency variable amplitude vibration to

the housing. In the preferred embodiment this display 5 was attached to the

mounting block of the slip display 3, and thus provides a vibratory stimulus

to the fingertip. '

The slip display 3 was attached to the tip of each of the index finger

force feedback apparatus 6 and the thumb force feedback apparatus 11.

Force reflection to the index finger 1 is provided by a modified two-degree-

of—freedom SAFiRE (U.S.S.N. 07/961,259, filed October 15, 1992, entitled

"Sensing and Force reflecting Exoskeleton") prototype, which consists of

two cable-driven linkages, with the two motors 10 mounted on the forearm.

The axes of rotation of the linkages are co-located with the PIP and MCP

joints of the index finger. Force reflection to the thumb is provided by a

one-degree-of-freedom device, also driven by cables from a remotized motor

mounted on the forearm.

The vertical resistance and position and orientation in space is

provided by a boom. The vertical force reflection axis provided up to 2 lbs

of virtual weight at the hand. It also supported the weight of the SAFiRE

through counterbalancing. The stiffness of the vertical boom up to the

SAFiRE attachment bracket exceeded 140 lb/in, the minimum stiffness

required for a cantilevered beam to feel rigid to a human operator, Tan,

B.T., Sensor Application to Space—SuiI Glove, Tactile Sensors for Robotics

and Medicine, J.G. Webster (Ed.), John Wiley and Sons, New York, 331-

340 (1988). The resolution of the vertical and horizontal position sensors

for the hand and index finger was 0.005 inch. Two linear‘ ways were

mounted on opposite sides of the vertical support structure, which was

rigidly attached to a heavy base.

17
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The drive mechanism for the vertical degree-of-freedom was located

on the back of the support structure. The motor providing vertical force

reflection was horizontally mounted on the slider riding in the rear linear

way. A threaded capstan was directly mounted on the shaft of the motor 23.

A 7x7, 0.032 inch diameter steel cable was wound 3-4 turns around the

capstan. One end of the cable was terminated at the bottom of the vertical

support structure. The other end was terminated on a cable tensioner at the

top of the structure. As the motor rotated, the cable hoisted the slider up

and down the rear linear way.

The rear slider was connected through a second cable and a set of

pulleys to a plate mounted on two sliders riding in a second linear way 18,

mounted on the front side of the vertical support structure. Using two

sliders instead of one greatly improved the twisting and bending load

capacity of the front linear way. The two sliders were mounted on the plate

through two pivots to minimize bending moments applied to the front linear

way.

Vertical forces were transmitted to the SAFiRE by a horizontally

mounted linkage. The linkage consisted of a distal block attached to the

front slider plate 20, proximal block, and a 12 inch long rod. The distal

block housed the bearings and the encoder for the first passive pivot, also

called the distal pivot. One end of the rod was pivoted about this block so

that the linkage rotated freely in the horizontal plane. The other end of the

rod was pivoted about a second bearing/encoder housing, also called the

proximal pivot 14. The proximal mounting block was attached to the

SAFiRE base with a rigid bracket. The length of this bracket was designed

to position the hand so that the proximal pivot was between the tip of the

index finger and the thumb.

The motor for vertical force reflection was selected based on the

power requirements. We would like the motor to produce a force of 2 lbs at

the hand. We also estimated that the hand could move at a maximum

18
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vertical speed of 8 in per sec. We selected 90W motor without a gearhead

to provide a smooth operation with minimal friction. The HEHD is

designed to produce a force of 2 lb. at the fingertip. The tactile display

must produce a force that exceeds the corresponding frictional force, if the

frictional coefficient between the finger and the display is estimated at 0.5,

the tactile display must be able to produce 1 lb. of force. If the display
moved past the finger at 1 in/s, the required power would be around

O.112W. A motor producing 0.25-0.5 W would therefore be a suitable

actuator for this display. The MicroMo Series 1016 motor fits these

requirements; it is 0.384 inch in diameter, 0.63 inch long and weighs 0.23

02. This is mounted in the space beyond the fingertip.

This touch display hardware is interfaced to the world model, in this

case implemented on a graphics rendering PC, through a local processor,in

this case a VME card cage which houses a TIC3O DSP board, I/O boards,

and a BiT3 VME-ISA bus adapter.

The preferred embodiment is not the only viable implementation of

the multimode feedback. Any one element, such as the slip display, when

combined with position or orientation sensing becomes a multimode display

and thus must use the strategy for coordination, in a simplified form. Each

sense and display unit has the ability to provide haptic cues to the operator

as do the following alternate embodiments. The alternate embodiments can

be roughly classified into trackball ideas, roller and belt ideas, indexing

ring/cylinder ideas, piezoelectrically actuated devices, magnetically actuated

devices and other miscellaneous concepts.

Trackballs

The trackball (Figure 4) concepts involve frictionally driven balls.

The trackball can have two degrees—of—freedom and can produce lateral skin

stretch as well as a sense of slip. However, it can not represent the nature

of contact geometry.

19
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A variation on this theme involves cutting a flat surface on the ball.

This would produce a plane as well as an edge on the ball depending on how

it is oriented with respect to the fingertip.

Roller and belts

A single roller can represent endless slip in two directions. If the

roller is rotated about the center of the fingertip, slip in any direction may

be simulated. If it is pressed hard against the fingertip, lateral skin stretch

may be induced (see Figure 5). A row of such rollers can represent slip as

well as a rough simulation of a flat surface (as long as the rollers are small

and closely spaced).

An endless belt 35 (Figure 6) may provide a better representation of a

flat surface. If the endless belt can be rotated on its side, the edge of the

belt can represent an edge. If the endless belt is mounted on a 6 degree-of-

freedom miniature manipulator 36, it can represent slip and lateral skin

stretch in any direction. Surface features may be built into the belt so that

different textures are represented by different sections of the belt.

Indexing ring/cylinder

A thirnble 38 (Figure 7) made of several rings 39 with internal ridges

may be built. By lining up the ridges on different rings, edges with

different orientations may be created under the fingertip. Rotating each ring

will also present a sense of slip in a direction normal to the longitudinal axis

of the finger.

Alternatively, a solid cylinder 41 (Figure 8) with different surface

features at different angular positions may be built. By rotating the cylinder,

different textures may be presented to the fingertip.

A third variant involves a flat disk 43 (Figure 9) with a slot down the

middle of the disk. A miniature articulated linkage 44 may be raised from

the slot to create a corner. When the linkage is retracted, a flat circular.

20
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surface will be presented. Spinning the disk will create a sense of slip.

Adding a rotational degree of freedom will allow the disk to be tilted with

respect to the fingertip.

Piezoelectrically activated devices

A piezoelectrically micromotor may be used to generate rotation in a

small package. Alternatively, a deflecting piezoelectric actuator 45 may be

mounted on top of a linear piezoelectric actuator 46 to produce a tiny

manipulator that can push on the fingertip as well as drag it sideways for

normal and lateral force representation (see Figure 10).

Magnetically activated devices

Using a complex magnetic field, ferrite dust may be made to form

different shapes. Alternatively, by modulating the polarity and strength of

an array of electromagnets 48, tiny steel pins 47 may be deflected to

generate different shapes at the fingertip (see Figure 11).

.(3t_hcr§

Other ideas include using a thermoelectric cooling chip mounted

against the finger to act as a heat sink. Since most metals are cold to the

touch, this artificially induced heat loss may generate an illusion of being in

contact with metal.

Certain changes may be made in the above apparatus without

departing from the scope of the invention involved herein. It is intended

that all matter contained in the above description or shown in the

accompanying drawings shall be interpreted in an illustrative and not in a

limiting sense.

21
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CLAINIS

1. Apparatus for displaying tactile information to a body part

comprising:

5 means for tracking the position and orientation of the body part;

means for applying forces to the body part;

means for implementing a multidimensional control strategy; and

sensors for sensing body forces.

10 2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the means for implementing

the control strategy comprises;

a mounting bracket;

a rotatable textured cylinder mounted in the bracket; and

a motor adapted to rotate the cylinder according to the control

15 strategy.

3. The apparatus of claim 2 further including a second haptic

display.

22
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR TACTILE

FEEDBACK FROM INPUT DEVICE

l0 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention pertains to computer input and

pointing devices used to control cursor movement on a

display. More particularly, this invention pertains to

15 touch—sensitive data input and pointing devices for data

input to computers and other devices which benefit from

interaction with a user.

2 . PRIOR ART

20 Input devices for computers are well known in the

art. There are several types of input devices including

the familiar "mouse." The mouse has become so popular

because, when combined with a graphical user interface

(GUI), it is so much easier to use than typed keyboard

25 commands. Instead, a cursor is caused to move on a

display screen, the cursor being controlled by movements

of the mouse being translated into corresponding cursor

movements. The mouse has been accepted as a "user

friendly" input device for both experienced and novice

30 computer users. The popularity which the mouse has

achieved in the art can be given large credit for

fostering the explosive growth of the personal computer

industry since a mouse provides a simple means for users

to input data to a computer.
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While mice are currently’ the most popular‘ non-

keyboard input device, a mouse generally requires a

free—rolling surface, i.e. a table top, on which it can

operate. Disadvantageously, a mouse is not well suited

5 for use in cramped spaces or with a portable computer,

particularly laptop, notebook, sub—notebook, and palmtop

computers. In answer to the long existing need for a

more convenient input device suitable for both portable

and desktop computers, various alternative input devices

10 have been. proposed. Such alternative input devices

include devices commonly referred to as track balls,

track pens, track point devices, as well as various

devices which sense the position of a pointing object on

a position sensing surface. The devices which sense the

15 position. of a pointing" object on. a sensing surface

generally have the advantages of being simple to use,

being easily integrated with current computers and other

computing devices, reliability, ruggedness, compactness,

and the ability to be transported and used in a variety

20 of locations.

Numerous types of input devices utilize a position

sensing surface. Examples are provided in the following

patent references: U.S. Pat. No. 3,886,311, Rodgers et

al. (Writing pen for detecting time varying

25 electrostatic field produced by a writing tablet); U.S.

Patent No. 4,672,154, to Rodgers et al. (Cordless stylus

which emits a directional electric field from the tip of

a conductive pen cartridge sensed by a digitizer tablet

having an X-Y coordinate system); U.S. Pat. No.

30 4,680,430 to Yoshikawa et al. (A tablet-like coordinate

detecting apparatus including a resistive film for

determining the coordinate position data of a point on

a plane indicated by the touch of a finger tip or other

load); U.S. Patent No. 4,103,252 to Bobick (A position

35 sensing tablet with electrodes located on the boundaries

of a sensing region which detects a human touch by the

change in capacitive charge caused by the touch which
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varies the time constant of an RC network which is part

of an oscillator); U.S. Patent No. 4,736,191 to Matzke

(A touch activated control device comprising individual

conductive plates wherein a user's touch on the

5 dielectric layer overlaying the plates is detected by

individually charging and discharging each of the

sectors in the plates in a sequential manner to

determine the increased capacitance of the sector); U.S.

Patent No. 4,550,221 to Mabusth (A touch sensitive

10 control device which translates touch location to output

signals and which includes a substrate that supports

first and second interleaved, closely spaced, non-

overlapping’ conducting plates); U.S. Patent No.

4,639,720 to Rympalski et al. (An electronic sketch pad

15 which contains a graphics input pad having an array of

transparent capacitive pixels, the capacitance

characteristics of which are changed in response to the

passing of a conductive tipped stylus over the surface

of the pad); and, European Patent Publication No.

20 574,213 (A proximity sensor includes a sensor matrix

array which senses changes in capacitance between

horizontal and vertical conductors connected to the

position sensing pad to determine x, y, & z position
information).

25 A particularly useful and advantageous input device

is disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 5,305,017 to Gerpheide.

The Gerpheide patent discloses devices and methods which

overcome the drawbacks inherent in other devices which

utilize a sensing tablet or sensing surface. The

30 devices and methods of the Gerpheide patent include a

touch sensitive input pad upon which a user conveniently

inputs position information with a finger. In

operation, the user's finger tip is brought in close

proximity to the top surface of the position sensing

35 surface of the touch sensitive pad. The device of the

Gerpheide patent detects the position of the finger tip

in the x and y directions of the touchpad as well as the
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finger’s proximity in the z direction in relation to the

sensing surface. In addition to a finger, the pointing

object can be any other conductive object.

The above mentioned input devices are easily

5 distinguished from each other by focusing on a

particular characteristic which each device does or does

not possess. Specifically, each input device may either

be used by moving a stylus across the touch—sensitive

surface, or a human finger, or both. The input devices

10 of interest are only those which are useable by touching

the touch—sensitive surface with a finger.

The different input devices allow for various

sensing apparatus of the touch—sensitive devices to

detect the finger and translate movement of the finger

15 into corresponding movement of a cursor on a display

screen. This patent has within its scope of interest

those touchpad—type devices which readily provide

tactile feedback to the user, and which control a cursor

on a display device. Practically speaking, the greatest

20 feedback occurs when using touchpads and tablets

operated by a user's finger.

One of the advantages of using a touchpad or tablet

as an input device is that space is conserved. This

means that the touchpad or tablet are not moved around,

25 as is a mouse, in order to manipulate a cursor on a

display screen. Instead, a finger is moved across a

touch—sensitive surface, while the touchpad or tablet

advantageously remains stationary. This characteristic

is very important when space constraints are premium,

30 such as on an airplane or a crowded desk.

With the advent of these new touchpad and tablet

devices have also come enhancements to make them easier

to use and to provide additional benefits over mice and

other input devices. In particular, the Gerpheide

35 patent application, Serial Number 08/413,199, teaches a

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR EXTENDING THE DRAG FUNCTION OF A

COMPUTER POINTING DEVICE. This patent application is
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particularly useful to touchpads and tablets because it

makes optimunn use of the available touchpad surface

area. When a cursor is manipulated to drag an object

across a display screen, typically the user cannot

5 complete the operation in a single continuous stroke of

a finger. The reason is that although it is common

practice to make a small finger movement on a touchpad

correspond to a larger cursor movement on a display by

magnifying relative motion, available touchpad surface

10 area is still finite. Therefore, in the middle of a

drag operation. during which the user is maintaining

Contact with a touchpad, the user is forced to lift the

finger. In conventional computer input devices, lifting

the finger terminates the drag operation. The user must

15 reselect the object which was being dragged by the

cursor, and then continue movement. Depending upon the

distance to be moved, this operation might be repeated
several times.

The Gerpheide patent advantageously provides new

20 functionality to the touchpad by creating a delay in

drag cancellation. Specifically, when dragging an

object with a cursor, lifting the finger does not

immediately result in termination of drag operation.

Instead, a delay in termination provides sufficient time

25 for a user to lift the finger, move it to a new location

on the touchpad, and resume dragging the object as if

the finger had never been lifted.

Implementation of the drag extend. function

described above is accomplished by creating regions on

30 the touchpad surface which provide new functionality.

For example, moving a finger into an appropriate region

activates a desired function. With drag extend, the

most logical location for a region which can activate

the function is the perimeter of a touchpad. This is

35 because the user's finger is going to reach the edge of

the touchpad. By creating a border region around the

entire touchpad perimeter, the drag extend function can
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be activated while dragging in any direction. It should

be apparent from the explanation above that endowing a

border region with extended functions such. as drag

extend can be advantageous for the user.

5 A problem which is not readily apparent from the

description given above is that a user is not always

aware of the location of their finger on the touchpad.

A user is manipulating the position of a cursor on a

display screen, and therefore is concentrating on

10 watching the display and not the touchpad. The problem

arises when a user wants to use, for example, the drag

extend function. The surface of a touchpad is typically

uniformly smooth to the perception. of human touch.

Typically, there is no tactile indication to assist a

15 user in. determining whether a finger is within the

border region. or not. Consequently, when the user

executing the drag operation lifts the finger from the

touchpad, the drag function might terminate. In

essence, no way is readily provided for a user to know

20 when a finger has entered the border region.

One attempt at a solution to this problem of

inadequate tactile feedback is provided by Logan et al.

in U.S. Patent No. 5,327,161. Generally, the Logan

patent apparently addresses the issues of replacing an

25 ordinary mouse with a touchpad type device.

Specifically, the patent teaches providing extended

functionality to a touchpad by placing touch~sensitive

sensor strips on a physically raised outer perimeter or

bevel around. the touchpad, but not actually on the

30 touchpad surface. When a finger comes in Contact with

the touch—sensitive strips, extended functionality is

provided to the user.

One of the several disadvantages of the Logan

patent is that construction of the touchpad is

35 needlessly complicated. Specifically, Logan requires a

raised bevelled edge to be created around the touchpad

perimeter to provide the physical tactile feedback to
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the user that an edge of the touchpad has been reached.

The touch-sensitive strips are formed independent of the

touchpad material, and they require additional

circuitry, sensors, and a coordinating processor to

5 determine when the touchpad surface and the touch-

sensitive strips are being activated simultaneously.

Another disadvantage is that Logan does not teach

how nearing the perimeter of the touchpad can be useful.

Instead, Logan only provides tactile feedback when the

10 user actually strikes the bevelled edges of the

touchpad. The user is given no tactile warning that an

edge is approaching.

Illustrated in FIG. 1 is a representation of a

computer system 16 to which is attached a mouse 10 which

15 acts as a cursor locator input device. The movement of

the mouse 10 is translated into movement of a cursor on

a display 20 coupled to the computer 16 in real time.

In many cases, it is desirable that any input device to

be used with the computer 16 be compatible therewith.

20 Alternatively, a cursor locating device can interface

directly with the computer 16, for example via an

operating system or some other technique which does not

require a mouse driver.

In order to be compatible with the computer 16, any

25 input device must provide "click", "drag" and “gesture”

functions which can also be provided by the mouse 10.

The click function entails depressing and releasing one

of the mouse buttons 12 or 14. The click function may

entail single, double, triple or even half clicks. For

30 example, a one and a half click is where the user uses

a finger to press down on a button or surface, raises

the finger to release, then presses down and holds the

button or surface with the finger again” The drag

function entails moving the cursor over text or an

35 object on the display 20, depressing a mouse button 12

or 14, keeping the mouse button depressed while

"dragging" the text or object to a new location on the
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display 20, and releasing the mouse button to position

the text or object on the new location on the display

20. Finally, gestures are symbols or other figures

created by tracing alphanumeric characters on the

5 touchpad.

Also represented in FIG. 1 is a touch-sensitive

positioning device, generally referred to at 26, which

includes a position sensing surface 22 and a pointing

object 24. Early versions of these touch-sensitive

10 touch—pad type devices included mechanical buttons, such

as those shown at 28 and 30 which provide the functions

of mouse buttons 12 and 14, respectively.

However, advancements have made it possible to have

a touch-sensitive device which no longer requires

15 mechanical switch buttons to carry out the click

function. Instead, the touch-sensitive devices require

a user to simply lift a finger and tap once, twice,

three times or with half—taps on the touch-sensitive

surface. The tapping motion is detectable by the touch-

2O sensitive circuitry which informs the driver or

application software of the input action.

FIG. 2A is a schematic side elevational view of a

touchpad input device 40 illustrating a touch-sensitive

bezel 42 of the system of taught in U.S. Patent No.

25 5,327,161 by Logan et al. Logan has significant

disadvantages which are overcome by the present

invention. However, to understand the improvements, it

is necessary to have a little background in order to

illustrate them.

30 As shown, the touch-sensitive surface is recessed

44 down into a touchpad 40. At the borders of the

touchpad 40 are four beveled edges 42 to which is

attached a piezoelectric or some similar sensor device

46. when a user's finger presses against the beveled

35 surface 42, the attached sensor 46 registers the contact

and signals activation of a computer input function.

This view also shows the mechanical switch 48 below the
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touch—sensitive touchpad 40 which is activated by

pressure on the surface 50 above. The touCh—sensitive

surface 50 has no other features, other than a dotted

line 52 shown in FIG. 2B.

5 FIG. 2B is a top view of the touchpad 40 shown in

FIG. 2A. The notable feature is the dotted line 52

defining a perimeter of the touchpad surface 50 already

mentioned. With this complete view, an illustration of

what Logan describes as continued cursor movement can

10 now be explained.

The beveled edges 42, or alternatively the dotted

line 52, can indicate to the user when continued cursor

movement is activated. This occurs in Logan when a

finger presses down on the touchpad surface 50 within

15 the dotted line 52, selects an object on a display

screen, and closes the mechanical switch 48. When the

user moves the finger to an edge 42 until it touches, or

alternatively crosses the dotted line 52, the continued

cursor movement mode is activated, and the cursor

20 continues to move in the same direction it was

originally moving until the finger is removed from the

beveled edge 42 or lifted from the touchpad surface 50.

The method and apparatus has several shortcomings,

some of which are described below. First, the touchpad

25 40 uses a mechanical switch 48 to indicate that a drag

function is being activated. A mechanical switch 48 is

inherently prone to failure because the physical

components can become contaminated and the switch may

fail due to wear.

30 Second, there is run warning to time user that a

finger is approaching an edge 42 of the touchpad 40.

Consequently, the user may’ not wish to activate the

continued cursor movement mode, but may do so

inadvertently.

35 Third, the sensors 46 on the beveled edges 42 are

not part of the touchpad sensor array. Therefore they
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require additional circuitry to decode signals received

therefrom.

Fourth, the dotted line 52 around the perimeter of

the touchpad surface 50 is only a visual indicator for

5 where the continued cursor movement mode begins. The

user is thus required to view the touchpad 40 anytime

confirmation is required of the present location of the

finger on the touchpad surface 50. This slows down a

user of the touchpad 40.

10 The drawbacks of Logan et al. include insufficient

tactile feedback indicating when a special function has

been activated.A They also include the additional

circuitry which is required in a system which does not

integrate sensing of movement into a perimeter of the

15 touchpad with the already available touchpad circuitry.

Thus, it would be an advance in the art to provide

a touch—sensitive finger actuable touchpad. or tablet

which provides tactile feedback to the user who is

manipulating a cursor on a display screen, when a finger

20 has passed into a special functions region of the

surface, and without requiring additional circuitry or

modification to existing designs.

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

25 In view of the above described state of the art,

the present invention seeks to realize the following

objects and advantages.

It is a primary object of the present invention to

provide a method and apparatus for providing tactile

30 feedback for an electronic touch—sensitive computer

input and cursor manipulation device.

It is another object of this invention to provide

a method and apparatus for providing tactile feedback

for electronic touch—sensitive computer input devices

35 which is particularly adapted for use with a touch~

sensitive touchpad or tablet type computer input and

pointing devices.
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It is yet another‘ object of this invention to

provide a method and apparatus for providing tactile

feedback for electronic touch-sensitive computer input

devices which can operate with a user's finger as the

5 only pointing object.

It is still a further object to provide a method

and apparatus for providing tactile warning to a user

that a finger moving on the touchpad surface is

approaching an edge, but before reaching the edge.

10 These and other objects are realized in a method

and apparatus for providing a tactile feedback response

to a user moving their finger across the touch-sensitive

surface of a touchpad or tablet. Different regions of

the touch-sensitive surface are differentiated from each

15 other by providing a different human perceptible

textural surface within the regions. A different

texture provides immediate tactile feedback to the user

through the finger making contact with the touchpad.

Increased functionality is important because it solves

20 problems which are inherent to the small touchpad

surfaces used as computer input devices. Particularly,

it is a problem to drag an object from one side of a

display to another without repeatedly raising a finger

to repeat the dragging motion because of the limited

25 surface area of the touchpad surface. Providing

increased functionality such as a drag extend function

solves the movement problem. The present invention then

solves the .problen1 of conveying to the user through

touch, information about the location of the finger

30 without having to look away from the display screen,

thereby facilitating input and cursor manipulation for

a computer. The apparatus of the present invention

preferably includes an electronic touch-sensitive

touchpad or tablet which can be actuated by a human

35 finger, an associated processing device such as a

computer, and a display screen whereon a cursor being

manipulated by the touchpad is displayed.
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The method of the present invention includes the

step of creating a touchpad having regions of different

textures. This is accomplished by either manufacturing

the touchpad surface with the different textures, or

5 adhering differently textured materials to the touchpad

surface after manufacture. It is also conceivable that

the different regions could be manufactured separately,

and then mounted together such that there is a generally

continuous touchpad surface over which the user's finger

10 can slide. However, this approach is prohibitively more

expensive and unnecessary.

These and other objects, features, advantages and

alternative aspects of the present invention will become

apparent to those skilled in the art from a

15 consideration of the following detailed description

taken in combination with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1. is a block diagram of a computer system

20 having as input devices a mouse and a touchpad;

FIG. 2A is a side elevational view representing the

prior art in touchpad surfaces which attempt to provide

tactile feedback to the user;

FIG. 2B is a top view of the touchpad device shown

25 in FIG. 2A;

FIG. 3 is a hflock diagram of a computer system

having" as an input device a touchpad with a non-

mechanical electronic switch;

FIG. 4A is a top view of a touchpad touch-sensitive

30 device made in accordance with the principles of the

present invention;

FIG. 4B is a side elevational View of a touchpad

touch—sensitive device of FIG. 4A;

FIG. 4C is a top view of a touchpad touch—sensitive

35 device made in accordance with an alternate embodiment

of the present invention;
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FIG. 4D is an alternative embodiment showing a top

View of a touchpad touch-sensitive device having two
separate touch regions;

FIG. 5A is an alternative embodiment of a touch-

5 sensitive surface which provides tactile feedback;

FIG. 5B is a modification of FIG. SA; and

FIG. 5C is a modification of FIG. 5A.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

10 In order to better appreciate how the above—recited

and other advantages and objects of the invention are

obtained, reference will now be made to the drawings in

which the various elements of the present invention will

be given numerical designations and in which the

15 invention will be discussed so as to enable one skilled

in the art to make and use the invention.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram which shows the system of

FIG. 1, but with two important changes. The mouse 10

has been removed, and the touch—sensitive device 26 is

20 now replaced with a touch—pad 32 with no buttons. While

a stylus can be used with touchpads, the present

invention requires the enhanced tactile response which

human fingers provide over a stylus. The touchpad has

a position sensing surface which senses the position of

25 a pointing object, such as a user's finger, which is

manipulated by the user.

It is particularly preferred that the touch

sensitive pointing device which is described in U.S.

Patent No. 5,305,017 be used with the present invention.

30 The touch sensitive pointing device described in U.S.

Patent No. 5,305,017 is particularly advantageous in

that the cursor positioning, clicking, and. dragging

functions can all be accurately carried out by a user

using only a single finger as a pointing object. Other

35 advantages of the touch sensitive pointing device

described in U.S. Patent No. 5,305,017 are described

therein or will be apparent from use of the invention.
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U.S. Patent No. 5,305,017 is now incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety. Using the information set

forth in U.S. Patent No. 5,305,017, U.S. Patent

Application. No. 08/413,199, and the information set

5 forth herein, a system for carrying out the present

invention can be readily arrived at by those skilled in

the art. Importantly, the present invention is readily

adaptable for use with numerous other pointing devices

which can use a finger as the pointing device.

10 The touch-sensitive pointing device of the present

invention is connected to the computer 16. The computer

16 is connected to a display 20 upon which various text

and other objects are displayed and a cursor is located.

FIG. 4A is a top view of a touchpad 60 made in

15 accordance with the principles of the present invention

in a preferred embodiment. The touchpad 60 has a

generally planar touch—sensitive planar surface 62.

However, in the preferred embodiment, the touchpad

surface 62 is divided into two regions. The border

20 region 64 is defined as the area which makes a

continuous loop around the perimeter of the surface 62.

The inner region. 66 is defined as the area of the

surface which lies within the border region 64. It

should be realized that although two regions are created

25 in a preferred embodiment, a plurality of regions can

exist. The regions become useful if they are

distinguishable by touch.

The regions should be considered to have a sharp

boundary 68 which does not allow overlap. In this way,

30 the regions 64, 66 can be separated by a ridge 70 which

runs along a boundary 69 between the regions 64, 66 in

a preferred embodiment. More specifically; a thin

material 70, but easily discernible to the touch, is

slightly raised above the generally planar surface 62.

35 This feature is shown in the side elevational view of

FIG. 3B.
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FIG. 3B shows in a cut—away view that a ridge

material 70 rises above the touchpad surface 62 along

the lines X-X. Those skilled in the art will appreciate

that the ridge material 70 can be pressed at the time of

5 manufacture of the touchpad 60, or it can be applied to

the touchpad surface 62 after‘ said generally‘ planar
surface has been formed.

FIGS. 4C and 4D are all alternative touchpad

surfaces 78, 80 with the ridged material defining a

10 plurality of different shaped regions 64, 66. These

regions 72, 74 define at least two different computer

input and cursor manipulation functions. Therefore, it

is possible but not required that different regions

share the same functions, or that each region has a

15 different function. FIG. 4C shows a touch—sensitive

surface 78 of a touchpad 60 with a small area 90 of what

was the inner region 66 in FIG. 3A now becoming part of

the border region 72. This still means that the ridged

material still defines the boundary 68 between regions.

20 It is only the size of the regions which has been
altered.

FIG. 4D shows a different alternative embodiment

for a layout of the touchpad surface 80. Specifically,

the two separate regions 84, 88 are created within the

25 inner region 86. These two regions 84, 88 function so

as to emulate right and left mouse buttons such as those

shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. SA is another alternative embodiment of the

present invention. which differs from FIG. 4 in the

30 method of implementing tactile feedback to the user of

a location of the finger on the touchpad surface,

without having to glance at the touchpad. Specifically,

the embodiment envisions implementing a human

perceptible textured surface on the tOuCh—sensitive

35 surface.

To create the desired. tactile response for the

user, different regions 90, 92 have differently textured
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surfaces. Typically, touchpad surfaces are manufactured

with a generally ‘uniformly smooth surface. FIG. 5A

illustrates a top view of a touchpad 94 having a border

region 90 similar in shape to the border region 64 in

5 FIG. 4A, but with a relatively heavily textured surface

compared to the inner region 92. Those skilled in the

art will appreciate that texturing the border region 90

is easily accomplished during manufacture of the

touchpad surface by using a die or other technique to

10 press the textured surface. Alternatively, the textured

surface might be applied to the border region 90 after
manufacture.

FIG. 5B illustrates the same top View as shown in

FIG. SA, but modifies the embodiment by adding to the

15 touchpad surface the ridged material of FIG. 4 along the

boundary between different regions 94, 96.

FIG. 5C illustrates the same top view as shown in

FIG. 5A, but with the relatively textured border region

90 now being smooth, and the relatively smooth inner

20 region 92 now being textured.

So as to illustrate some of the most advantageous

benefits of the present invention, a comparison of the

Logan et al. drawbacks previously listed will now be

compared to the present invention so as to understand

25 why the method and apparatus is improved.

First, instead of a mechanical switch to indicate

when a function is being activated, the present

invention employs a non—mechanical electronic switch.

In this way, there are fewer components, and no

30 mechanical components to wear out.

Second, because the border region is textured

differently from the inner region, the user knows

instantly that the finger is in close proximity to a

touchpad edge, but not yet in contact.

35 Third, the touchpad of the present invention has no

sensors other than those coupled to the generally planar
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surface. Therefore, complexity and cost of the present

invention is kept lower than Logan et al.

Fourth, any visual indicator which might be

included in the present invention might simply be to

5 color the textured material or the ridged material. Any

visual indicator is then useful for the times when

occasional glances are made at the touchpad surface.

To further explain the benefits of the’ present

invention, it is helpful to walk through the continued

10 cursor movement mode of the prior art and compare it to

the drag extend function which is incorporated by

reference into this specification.

The present invention jjl a preferred embodiment

provides a touch-sensitive input device surface having

15 at least one generally planar sensor surface. The

finger of the user slides over the surface to thereby

manipulate a cursor on an associated computer controlled

display. Disposed on the surface are a plurality of

spaced—apart regions separated by a ridge of material

20 which rises above the generally planar sensor surface.

The user will begin the drag extend function by

manipulating a cursor on the computer controlled display

so as to select an object on the display‘ while the

user's finger is within an inner region such as inner

25 region 66 in FIG. 4A. After selection, the user moves

the finger to drag the selected object across the

display. When the user's finger crosses the ridge of

material 70, the drag extend function is accessed by the

touchpad microcontroller, and activated. The user's

30 finger can now stop and be raised off the surface 62 of

the touchpad 60. Instead of the selected object being

automatically deselected, a timer now begins to count.

This countdown timer provides the user with time to move

the finger back to the inner region 66 and place the

35 finger on the touchpad surface 62. If the countdown

timer has not expired, the user can continue to drag the

selected object across the display. If the countdown
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timer has expired, the selected object is deselected,

and the user must reselect the object in order to

continue dragging it across the display.

Advantageously, the user was made aware that the

5 finger could be safely lifted off the touchpad surface

because the finger slipped up and over the ridge 70.

The user was not required to actually look at the

touchpad surface 66 in order to determine the location

of the finger because of the tactile feedback provided
10 by the ridge.

In an alternative embodiment, the time in which the

countdown timer takes to expire is user selectable so as

to customize the computer input device to user

requirements.

15 It is important to remember that the drag extend

function is not the only function which the touchpad can

implement. The drag extend function is simply provided

as an example of the increased functionality offered by

the present invention. The invention simply improves

20 tactile feedback to make manipulation of a cursor on a

computer—controlled display easier for the user.

An alternative to the method described above is

using one of the alternative touchpad surfaces as

described in the other figures. The tactile feedback is

25 provided by moving over regions whose surfaces are

formed with different textures.

It is to be understood that the above—described

embodiments are only illustrative of the application of

the principles of the present invention” Numerous

30 modifications and alternative arrangements may be

devised by those skilled in the art without departing

from the spirit and scope of the present invention. The

appended claims are intended to cover such modifications

and arrangements.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

l. A method for providing human perceptible

tactile differentiation to a human finger when using a

5 touch-sensitive cursor manipulation.device of a computer

controlled display, thereby enabling a. user to

manipulate a cursor on the display without viewing the

cursor manipulation device and determining a location of

the finger, the method comprising the steps of:

10 (a) providing a touch—sensitive cursor manipulation

device having at least one generally planar sensor

surface for Contact and movement thereover of a finger;

(b) disposing on the generally planar sensor

surface a plurality of spaced—apart regions separated by

15 a ridge of material which rises above the generally

planar sensor surface such that a finger moving over

said surface from one of the spaced—apart regions to

another will touch said ridge of material; and

(c) providing a plurality of cursor manipulation

20 functions in a stored program in the computer which

controls the display, said functions being actuable

through contact by the finger with the touch-sensitive

cursor manipulation device, wherein at least one of the

plurality of cursor manipulation functions is only

25 actuable by moving the finger from a first region to a

second region of the plurality of spaced—apart regions.

2. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the

step of providing the plurality of cursor manipulation

30 functions in the stored program in the computer includes

providing a drag extend function which comprises the

steps of:

(a) manipulating the touch-sensitive device such

that a finger is caused to select an object on the

35 display with a cursor;

(b) sliding the finger across the surface of the

touch-sensitive device from a first region to a second
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region, thereby causing a corresponding movement of the

selected object across the display and activation of the

drag extend function in the stored program;

(c) lifting the finger off the surface, yet not

5 deselecting the selected object;

(d) placing the finger in Contact with the surface

within the first region;

(e) sliding the finger across the surface; and

(f) repeating steps (b) through (e) until the

10 selected object is dragged to a desired location on the

display.

3. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the

step of disposing on the generally planar sensor surface

15 a plurality of spaced-apart regions on the touch-

sensitive device further comprises the step of

separating the first region from the second region by

forming the ridge of material on a boundary between the

first and second regions.
20

4. The method as defined in claim 3 wherein the

step of disposing on the generally planar sensor surface

a plurality of spaced-apart regions on the touch-

sensitive device further comprises the steps of:

25 (a) disposing the first region about a first

perimeter of the generally planar surface of the touch—

sensitive device; and

(b) disposing the second region within the first

perimeter of the generally planar surface so as not to

30 overlap the first region.

5. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the

steps of disposing on the generally planar sensor

surface a plurality of spaced-apart regions on the

35 touch—sensitive device further comprises the step of

disposing at least a third region on the touch-sensitive
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device so as to simulate a mouse button, said third

region not overlapping the first or second regions.

6. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein the

5 step of providing a touch—sensitive cursor manipulation

device further comprises the step of providing a

touchpad.

7. A method for providing human perceptible

10 tactile differentiation to a human finger when using a

touch—sensitive cursor manipulation device of a computer

controlled display, thereby enabling a user to

manipulate a cursor on the display without viewing the

cursor manipulation device and determining a location of

15 the finger, the method comprising the steps of:

(a) providing a touch—sensitive cursor manipulation

device having at least one generally planar sensor

surface for Contact and movement thereover of a finger;

(b) disposing on the generally planar sensor

20 surface a plurality of spaced~apart textured regions in

which the texture of each region is different from the

texture of at least one other region; and

(c) providing a plurality of cursor manipulation

functions in a stored program in the computer which

25 controls the display, said functions being actuable

through contact by the finger with the touch—sensitive

cursor manipulation device, wherein at least one of the

plurality of cursor manipulation functions is only

actuable by moving the finger from a first textured

30 region to a second textured region of the plurality of

spaced—apart textured regions.

8. The method as defined in claim 6 wherein the

step of providing the plurality of cursor manipulation

35 functions in the stored program in the computer includes

providing a drag extend function which comprises the

steps of:
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(a) manipulating the touch—sensitive device such

that a finger is caused to select an object on the

display with a cursor;

(b) sliding the finger across the textured surface

5 of the touch—sensitive device fronx a first textured

region to a second textured region, thereby causing a

corresponding movement of the selected object across the

display and activation of the drag extend function in

the stored program;

10 (c) lifting the finger off the surface, yet not

deselecting the selected object;

(d) placing the finger in Contact with the surface

within the first region;

(e) sliding the finger across the surface; and

15 (f) repeating steps (b) through (e) until the

selected object is dragged to a desired location on the

display.

9. The method as defined in claim 7 wherein the

20 step of disposing on the generally planar sensor surface

a plurality of spaced—apart textured regions on the

touch—sensitive device further comprises the steps of:

(a) disposing the first textured region about a

first perimeter of the generally planar surface of the

25 touch—sensitive device; and

(b) disposing the second textured region within the

first perimeter of the generally planar surface so as

not to overlap the first region.

30 10. The method as defined in claim 7 wherein the

step of disposing a plurality of textured regions on the

touch-sensitive input device comprises the more specific

step of disposing thereon a first perceptibly textured

region and a differently textured and humanly

35 distinguishable second perceptibly textured region.
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11. The method as defined in claim 10 wherein the

steps of disposing‘ on the generally planar sensor

surface a plurality of spaced—apart textured regions on

the touch—sensitive device further comprises the step of

5 disposing at least a third textured region on the touch-

sensitive device so as to simulate a mouse button, said

third textured region not overlapping the first or

second textured regions, and being differently textured

and humanly distinguishable from the first and second

10 textured regions.

12. The method as defined in claim 7 wherein the

step of providing a touch-sensitive cursor manipulation

device further comprises the step of providing a
15 touchpad.

13. A system for providing human perceptible

tactile differentiation to a human finger when using a

touch—sensitive cursor manipulation device of a computer

20 controlled display, said system comprising:

(a) sensing surface means for sensing contact by a

human finger on the sensing surface means, said contact

corresponding to a touch function sequence;

(b) a plurality of spaced—apart textured regions

25 disposed on the sensing surface means, the texture of

each region being different from the texture of at least

one other region; and

(C) a plurality of cursor manipulation functions

stored in a memory of the computer which controls the

30 display, said functions being actuable through contact

by the finger with the sensing surface means, wherein at

least one of the plurality of cursor manipulation

functions is only actuable by moving the finger from a

first textured region to a second textured region of the

35 plurality of spaced—apart textured regions.
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14. The system as defined in claim 13 wherein the

sensing surface means is a touchpad.

15. A system for providing human perceptible

5 tactile differentiation to a human finger when using a

touch-sensitive cursor manipulation device of a computer

controlled display, said system comprising:

(a) sensing surface means for sensing Contact by a

human finger on the sensing surface means, said Contact

10 corresponding to a touch function sequence;

(b) a plurality of spaced-apart regions disposed on

the sensing surface means, said regions being separated

by a ridge of material which rises above the sensing

surface means such that a finger moving over said

15 sensing surface means and moving from one of the spaced-

apart regions to another will touch said ridge of

material; and

(c) a plurality of cursor manipulation functions

stored in a memory of the computer which controls the

20 display, said functions being actuable through Contact

by the finger with the sensing surface means, wherein at

least one of the plurality of cursor manipulation

functions is only actuable by moving the finger from a

first region to a second region of the plurality of

25 spaced~apart regions.

16. The system as defined in claim 13 wherein the

sensing surface means is a touchpad.
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on an indicator 19. '
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CONTROL SYSTEM _

The invention relates to a control system con-

sisting ot a number of operating members that are

connected mutually and to a device for operation.

whereby each operating member is coupled to an
associated feeding element in the form of a poten-
tiometer. a follower member with an adjustable

motor is added to each operating member to cause
the other operating members to follow when an

operating member is adjusted. and a memory for
storing the position of the last adjusted operating
member.

Such‘a control system is known from the Neth-
erlands patent specification 179.421. in the known

control system the memory is formed by a poten-
tiometer added to each feeding element. The posi-

tion of the potentiometer shows the position of the

last adjusted operating member. Should an operat-
ing member be actuated the added potentiometers
then follow the adjustment. which new position then

serves as reference during a subsequent adjust-

ment ot one of the operating members. On the
basis of the difference between the reference value

and the momentary adjusted position of the operat-

ing member en error signal is formed which serves

as control signal to bring about following of the

remaining operating members and die associated

pcteniiometers serving as memory.
Potentiometers are comparatively bulky and

expensive. while the accuracy of the adjustment is
also tirnited.

The invention has for its object to obviate these

drawbacks. This is achieved according to the in-

vention in that the memory is formed by an elec-

tronic memory recording a digital value and in that

means are arranged for adapting the content of the
memory to the position of an operating member.

As a result of the invention the stated

drawbacks are overcome since the adapting of the

reference value stored in the electronic memory

can be performed rapidly while its size is moreover

limited. Such a memory and the associated control
circuits can furthermore be integrated into the cir-

cuit means. amplifiers and the like already avail-
able.

In order to obtain the digital signals each feed-

_ ing element is connected to the memory via an

analog-digital converter.
In the case of a control system whereby con-

trol signals for causing operating members to fol-

low are first formed when a predetermined dif-
ference is exceeded between the value stored in

the memory and the value representing the posi-

tion of an adjusted operating member. in accor-
dance with the invention the predetermined dif-

ference for the last adjusted operating member is

25'

35

50

chosen smaller than that for the other operating

members. A certain priority results which enables

the possibility that the last adjusted operating

member can still be adjusted for small differences

by a tine-adjustment.
The electronic embodiment of the memory ac-

cording to the invention also makes it possible to
fonn control signals for a disturbance indicator
when predetermined values are exceeded. When

the formed signals display abnormal behaviour this
indicates a disturbance and this can be indicated in

a simple manner.
The invention will be elucidated with reference

to a diagram of an embodiment as according to the
annexed drawings.

Connected to each operating member is a

feeding element in the form of the respective pc-
tentlometers 1. 2 and 3. Added to each operating
member is a follower member in the form of the

respective adjustable motors 4. 5 and B. By means

of the analog-digital converter 16 the position of the

potentiometers 1. 2 and 3 is continually sampled
and. passed via the electronic processing circuit 17

to a suitable place in the memory 18. when one of

the operating members is adjusted a difference will

be detected by the electronic processing unit 17

between the momentary sampled value of the po-
tentiometer added to the relevant operating mem-

ber and the values stored in the memory 18. On

the basis of this difference a control signal is

formed which brings about rotation of the adjust-
able motors -t-. 5 and 6 which are associated with

the other operating members in the correct direc-
tion and over the correct distance. Because the

couplings associated with the motors are ener-

gized. that Is. those couplings of the couplings 7. 8
and 9 which are associated with the non-actuated

operating members. the other operating members
are adjusted through the relevant amplifiers. Asso-

ciated with each operating member are the respec-

tive amplifiers 13. 14 and 15. The motors 4. 5 and
6 are coupled through the respective circuits 10. 11

and 12 to the electronic processing unit 17 in order

to be able to feed the correct control signals to the

relevant motors. During the control process the

referenc'e value in the memory 18 is also adapted
to the adjustment of the operating members so

that, as is usual in a control process. the error or

control signal takes a continually smaller value until
the differential value between feed potentiometer

and feed back potentiometer lies below a set value
("deacl" band). _

When abnormal values are detected in the

electronic processing unit 17. which indicates a
disturbance, this is shown on the indicator 19 which
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generates an audio or visual signal to the user.

Claims

1. Control system consisting of a number of

operating members that are connected mutually
and to a device for operation, whereby each op-

erating member is coupled to an associated feed-
ing element (1. 2. 3) in the form of a potentiometer.
aioiiower member with an adjustabie motor (4, 5.

6) is added to each operating member to cause the
other‘ operating members to follow when an operat-

ing member is adjusted. and a memory (18) for

storing the position of the last adjusted operating
member. characterized in that said memory (18)

is formed by an eiectronic memory recording a

digital value and in that means (17) are arranged

for adapting the content of said memory to the
position of an operating member.

2. Control system as claimed in claim 1. char-

acterized in that each feeding element is con-

nected to the memory through an analog-digital
converter (16).

3. Control system as ciaimed in ciaim 1,

whereby control signals for causing operating
members to follow are first formed when a pre-

determined difference is exceeded between the

value stored in the memory (18) and the value

representing the position of an adjusted operating
member. characterized in that the predetermined

difference for the last adiusted operating member
is smaller than that of the other operating mem-
bars.

30

50
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(54) DEPRESSION SENSATION GENERATING DEVICE FOR TOUCH PANEL

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a depression

sensation generating device for a touch panel which securely

generates a depression sensation giving no shock, etc.

SOLUTION: This device is equipped with a needle 18 which

is provided facing the touch panel 15, a driving waveform

output circuit 25 which drives the needle 18, and a driving

circuit 24 which moves the touch panel 15 by outputting a

driving waveform for a 0.5 to 1.5 cycle, and the driving circuit

24 comprises a phase detecting circuit 27 for the start of

operation, a latch circuit 29 which temporarily holds a

detected phase, a cycle detecting circuit 30 for the driving

waveform, a signal gate circuit 32 which generates a clear

signal for a latch of the latch circuit 29, and a power source

control circuit 26 which generates the driving waveform of a

0.5 to 1.5 cycle. The driving waveform output circuit 25 can

be simplified by using the commercial AC power source.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]
[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the feeling generator of press of
the touch panel which was made to carry out the feel of having pressed to a direct fingertip in the touch
panel which presses and carries out alter operation of the electrode sheet metal with a finger.
[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, since the stroke when pressing electrode sheet metal with
a finger in this kind of touch panel is very as small as 0.1-0.5 etc.mm etc., it is unclear whether the
switch turns on or not, it will surely press too much strongly and a substrate will bend. Therefore, when
a switch turned on, there was a thing of making sound or the color of a press portion changing.
[0003] Some which are sensed by visual sense from which some which make such sound and are sensed
by the acoustic sense have a possibility of it being unable to sense in the one hard ofhearing, or
mistaking for external noise, and a color changes had an oversight, and there was a not employable
problem in small equipment. Therefore, when electrode sheet metal is pressed and a switch turns on
recently, some which were made to carry out multiple-times vibration have a touch panel.
[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Among these, in some which a touch panel vibrates and
sense switch-on, when the vibration when touching electrode sheet metal with a finger continued two or
more times, there was a problem that a shock which is receiving an electric shock to the user was given.
[0005] this invention aims at offering the feeling generator of press of the touch panel it was made to
make generate certainly, without giving a shock which is receiving an electric shock in 1 time of the
feeling of press similar to the feeling of a click at the time of switch-on.
[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In the touch panel with which this invention is detected by the input-
screen detector 31, and displayed press of the input screen of a touch panel 15 by the display panel 11
The needle 18 which the aforementioned touch panel 15 was made to face and was prepared, and the

drive wave output circuit 25 which outputs the HARASHIN number wave for driving this needle 18,
The drive circuit 24 which only 0.5 to 1.5 period outputs the output wave of this drive wave output
circuit 25, and carries out movable [ of the aforementioned touch panel 15 ] is provided. this drive
circuit 24 The phase detector 27 for detecting the phase of a start of a drive wave of operation, and the
latch circuit 29 which holds temporarily the phase detected by this phase detector 27, It is the feeling
generator ofpress of the touch panel characterized by the bird clapper from the periodic detector 30
which detects the period of a drive wave, the signal gate circuit 32 which creates the clear signal of a
latch of the aforementioned latch circuit 29, and the power control circuit 26 for making the drive wave
of 0.5 to 1.5 period. A shock which is receiving an electric shock is not given by such composition.
[0007] The simplification of a circuit can do the drive wave output circuit 25 by using a commercial
alternating current power supply. moreover, the phase detector 27 By detecting the abbreviation OV
point of the alternating current signal of a sine-wave form outputted from the drive wave output circuit

http://www4.ipdl.jpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje EXHBIT 1O1OA_PFl,°/£3(;lE%§f72i’3002
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25, and starting a driving signal from this detecting point An injury is not done to a needle 18. further
the signal gate circuit 32 After pressing a touch panel 15, when the signal has been sent from the input-
screen detector 31 during fixed re-press prohibition time By making the function for canceling this

provide, it can prevent that a needle 18 canies out incorrect differential by unstable press operation
during re-press prohibition time.

[0008]

[Embodiments of the Invention] One example of the feeling generator ofpress of the touch panel by this
invention is explained based on d_raw_ing 1 or drawing 4 . In drawing 3, and dray_vi_ng4_ , 10 is plate-like
housing. ON of the switch of the transparent touch panel 15 of the upper part attaches the plate-like
display panel 11 as which a number, a character, a figure, etc. are displayed in the center of the upper
surface of this housing 10. It is located in four corners of the periphery of this display panel 11, and the
pillar base—like cushion plinth 16 is formed. Although this cushion plinth 16 is a thing made of the
rubber for carrying a touch panel 15, if it is too soft not much, since the movement at the time ofpress
of a touch panel 15 will be absorbed, that whose degree of hardness is 50 - 60 degrees is used.
Moreover, some bending prevention plinths 17 which suppress the bending when pressing the touch
panel 15 other than this cushion plinth 16 are formed in the inferior surface of tongue of a touch panel
15 with few crevices.

[0009] The aforementioned touch panel 15 consists of many insulating salients 13 which consist of an
insulating material for making a crevice between the substrate 12 which consists of a transparent glass
plate, the electrode sheet metal 14 of two sheets with the transparent upper surface, and these electrode
sheet metal 14 of two sheets. The needle 18 which becomes the lower part of the end marginal part of

the aforementioned touch panel 15 from the piezoelectricity vibrator using the piezoelectric effect is
formed. The end face section of this needle 18 is fixed by the susceptor 20, an interstitial segment is

supported with the free support shaft 21, and contact 19 prepared in the upper surface of a point is
further attached in contact with the inferior surface of tongue of the substrate 12 of a touch panel 15. The

periphery enclosure of the upper surface of the aforementioned touch panel 15 has a crevice 23, and is
protected by the periphery flange 22.

[0010] The drive circuit 24 which drives the aforementioned needle 18 is shown in . In this
drawing 1 , 25 is the drive wave output circuit which used 50 or the 60Hz source—p0wer-supply wave as
it was. This drive wave output circuit 25 is connected to the phase detector 27 for detecting the power
circuit 28 for supplying DC power supply to the power control circuit 26 for making a drive wave, and
each circuit, and the phase of a start of a drive wave of operation. While the periodic detector to which
the latch circuit which holds temporarily the wave which detected 29 by the phase detector 27, and 30
detect the period of a drive wave, and 32 create the clear signal of a latch of a latch circuit 29, the signal
gate circuit for canceling the instant OFF by the chattering etc. and 31 are input-screen detectors which
detect ON of the switch by the touch of a touch panel 15, and OFF.

[0011] Operation by the above circuitry is explained based on drawing 2 . The commercial alternating
current power supply from the drive wave output circuit 25 is a power circuit 28, for example, is
changed into DCSV and supplied to a latch circuit 29, the periodic detector 30, and the signal gate
circuit 32. Moreover, in the phase detector 27, the phase of a 50 or the power supply wave of 6OHZ(s) as
shown in drawing 2 (a) from the drive wave output circuit 25 is monitored continuously, and the phase
a2 when changing from + to - is detected and outputted.

[0012] Here, the upper surface of a touch panel 15 should be pressed with the finger at t 1:00, and the
up-and-down electrode sheet metal 14 of two sheets should short-circuit. Then, it is detected by the
input-screen detector 31, and a trigger signal is sent to the signal gate circuit 32. In the signal gate circuit
32, the first phase a2 which sent the signal as shown in drawing 2 (b) to the latch circuit 29 based on this
trigger signal, and has been sent from the phase detector 27 is latched.
[0013] With the signal from a latch circuit 29, as shown in drawing; (c), the gate opens the power

control circuit 26 at a 2:00. A signal is simultaneously sent to the periodic detector 30 from a latch
circuit 29, for example, one period is detected. One period is set to 20ms when a source power supply is
5OHz. Moreover, one period is set to about 16.7ms when a source power supply is 6OHz.. If the signal of

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ APPLEINC.
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1 period progress outputs from the periodic detector 30, in the signal gate circuit 32, a clear signal will
output, it will send to a latch circuit 29, and the gate of the power control circuit 26 will close by the
signal from a latch circuit 29. Consequently, the voltage of the sine-wave type of one period as shown in
drawing 2 (c) from the power control circuit 26 outputs, and a needle 18 carries out movable up and
down only once.

[0014] Thus, although the voltage of — is first impressed to a needle 18 by the half period and the voltage
of + is impressed to a needle 18 by the following half period, a needle 18 is set up so that it may be
distorted below on the voltage of — and may be distorted upwards on the voltage of +. Thus, since the
cushion plinth 16 will be crushed a little and a touch panel 15 will move below when a touch panel 15 is
pressed with a finger if constituted, it follows in footsteps of distortion by the lower part by the voltage
of — of the point of a needle 18. And a touch panel 15 is momentarily pushed up by the distortion to the
upper part by the voltage of + of the following needle 18. This movement gets across to a finger and
what the switch turned on is taken in.

[0015] Next, after pressing a touch panel 15, when the signal has been sent from the input-screen
detector 31 during fixed re-press prohibition time at t 2:00 during l00ms, it is made for a needle 18 not
to drive by unstable press operation by canceling this in the signal gate circuit 32.

[0016] If voltage like pulse shape which rises rapidly is impressed to a needle 18 or it impresses from
the high voltage first also with a sine-wave form, a crack may be entered and damaged to the needle 18
which consists of a ceramic, and it is not desirable. Therefore, operation is made to perform a needle 18

by impressing the voltage of a sine-wave form started from 0V to a needle 18 by the aforementioned
example smoothly. However, even if the starting potential impressed first is not necessarily from 0V, be
made to let it be a certain low voltage. However, the voltage at the time of an end may be any between

0V - peak value.

[0017] In the aforementioned example, simplification of a circuit is enabled by using a source power
supply as it is as a drive wave output circuit 25. However, you may be not the thing restricted to this but
a separate oscillator circuit.

[0018] Although it is desirable that they are the half period or 1.5 periods which do not give feeling
which received an electric shock, but begin from 0V in order to tell the flight readiness of a touch panel

15 certainly to a finger moreover, and return to 0V although used in the aforementioned example by one
period which impresses 0V of the sine-wave type of source-power-supply 100V first, and returns to 0V,
it can be set as which range between 0.5-1 .5Hz.

[0019]

[Effect of the Invention] this invention can make a feeling of press generate certainly, without giving a
shock which a touch panel 15 vibrates more than required, and is receiving an electric shock, since the
drive wave output circuit 25 which outputs the HARASHIN number for driving a needle 18, and the
drive circuit 24 which only 0.5 to 1.5 period outputs the output wave of this drive wave output circuit
25, and carries out movable [ of the touch panel 15 ] were provided.

[0020] By using a commercial alternating current power supply, the drive wave output circuit 25 can
simplify circuitry, and can offer cheap equipment.

[0021] The needle 18 which the touch panel 15 was made to face and was prepared, and the drive wave
output circuit 25 which outputs the HARASHIN number wave for driving this needle 18, The drive
circuit 24 which only 0.5 to 1.5 period outputs the output wave of this drive wave output circuit 25, and
carries out movable [ of the aforementioned touch panel 15 ] is provided. this drive circuit 24 The phase
detector 27 for detecting the phase of a start of a drive wave of operation, and the latch circuit 29 which
holds temporarily the phase detected by this phase detector 27, Since it consists of the periodic detector
30 which detects the period of a drive wave, a signal gate circuit 32 which creates the clear signal of a
latch of a latch circuit 29, and a power control circuit 26 for making the drive wave of 0.5 to 1.5 period
While being able to set up the phase corresponding to the starting potential of the optimal driving signal
for the drive of a needle 18, the output period of a driving signal can be set as the most desirable length.

The feeling generator of press of the touch panel characterized by things.
[0022] Since the phase detector 27 detects the abbreviation 0V point of the alternating current signal of a
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sine-wave form outputted from the drive wave output circuit 25 and the driving signal was started from

this detecting point, breakage of a needle 18 is prevented and operation can be smoothly performed in a
needle 18.

[0023] The signal gate circuit 32 carries out operation which a needle 18 did not drive and was stabilized

by unstable press operation during re—press prohibition time, such as a chattering, by providing the

function for canceling this, when the signal has been sent from the input-screen detector 31 during fixed

re—press prohibition time, after pressing a touch panel 15.

[Translation done.]

APPLE INC.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Dr_a_w__ing__l_] It is the block diagram showing one example of the drive circuit 24 for the feeling generator
ofpress of the touch panel by this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the output wave fonn chart of each part in drawing 1 .

[Dr_awing3_] It is drawing of longitudinal section showing one example of the feeling generator ofpress
of the touch panel by this invention.

|Drawing 4| It is the plan which cut and lacked the part in drawing 3 .

[Description ofNotations]

10 [ -- A substrate, 13 / -- Insulating salient, ] -— Housing, 11 -- A display panel, 12 14 [ -- A cushion
plinth, 17 / -- Bending prevention plinth, ] —— Electrode sheet metal, 15 -- A touch panel, 16 18 [ -- A
susceptor, 21 / -- A free support shaft, 22 / -- Periphery flange, ] -- A needle, 19 -- Contact, 20 23 [ -- A
drive wave output circuit 26 / -- A power control circuit, 27 / —— A phase detector, 28 / —- A power circuit,
29 / -- A latch circuit, 30/ -- A periodic detector, 31 / -- An input—screen detector, 32/ -- Signal gate

circuit. ] -- A crevice, 24 —— A drive circuit, 25

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DRAWINGS

[Drawing 2|
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1. This document has been translated by computer.So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.
2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the input unit with which a user

can realize that started the input unit, especially alter operation by press was performed certainly.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the input unit with which a user

can realize that started the input unit, especially alter operation by press was performed certainly.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] First, the input unit of the conventional technology is explained, referring

to drawing 13 or drawing 20 .

[0003] The input unit which showed drawing 13 in the front View of an input unit, and showed drawing

14 to drawing 13 a part Expansion front view, The decomposition perspective diagram of the display of

the input unit which showed drawing 15 to drawing 13 , the cross-section side elevation of the display of

the input unit which showed drawing 16 to drawing 13 , The decomposition perspective diagram of the

one-step touch panel of the conventional technology which constitutes the display which showed

drawing 17 to drawing 16 , The cross-section side elevation of a display shown in drawing 16 for the

cross-section side elevation of the one-step touch panel which showed drawing 18 to drawing 16 , and

drawing 19 explaining operation of the one-step touch panel shown in drawing_17 , and drawing 20 are

the press force P-displacement delta characteristic curves of the one-step touch panel of the conventional

technology shown in drawing 16 .

[0004] In drawing 13_ , a sign 1 points out the input unit of the conventional technology. This input unit

1 is used for small carrying type information input units, such as an information terminal, the car-

navigation system, the computer, etc.

[0005] A frame 11 is combined by the both-sides edge of outside ** 10, and this input unit 1 is

reinforced at it, respectively, while it is equipped with outside ** 10 which makes the shape of a flat

rectangular parallelepiped. And the display 12 which makes a touch panel serve a double purpose is

formed in the upper surface of outside ** 10. While the input panel 13 is formed in this display 12

bottom, two or more operating buttons 14 are allotted under the input panel 13.

[0006] A touch-panel function is provided on the display 12, **, the switch, the menu, the icon, etc. and

system of coordinates which the display of a display 12 projected correspond by 1 to 1, and an input unit

1 receives an input event by pressing the touch panel (postscript) of the part of the item which a user

wants to choose with the directions implement 18 or a finger 19, as shown in drawing 14 and drawing
16 .

[0007] The display 12 consists of a lower shell display panel 24 and a touch panel 25, as shown in

drawing 15 and drawing 16 . The display panel 24 is made as [ perform / a predetermined display ], and

has flat-surface displays, such as a liquid crystal display, an organic EL display, and a CRT (Cathode

Ray Tube) display, a curved-surface display, etc. The touch panel 25 is constituted so that switching

operation may be performed with alter operation, and it has a resistance film type and other methods. As

shown in drawing 16 , such a display panel 24 and a touch panel 25 are piled up, and are used, being
stored in outside ** 10.

[0008] in addition, the driver circuit for driving the flexible patchboard for a wiring drawer, and a
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display to a display panel 24 -- although the pack light sections, such as the luminescence section, a light

guide plate, a diffusion board, and a booster circuit, were connected further especially about the LCD

panel, those illustration was omitted here

[0009] The touch panel 25 of the conventional technology is equipped only with one step of input

functions. That is, if a resistance film type touch panel is mentioned as an example and the structure is

explained, as shown in drawing 17 and drawing 18 , the top electrode sheet 2510 and the bottom

electrode sheet 2520 open few [ uniformly ] gaps G with a spacer 26 ( d_rawing_l2 ), and are constituted.

[0010] Antireflection films 2512 and 2513 are formed by the outside of the sheet base material 2511

made of a transparent plastic in which the top electrode sheet 2510 had flexibility, and inside both sides,

and the transparent electrode 2514 is fonned by the front face of the inside antireflection film 2513 of

them. As this transparent electrode 2514, an ITO (Indium Tin Oxidezindium stannic-acid ghost) thin

film etc. is desirable, for example. Similarly, antireflection films 2522 and 2523 are formed by the

outside of the sheet base material 2521 made of a transparent plastic in which the bottom electrode sheet

2520 also had flexibility, and inside both sides, and the transparent electrode 2524 is formed by the front

face of the inside antireflection film 2523 of them. In addition, antireflection films 2512, 2513, 2522,

and 2523 are films for suppressing reflection of the transmitted light. Leader lines 2515 and 2525 are

drawn by each transparent electrode 2514 and 2524, respectively ( drawing_1_Z ). And the

aforementioned touch panel 25 is the thing of the structure which both the transparent electrodes 2514

and 2524 were opposed, opened few gaps G as mentioned above using the spacer 26, and has arranged

the top electrode sheet 2510 and the bottom electrode sheet 2520.

[0011] Next, operation of this touch panel 25 and its property are explained using drawing 19 and

drawing 20 .

[0012] As mentioned above, it is inputted when a user chooses and presses an item, a file, etc. which

were displayed on the display 12 by the display panel 24 with the directions implement 18 or a finger

19. That is, the top electrode sheet 2510 of the specific position of a touch panel 25 is pressed by this

alter operation, and the transparent electrode 2514 contacts the transparent electrode 2524 of the bottom

electrode sheet 2520 by it. An input position coordinate can be specified by measuring the resistance to

these both point of contact P.

[001 3]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in the case of such alter operation, by the touch

panel 25 of the conventional technology, if a graph shows the displacement delta of the top electrode

sheet 2510 to the push-down force P of the touch-panel 25 Very thing, it will become the P-delta curve 1

as shown in d,rawi_r_1g_2‘Q . That is, in case beginning pushes, first, with the elasticity of the top electrode

sheet 2510, 1 with a curved small inclination is followed and both sheets 2510 and 2520 contact in an

inflection point 2. Furthermore, if it pushes in, the bottom electrode sheet 2520 will be pushed and the

inclination of a curve 1 will become larger like a straight line 3. However, it is unclear in whether in the

case of such alter operation, the touch panel 25 was turned on [ it ] at the user at which time, and the

input event occurred.

[0014] Moreover, the operation which continues pushing beyond the combination of a serial input, for

example, a certain fixed time, when giving this directions of execution etc. or adding different operation,

or continues the same part twice or more within a certain fixed time, and is pushed although an item, a

file, etc. can be chosen as mentioned above as long as one step of such input units are used was required.

[0015] Quick operation becomes difficult in order for such a method to require the fixed real time

difficultly on the small display screen in a small pocket device. Moreover, the interruption processing

from the timer which measures the real time will apply a load to signal-processing work.

[0016] Furthermore, there was no function to return reaction force to a touch panel 25 to the finger 19 of

the user who performs alter operation etc. again (feedback), it was the sound outputted from a voice

output, and the alter operation receptionist was returned by changing the display of a part of display 12.

However, it was unclear for the user whether it was that the operation itself was accepted in the device

side to the alter operation and the quick alter operation which are performed without a user's looking at a
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display 12.

[0017] this invention can be inputted certainly, without causing derangement, when it is made in view of

such a trouble and a user performs alter operation to a user's alter operation, and, moreover, it can input

by easy operation and few finger operation also to a complicated function, and aims at offering the input

unit which enabled feedback by the inner force sense to the tactile sense of a user's finger.

[001 8]

[Means for Solving the Problem] Therefore, the input unit of the main patent of this application is

related with the input unit equipped with the touch panel with which at least two contacts are formed on

the same axis of coordinates in a plane-coordinates system.

[0019] two contacts resemble the touch panel, respectively, and a gap forms in the thickness direction --

having -- **** -- and the touch panel —- the -- at least, an input area-ed is transparent, and suitable for the

screen of display [ pile up, use and ]

[0020] Moreover, it has the actuator with which the aforementioned touch panel is interlocked with

energization of each aforementioned contact, and operates in the input unit of other main patents of this

application, and its driver circuit, and the aforementioned actuator is returning the inner force sense from

which it responds for every contact on the same coordinate, and a mode of operation changes further

again.

[0021] Furthermore, the input unit of the desirable embodiment of invention included in this application

again A bipolar-electrode sheet with flexibility with the transparent predetermined thickness by which

the transparent electrode is fonned by both sides is inserted. The transparent top electrode sheet with

flexibility with which the transparent electrode which opened the uniform predetermined gap from both

the aforementioned transparent electrodes, respectively, and met the alter operation side at

aforementioned one transparent electrode was formed And the transparent bottom electrode sheet with

which the transparent electrode which met the transparent electrode of aforementioned another side was

formed equips the display side with the touch panel which a laminating is carried out, respectively and is

constituted, and the bipolar-electrode sheet opens two or more sheets and a predetermined gap, is

arranged, and is good also as a multi-stage touch panel. Moreover, the 1st step touch panel consists of an

aforementioned bipolar-electrode sheet and an aforementioned top electrode sheet, and, as for this multi-

stage touch panel, the last stage touch panel consists of an aforementioned bipolar-electrode sheet and an
aforementioned bottom electrode sheet.

[0022] Therefore, if the electrode sheet of the front face where a directions implement or a finger

contacts is pressed with a directions implement or a finger according to this invention, the electrode

sheet of the front face will be pushed in first, a gap [ directly under] is crushed, both the transparent

electrodes that meet contact, the electrode sheet of pressing-fiirther middle is also pushed in, the gap of

it is also crushed, and the transparent electrode of the bipolar-electrode sheet which meets, and the

transparent electrode of the bottom electrode sheet which counters contact. If the multilayer laminating

of the bipolar-electrode sheet is carried out, a gap can be crushed covering multi-stage like the

following, both the transparent electrodes that counter can be contacted, and two or more transparent
electrodes can be contacted on the same coordinate.

[0023] If constituted on such a multi-stage touch panel, the contact of each stage can be made to be able

to possess an inner-force—sense feedback mechanism, therefore a mode of operation can also be changed

for every contact.

[0024]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Hereafter, the operation gestalt of the input unit of this invention is

explained using drawing.

[0025] Some cross-section side elevations of the two-step type touch panel which used drawing 1 for

this invention and showed the suitable decomposition perspective diagram of the two-step type touch

panel of the 1st operation gestalt and drawing 2 to drawing 1 , and drawing 3 are in the state which

assembled the two-step type touch panel shown in drawing 1 . The cross-section side elevation showing

the state where the first stage was inputted with the finger, the cross-section side elevation of the two-

step type touch panel in the state where drawing 4 was further pressed with the finger from the state of
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drawing 3 , The press force characteristic curve of the two-step type touch panel of the 1st operation

gestalt which showed drawing 5 to drawing 1 , The cross-section side elevation of the two-step type

touch panel with which drawing 6 added the inner-force-sense feedback mechanism of the 2nd operation

gestalt, The press force characteristic curve of the two-step type touch panel of the 2nd operation gestalt

which showed drawing 7 to drawing 6 , Other press force characteristic curves of the two-step type

touch panel of the 2nd operation gestalt which showed drawing 8 to drawing 6 , The block diagram of

the processing circuit for the flow chart at the time of inputting drawing 10 by the two-step type touch

panel and drawing 10 performing feedback to a user also including the two-step type touch panel of this

operation gestalt, and inner-force-sense feedback, The block diagram of other processing circuits having

shown deformation of the processing circuit which showed @i_r_;g,____l___l_ to gl_r_a_wi_11_gl0 , and g1r_a_wir1g_l,2,

are the timing diagrams for explaining operation of the processing circuit shown in drawing 11 .

[0026] First, using drawing 1 or drawing 3 , it uses for the input unit of this invention, and the multi-

stage touch panel of 1 suitable operation gestalt is explained.

[0027] In addition, in the following operation gestalten, a two-step type touch panel is illustrated and

explained as one gestalt of a multi-stage touch panel. And the same sign is attached and explained to the

same component as the component of the one-step touch panel of the conventional technology.

[0028] Moreover, as the term of [Description of the Prior Art] also explained this multi-stage touch

panel, it is the input unit used for small carrying type information input units, such as an information

terminal, a car-navigation system, a computer, etc., and an example of the equipment is the same as that

ofwhat was shown in drawing 13 . Therefore, in the following explanation, the drawing equivalent to

drawing 13 , drawing 14 , and drawing 15 is omitted.

[0029] In drawing 1 , sign 25A points out a two-step type touch panel as a whole. This two-step type

touch-panel 25A consists of the top electrode sheet 2510, the bottom electrode sheet 2520, the bipolar-

electrode sheet 2530 and upper case spacer 26a, and lower-berth spacer 26b. In addition, since the

structure of the top electrode sheet 2510 and the bottom electrode sheet 2520 is the same as that of the

thing of the conventional technology, those explanation is omitted.

[0030] The bipolar-electrode sheet 2530 is the thing made of a transparent plastic in which this also had

flexibility, antireflection films 2532 and 2533 are formed by the outside of the sheet base material 2531,

and inside both sides, and transparent electrodes 2534 and 2535 are further formed by the front face of

those antireflection films 2532 and 2533. And leader lines 2536 and 2537 are drawn by each transparent

electrode 2534 and 2535, respectively. In addition, antireflection films 2522 and 2523 are films for

suppressing reflection of the transmitted light like antireflection films 2512, 2513, 2522, and 2523.

[0031] As a transparent plastic of the sheet base materials 2511, 2521, and 2531, elastic plastics like

PET (polyethylene terephthalate), PMMA (acrylic : polymethyl methacrylate), PI (polyimide), PE

(polyethylene), and polyurethane can be used. Moreover, you may use transparent material, such as

glass, for the lower sheet base material 2521. Furthermore, as transparent electrodes 2534 and 2535, an

ITO (Indium Tin Oxide:indium stannic-acid ghost) thin film etc. can be used like transparent electrodes

2514 and 2524 again.

[0032] Such a top electrode sheet 2510 of three sheets, the bottom electrode sheet 2520, and the bipolar-

electrode sheet 2530 As shown in _d_r_a__\3y_ing,_3 , use lower-berth spacer 26b on the bottom electrode sheet

2520, and the bipolar-electrode sheet 2530 is supported. A predetermined gap is formed among both,

upper case spacer 26a can be similarly used on the bipolar-electrode sheet 2530, the top electrode sheet

2510 can be supported, and two-step type touch~panel 25A can be constituted by forming and

assembling a predetermined gap among both. The 1st step touch panel is constituted from a top

electrode sheet 2510, a bipolar-electrode sheet 2530, and a gap Ga, and the 2nd step touch panel is

constituted from a bipolar-electrode sheet 2530, a bottom electrode sheet 2520, and a gap Gb, therefore

a transparent electrode 2514 and a transparent electrode 2534 are the contacts of the 1st step touch panel,

and a transparent electrode 2535 and a transparent electrode 2524 serve as a contact of the 2nd step

touch panel. In addition, in dr_aw_ing3 , illustration of all the antireflection films 2512, 2513, 2522, 2523,
2532, and 2533 was omitted.

[0033] Next, the mechanism of two-step type touch-panel 25A of this operation gestalt of operation is
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explained using drawing 3 or drawing 5 .

[0034] First, when a user presses the front face of the top electrode sheet 2510 centering on near the

input part on the occasion of an input with a finger 19, the press portion is depressed, and becomes

depressed and the transparent electrode 2514 of the top electrode sheet 2510 contacts the transparent

electrode 2534 of the bipolar-electrode sheet 2530 top (upper case point of contact calcium).

Furthermore, if it pushes in, as shown in drawing 4 , the bipolar-electrode sheet 2530 will be pushed on

the top electrode sheet 2510, and will be crooked, and the transparent electrode 2535 will contact the

transparent electrode 2524 of the bottom electrode sheet 2520 (lower-berth point of contact Cb).

[0035] When a user does the depression of the two-step type touch-panel 25A of this lst operation

gestalt with a finger 19, it has the press force characteristic curve 2 as shown in glrawigigj . At the time

of a sign 2, the transparent electrode 2514 of the top electrode sheet 2510 contacts the transparent

electrode 2534 of the bipolar-electrode sheet 2530, energization takes place, and further, if the top

electrode sheet 2510 is pressed, when the bipolar-electrode sheet 2530 is pressed and a sign 5 shows, the

transparent electrode 2535 of the bottom will contact the transparent electrode 2524 of the bottom

electrode sheet 2520, and will energize in the process shown with a sign 4. If it pushes in further from

here, it can tell that the two-step side contacted the user by giving a big inclination in the process shown

with the sign 6. In addition, the dotted line showed collectively the press force characteristic curve 1 of

the one-step type touch panel 25 of the conventional technology shown in drawing 20 to drawing 5 by
reference.

[0036] the contact time of the sign [ in / the press force characteristic curve 2/ in ** ] 2 although the

outstanding effect is acquired, and a sign 5 -- this two-step type touch-panel 25A is the thing of structure

which established two contacts on the same axis of coordinates unlike the one-step type touch panel 25

of the conventional technology, and a user can perform alter operation, without causing derangement to

alter operation -- a user -- sensuous -- clear -- being distinct -- it does not carry out In order to cancel this

technical problem, if a visual operation and acoustic-sense-operation or an inner-force—sense-operation is

returned to a user, it will become much more effective. If an inner-force-sense-operation is returned to a

user's finger etc. especially, unlike a visual sense or an acoustic sense, it can tell that surely the input

was given to the user.

[0037] Two-step type touch-panel 25B of the 2nd operation gestalt equipped with the feeling feedback

mechanism of the force was shown in d_r_a_y_y_ing_6_ . The structure of the two-step type touch-panel 25B is

explained using drawing 6 .

[0038] Bobbin coil 35A which the aforementioned two-step type touch-panel 25A was being fixed to

some front faces of a case 10 (a flat surface is a rectangle), the display panel 24 was held in the case 10

interior of the lower part, and this two-step type touch-panel 25B was fixed to it, and was wound around

the square shape bobbin which is one of the actuators in the periphery side of a case 10 is inserted in. In

addition, also in this view, illustration of antireflection films 2512, 2513, 2522, 2523, 2532, and 2533

was omitted to two-step type touch-panel 25A.

[0039] It connects so that energization of the contact which consists of a transparent electrode 2534

which constitutes the contact and the 2nd step touch panel which consist of a transparent electrode 2514

which constitutes the lst step touch panel, and a transparent electrode 2534, and a transparent electrode

2524 may be interlocked with and it may operate (after—mentioned drawing 10 , drawing 11 ), and

bobbin coil 35A is included in two-step type touch-panel 25B.

[0040] Inner-force-sense feeling is told to a user by constituting two-step type touch-panel 25B in this

way. If the inner-force-sense feeling is explained using drawing 7 , as shown in drawing 3 , a user When

the top electrode sheet 2510 which is the lst step touch panel is pressed with a finger 19, at the

beginning [ the ] which was pressed with the elasticity of the top electrode sheet 2510 If the sign 1 with

a curved small inclination is followed and the transparent electrode 2514 of the top electrode sheet 2510

and the transparent electrode 2534 of the bipolar-electrode sheet 2530 contact in an inflection point 2 As

bobbin coil 35A which is an inner-force-sense mechanism operated, and a user's finger 19 is put back to

a user side, resists this putting-back force and was shown in drawing 4 Furthermore, if it pushes in, in an

inflection point 4, will contact the transparent electrode 2535 of the bipolar-electrode sheet 2530 and the
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transparent electrode 2524 of the bottom electrode sheet 2520 which are the 2nd step touch panel, and
bobbin coil 35A will operate further simultaneously. As the sign 5 showed, a user's finger 19 is put back

to a user side, and a user can perceive having been inputted as an inner force sense. And it can tell that

followed this process of the big inclination shown with the sign 6 when it put back, the force was

resisted and it continued pushing further, and two inputs were completed.

[0041] Although it constituted from 2 step mold touch-panel 25B example shown in drawing 6 and

_gl_r_,a,w_1'_ng___Z as inner-force-sense feedback mechanisms (bobbin coil 35A etc.) were added to each stage of

the 1st step and the 2nd step of touch panel and there was an inner-force-sense feedback response, you

may add this inner-force-sense feedback mechanism to one of touch panels. Drawing 8 is a press force
characteristic curve at the time of not adding an inner-force-sense feedback mechanism to the 1st step

touch panel, but adding an inner-force-sense feedback mechanism to the 2nd step touch panel. When it
does not operate, but it presses further and the aforementioned contact of an one-step touch panel
contacts, bobbin coil 35A operates and it is made for the putting-back force as shown in the finger 19

with the sign 5 to generate bobbin coil 35A, even if, as for the case of such composition, a user presses

the top electrode sheet 2510 with a finger l9 and the contact of the 1st step touch panel contacts.

[0042] Make it better for vibration from which oscillation frequency, an amplitude, a wave, and a wave

profile differ to return as a kind of inner-force-sense feedback response of the aforementioned lst step

touch panel and the 2nd step touch panel. If it does in this way, it will much more become easy to

perceive that each stage was inputted certainly.

[0043] The flow chart in the sub routine which acquires ON-OFF and coordinate information was shown

in drawing 10 as input from these two-step type touch panels 25A and 25B. On a mechanism, in order

that an input signal may surely enter from the top electrode sheet 2510, input signal waiting of the top

electrode sheet 2510 is performed first (S1). If an input signal enters from the 1st step touch panel (put

together as the top electrode sheet 2510 and the bipolar-electrode sheet 2530), first, a coordinate will be

specified from the resistance (S2), and coordinate information will be written in RAM (Random Access

Memory : record element which can be written). Furthermore, when the input standby from the 2nd step

touch panel (put together as the bipolar-electrode sheet 2530 and the bottom electrode sheet 2520) is

started (S3) and an input is here, an input coordinate is specified from the resistance and (S4) and the 1st
step coordinate data in RAM are rewritten to the 2nd step coordinate data. Moreover, since it expresses

that the coordinate currently written in on memory is the 2nd step of input now, a flag is written in (S5).

[0044] Next, the processing circuit for performing feedback to the user who also includes two-step type

touch-panel 25B of the 2nd operation gestalt and an inner force sense including the aforementioned sub

routine work using d_ra_wing 10 is explained.

[0045] This processing circuit 30A consists of the memory 34 and the output units 35 which were called
RAM for storing the central processing unit 33 and data containing a microcomputer etc. in addition to

the aforementioned two-step type touch-panel 25B and the driver circuits 31 and 32 for a drive, and
ROM. The output unit 35 consists of, the actuator as a display and an inner-force-sense-output, for

example, bobbin coil 35A, as the loudspeaker as an acoustic—sense-output, and a visual output. These
outputs serve as a system which returns to a user, choosing the suitable output unit 35 according to the

inputted operation item.

[0046] At drawing 10 , although driver circuits 31 and 32 were required respectively, as it was shown in

drawing 11 to the touch panel of each stage, a driver circuit 37 can be managed with one by allotting a

switcher 36 between two-step type touch-panel 25B and the common driver circuit 37, and controlling
lst step the touch panel of two-step type touch-panel 25B, and the 2nd step switching of a touch panel

with a central processing unit 33. This switcher 36 can receive the change information from the trigger

circuit 38 which outputs a change signal a certain fixed period based on the base clock of a central

processing unit 33, and can perform a serial change. The timing diagram in each stage at this time was
shown in drawing 12 . When the output voltage of a trigger circuit 38 is VH, the 1st step touch panel is

connected with a driver circuit 37. On the contrary, when the output voltage of a trigger circuit 38 is VL,

the 2nd step touch panel is connected with a driver circuit 37. Since these connection states are repeated

in comparatively short time, for example, the period of several In seconds, two-step type touch-panel
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25B can be used for a user without trouble on the real time.

[0047] This two-step type touch-panel 25A (or 25B) can be used, and a user can treat a device by more

nearly intuitive operation by assigning a specific event to each time of the touch panel of each stage

serving as ON and OFF. The examples of the event assigmncnt in each ON/OFF time were enumerated

to Table 1. If these functions are used combining the GUI (the abbreviation for Graphical User

lntaerface) environment on a display screen, they are more effective. The combination of the function

mentioned here is an example to the last, and it is possible to also add functions other than this.

Moreover, on application software, a programming person can assign a function according to the gestalt

of software, a tool, and a functional item.

[Table 1]
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As mentioned above, although two or more operation gestalten of illustration explained this invention,

various kinds of change by within the limits of the technical thought of invention which is not limited

only to these operation gestalten and included in this application is possible for this invention. For

example, with each aforementioned operation gestalt, although it is the thing of structure which

established two contacts on the same axis of coordinates, it will be easily understood by increasing the

number of sheets of the bipolar-electrode sheet 2530 that the multi-stage touch panel which can form
three or more contacts can be constituted.

[0048] Moreover, an actuator may not be limited only to a bobbin coil and may be a solenoid, a

piezoelectric device, a motor, etc.

[0049] Furthermore, although the inner-force-sense feedback mechanism was prepared in each stage in

two-step type touch-panel 25B of the aforementioned 2nd operation gestalt, it is also good to prepare

only in the touch panel of one of stages again.

[0050]

[Effect of the Invention] It is main invention of this application maintaining the gestalt of the existing

device, and making the 1st step touch panel based on an old input procedure, and a user loses causing

derangement to alter operation. Furthermore, a user can direct by easy operation and few finger

operation also to a complicated function by assigning the function of Table 1 to a two-step touch panel.

[0051] A user coming to be able to do quick alter operation and sensing stress according to these two

points, decreases. Moreover, by combining with the feedback mechanism by the inner force sense, a
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user's check of a screen decreases and he can perform quick alter operation now in each stage about a

series of operations to which it got used especially.

[0052] Moreover, the inner-force-sense feedback mechanism is controlled by main invention of

everything but this application by instructions of a processor. Therefore, it becomes controllable from an

operation system and application software by forming drawing 1 with a software driver. Therefore, in
addition to the output device by an existing acoustic sense and an existing Visual sense, a software
manufacturer can create the software which utilized the inner-force-sense mechanism, and can offer the

software which had latus power of expression more. Moreover, a user can use software with more nearly

friendly feeling to a device.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art] First, the input unit of the conventional technology is explained, referring
to drawing 13 or drawing 20 .

[0003] The input unit which showed drawing 13 in the front View of an input unit, and showed drawing

14 to drawing 13 a part Expansion front view, The decomposition perspective diagram of the display of

the input unit which showed drawing 15 to _(_l,,r;;m/ir_1_g_l_3“ , the cross-section side elevation of the display of

the input unit which showed drawing 16 to drawing 13 , The decomposition perspective diagram of the

one-step touch panel of the conventional technology which constitutes the display which showed

drawing 17 to drawing 16 , The cross-section side elevation of a display shown in drawing 16 for the

cross-section side elevation of the one-step touch panel which showed drawing 18 to drawing 16 , and

drawing 19 explaining operation of the one-step touch panel shown in drawing 17 , and drawing20 are

the press force P-displacement delta characteristic curves of the one-step touch panel of the conventional

technology shown in drawing 16 .

[0004] In drawing 13 , a sign 1 points out the input unit of the conventional technology. This input unit

1 is used for small carrying type information input units, such as an information terminal, the car-

navigation system, the computer, etc.

[0005] A frame 11 is combined by the both-sides edge of outside ** 10, and this input unit 1 is

reinforced at it, respectively, while it is equipped with outside ** 10 which makes the shape of a flat

rectangular parallelepiped. And the display 12 which makes a touch panel serve a double purpose is

formed in the upper surface of outside ** 10. While the input panel 13 is formed in this display 12

bottom, two or more operating buttons 14 are allotted under the input panel 13.

[0006] A touch-panel function is provided on the display 12, **, the switch, the menu, the icon, etc. and

system of coordinates which the display of a display 12 projected correspond by 1 to 1, and an input unit

1 receives an input event by pressing the touch panel (postscript) of the part of the item which a user

wants to choose with the directions implement 18 or a finger 19, as shown in drawing 14 and drawing
1 6 .

[0007] The display 12 consists of a lower shell display panel 24 and a touch panel 25, as shown in

drawing 15 and drawing 16 . The display panel 24 is made as [ perform / a predetermined display ], and
has flat-surface displays, such as a liquid crystal display, an organic EL display, and a CRT (Cathode

Ray Tube) display, a curved-surface display, etc. The touch panel 25 is constituted so that switching

operation may be performed with alter operation, and it has a resistance film type and other methods. As

shown in d1“_ayv_i_ng_l_6 , such a display panel 24 and a touch panel 25 are piled up, and are used, being
stored in outside ** 10.

[0008] in addition, the driver circuit for driving the flexible patchboard for a wiring drawer, and a

display to a display panel 24 -- although the pack light sections, such as the luminescence section, a light

guide plate, a diffusion board, and a booster circuit, were connected further especially about the LCD
panel, those illustration was omitted here

[0009] The touch panel 25 of the conventional technology is equipped only with one step of input

functions. That is, if a resistance film type touch panel is mentioned as an example and the structure is
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explained, as shown in drawing 17 and drawing 18 , the top electrode sheet 2510 and the bottom

electrode sheet 2520 open few [ uniformly ] gaps G with a spacer 26 ( drawing 19 ), and are constituted.
[0010] Antireflection films 2512 and 2513 are formed by the outside of the sheet base material 2511

made of a transparent plastic in which the top electrode sheet 2510 had flexibility, and inside both sides,
and the transparent electrode 2514 is formed by the front face of the inside antireflection film 2513 of

them. As this transparent electrode 2514, an ITO (Indium Tin Oxidezindium starmic-acid ghost) thin
film etc. is desirable, for example. Similarly, antireflection films 2522 and 2523 are fonned by the

outside of the sheet base material 2521 made of a transparent plastic in which the bottom electrode sheet
2520 also had flexibility, and inside both sides, and the transparent electrode 2524 is formed by the front

face of the inside antireflection film 2523 of them. In addition, antireflection films 2512, 2513, 2522,

and 2523 are films for suppressing reflection of the transmitted light. Leader lines 2515 and 2525 are

drawn by each transparent electrode 2514 and 2524, respectively ( drawing 17 ). And the

aforementioned touch panel 25 is the thing of the structure which both the transparent electrodes 2514
and 2524 were opposed, opened few gaps G as mentioned above using the spacer 26, and has arranged
the top electrode sheet 2510 and the bottom electrode sheet 2520.

[0011] Next, operation of this touch panel 25 and its property are explained using drawing 19 and
,d_ra>yi_r_1.g2Q .

[0012] As mentioned above, it is inputted when a user chooses and presses an item, a file, etc. which

were displayed on the display 12 by the display panel 24 with the directions implement 18 or a finger

19. That is, the top electrode sheet 2510 of the specific position of a touch panel 25 is pressed by this

alter operation, and the transparent electrode 2514 contacts the transparent electrode 2524 of the bottom

electrode sheet 2520 by it. An input position coordinate can be specified by measuring the resistance to
these both point of contact P.

[Translation done.]
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Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1. This document has been translated by computer.So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.
2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect of the Invention] It is main invention of this application maintaining the form of the existing

device, and making the 1st step touch panel based on an old input procedure, and a user loses causing

confusion to alter operation. Furthermore, a user can direct by easy operation and few finger operation

also to a complicated function by assigning the function of Table l to a two-step touch panel.

[0051] A user coming to be able to do quick alter operation and sensing stress according to these two

points, decreases. Moreover, by combining with the feedback mechanism by the inner force sense, a

user's check of a screen decreases and he can perform quick alter operation now in each stage about a

series of operations to which it got used especially.

[0052] Moreover, the inner—force-sense feedback mechanism is controlled by main invention of

everything but this application by instructions of a processor. Therefore, it becomes controllable from an

operation system and application software by forming drawing 1 with a software driver. Therefore, in

addition to the output device by an existing acoustic sense and an existing visual sense, a software
manufacturer can create the software which utilized the inner—force-sense mechanism, and can offer

software with larger power of expression. Moreover, a user can use software with more nearly friendly

feeling to a device.

[Translation done.]
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precisely.
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3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in the case of such alter operation, by the touch

panel 25 of the conventional technology, if a graph shows the displacement delta of the top electrode

sheet 2510 to the push-down force P of the touch-panel 25 very thing, it will become the P-delta curve 1

as shown in drawing 20 . That is, in case beginning pushes, first, with the elasticity of the top electrode
sheet 2510, 1 with a curved small inclination is followed and both sheets 2510 and 2520 contact in an

inflection point 2. Furthermore, if it pushes in, the bottom electrode sheet 2520 will be pushed and the

inclination of a curve 1 will become larger like a straight line 3. However, it is unclear in whether in the

case of such alter operation, the touch panel 25 was turned on [ it ] at the user at which time, and the

input event occurred.

[0014] Moreover, the operation which continues pushing beyond the combination of a serial input, for

example, a certain fixed time, when giving this directions of execution etc. or adding different operation,

or continues the same part twice or more within a certain fixed time, and is pushed although an item, a

file, etc. can be chosen as mentioned above as long as one step of such input units are used was required.

[0015] Quick operation becomes difficult in order for such a method to require the fixed real time

difficultly on the small display screen in a small pocket device. Moreover, the interruption processing

from the timer which measures the real time will apply a load to signal-processing work.

[0016] Furthermore, there was no function to return reaction force to a touch panel 25 to the finger 19 of

the user who performs alter operation etc. again (feedback), it was the sound outputted from a voice

output, and the alter operation receptionist was returned by changing the display of a part of display 12.

However, it was unclear for the user whether it was that the operation itself was accepted in the device

side to the alter operation and the quick alter operation which are performed without a user's looking at a

display 12.

[0017] this invention can be inputted certainly, without causing derangement, when it is made in View of

such a trouble and a user performs alter operation to a user's alter operation, and, moreover, it can input

by easy operation and few finger operation also to a complicated function, and aims at offering the input

unit which enabled feedback by the inner force sense to the tactile sense of a user's finger.

[Translation done.]
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

LDfl@gl] It uses for this invention and is the decomposition perspective diagram of the two-step type

touch panel of the suitable lst operation gestalt.

|Drawing 2| They are some cross-section side elevations of the two-step type touch panel shown in
drawin 1 .

|Drawing 3| It is in the state which assembled the two-step type touch panel shown in drawing 1 , and is

the cross-section side elevation showing the state where the first stage was inputted with the finger.

figs/ing 4| It is the cross-section side elevation of the two-step type touch panel in the state where it

pressed further with the finger from the state of drawing 3 .

|Drawing 5| It is the press force characteristic curve of the two-step type touch panel of the 1st operation

gestalt shown in drawing 1 .

LDflwing 6| It is the cross-section side elevation of the two-step type touch panel which added the inner-

force-sense feedback mechanism of the 2nd operation gestalt.

|Drawing 7| It is the press force characteristic curve of the two-step type touch panel of the 2nd

operation gestalt shown in g_1_ravyi1;g_6_ .

|Drawing 8| They are other press force characteristic curves of the two-step type touch panel of the 2nd

operation gestalt shown in drawing 6 .

[Drawing 9] It is a flow chart at the time of inputting by the two-step type touch panel.

|Drawing l0| It is the block diagram of the processing circuit for performing feedback to a user also

including the two-step type touch panel of this operation gestalt, and inner-force-sense feedback.

|Drawing 11 | It is the block diagram of other processing circuits having shown deformation of the

processing circuit shown in drawing 10 .

|Drawing l2| It is a timing diagram for explaining operation of the processing circuit shown in drawing
11 .

LI_)_rawing 13] It is the front View of a common input unit.

[Drawing l4| some input units shown in drawing 13 —- it is expansion front view

|Drawing l5| It is the decomposition perspective diagram of the display of the input unit shown in

drawing l3_ .

|Drawing l6| It is the cross-section side elevation of the display of the input unit shown in drawing 13 .

|Drawing l7|
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DRAWINGS

|Drawing l |
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(54) [Title of the Invention] Gun Unit for Game Machine Equipped with Sliding
Vibration Mechanism

(57)

[Object]
machine, which makes a p

A support shafi 5 of a gun unit is equippe
liding it back and forth, an

body 4 carried by the slider 6 back and forth ac
game machine. The reciprocating vibrating

drawings for example, a motor 7a, an eccentric
7a, and a link 7c for coupling a couple

f the eccentric cam 7b, and generates

[Abstract]

To obtain a gun unit used for
layer feel as if

an electronic game machine or other such game
he is actually firing a machine gun.

d with a slider 6 for carrying a

d a reciprocating vibrating
cording

[Constitution]
gun body 4 of the gun unit and s
mechanism 7 for vibrating the gun

to an operating command from the
mechanism 7 comprises, as shown in the
cam 7b inserted into a rotor of the motor

provided inside the gun body 4 and a coupler o
reciprocating motion.
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[Claims]

[Claim 1] A gun unit for an electronic game machine or other such game machine
equipped with sliding vibration mechanism, wherein said game machine gun unit is
characterized in that a support shaft of the gun unit is equipped with a slider for carrying
a gun body of the gun unit and sliding it back and forth, and a reciprocating vibrating
mechanism for vibrating the gun body carried by the slider back and forth according to an
operating command from the main body of the game machine.
[Claim 2] The gun unit for a game machine equipped with sliding vibration
mechanism according to Claim 1, wherein the gun body is coupled with the support shaft,
and there is provided an elastic member disposed such that tensile force or restoring force
acts in the rearward direction of the gun body.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of Industrial Utilization]

The present invention relates to a gun unit used in an electronic game machine or
other such game machine, and more particularly relates to a game machine gun unit
equipped with a vibrating mechanism for simulating the recoil when a bullet is fired.
[0002]

[Prior Art]

Electronic game machines installed in amusement centers and so forth include so-
called gun games, in which the player uses a simulated gun (such as a pistol) to fire at a
target displayed on the screen of a display device. In general, with a gun game, the firing
direction and position are detected by a position detector at the point when the player
pulls the trigger of the gun, a firing sound or other such sound effect is outputted by the
electronic game machine, and whether the bullet hit its target or not is determined on the
basis of the detection information in the position detector. If the shot was a hit, a hit
scene is displayed on the screen and a hit sound is outputted. Since the gun used with
such games does not actually fire any bullets, the game is given a more realistic feel by
vibrating the gun unit with a vibrating mechanism inside the gun unit at the point when
the gun trigger is pulled, so as to simulate the recoil produced when a gun is fired.
[0003] Figs. 2 A and B are cross sections of first and second structure examples for a
game machine gun unit equipped with a conventional vibrating mechanism. The gun unit
consists of an integrally molded gun I and support shaft 2, and a vibrating mechanism 3
is provided inside the gun I. The rotatable support shafi 2 can be tilted in the directions
of the arrows L1 and L2 around a pivot point C of a turning mechanism (not shown)
located underneath, which allows the player to aim the gun at the target.

[0004] Fig. 2A is an example in which a solenoid magnet is used as the vibrating
mechanism 3. The solenoid magnet 3S consists of an electromagnet composed of a
c‘~./lindricai coil that generates a magnetic field. and an armature (rotor) that moves
reciprocally along the center axis of this coil. When the player pulls the trigger la of the
gun 1, the solenoid magnet 3S is actuated, and the reciprocal motion of the armature

MSX 0047893
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causes the distal end thereof to hit a protrusion IS. This striking of the protrusion IS tilts

the gun unit in the direction of arrow L2 around the pivot point C, and the continuous
tilting caused by repeated firing results in vibration. This vibration is transmitted to the
player's hand from a grip lb linked directly to the support shaft 2, which allows the
player to physically feel the firing recoil.

[0005] Fig. 2B is an example of a gun unit in which the vibrating mechanism 3 provided

inside the gun I is made up of a motor 3M and an eccentric weight 3W. In this example,
when the player pulls the trigger la of the gun 1, the motor 3M inside the vibrating
mechanism 3 is actuated, and the rotational movement of the eccentric weight 3W

attached to the rotating shafi of the motor 3M causes the gun unit to vibrate in a circle

with respect to the rotational axis. This vibration is transmitted from the grip 1b to the

player's hand, and this gives the player the sensation of firing a gun, produced by gentle
vibrations.

[0006]

[Problems Which the Invention is Intended to Solve]

However, with the conventional gun unit described above, the gun and the support

shafi were integrated, with the support shafi itself serving as the grip. Since the grip was

vibrated indirectly by vibrations from a source provided inside the gun, only gentle
vibrations were transmitted to the player. Also, since the vibration direction was

different from that of a real gun, the sensation was far removed from that produced by the

recoil of an actual hand gun or machine gun.

[0007] The present invention was conceived in light of the above situation, and it is an
object thereof to eliminate the above-mentioned drawbacks and provide a gun unit for a

game machine, equipped with a sliding vibrating mechanism that feels as if an actual gun

is being fired.

[0008]

[Means Used to Solve the Above-Mentioned Problems]

The present invention relates to a gun unit equipped with a sliding vibrating
mechanism and used in electronic game machines and other such game machines. The

stated object of the present invention is achieved by equipping a support shaft of a gun

unit with a slider for carrying a gun body of the gun unit and sliding it back and forth, and

a reciprocating vibrating mechanism for vibrating the gun body carried by the slider back
and forth according to an operating command from the main body of the game machine.

[0009]

[Operation of the Invention]

With the present invention, a support shaft is equipped with a sliding vibrating
mechanism, and the gun body is vibrated by being slid back and forth according to a

drive command from the main body of the game machine, so the vibrations produced by

the reciprocal movement of the gun are transmitted directly to the hand holding the gun.

Furtheniiore, the gun body and the support shaft are coupled. and an elastic member IS

disposed such that tensile force or restoring force acts in the rearward direction of the gun
body. As a result, the movement speed is faster in the direction opposite the direction in

4 Msx 0047894
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which the bullet is fired, so the movement of a recoiling gun body can be accurately

reproduced.

[0010]

[Examples]

An example of the present invention will now be described in detail through
reference to the drawings. Fig. 1A is a cross section of a first structure example of a
game machine gun unit equipped with the sliding vibrating mechanism of the present
invention. As shown in Fig. 1A, the gun body 4 and the support shaft 5 are separate parts
in this gun unit. The support shaft 5 of the gun unit is provided with a slider 6 for sliding
the gun body 4 back and forth, and a reciprocating vibrating mechanism 7 for vibrating
the gun body 4 carried by the slider 6 back and forth according to an operating command
from the main body of the game machine (not shown).

[0011] The reciprocating vibrating mechanism 7 comprises, as shown in Fig. 1A for
example, a motor 7a, an eccentric cam 7b inserted into a rotor of the motor 7a, and a link
7c for coupling a coupler 4c provided inside the gun body 4 and a coupler of the eccentric
cam 7b. The slider 6 comprises, for example, a slider unit that carries the gun body 4,
and a track rail, and is designed so that the gun body 4 can slide back and forth along the
track rail. The vibrating mechanism 7 here is not limited to the structure shown in Fig.
1A, and may employ a solenoid magnet instead.

[0012] The following is an example of how the gun unit of the present invention operates
with a structure such as this. When the player pulls the trigger 4a of the gun body 4, the
motor 7a is driven according to a command from the main body of the game machine
(not shown), the rotation motion of an eccentric cam Sc becomes reciprocal motion and is
transmitted through the link 7c to the coupler 4c inside the gun body 4, and the gun body
4 reciprocally moves a specific distance back and forth along the track rail inside the
slider 6. The stroke is controlled by the drive command from the main body of the game
machine, and the speed of the reciprocal motion can be varied according to the type of
gun and how the game develops.

[0013] Fig. 1B is a cross section in which a speed changing means for changing the
movement speed in the forward and rearward directions of the gun body 4 is added to the
vibrating mechanism 7 shown in Fig. 1A. This allows the movement of the gun body to
be modulated. An elastic member receiver 4d is provided inside the gun body 4, and the
gun body 4 and the support shaft 5 are coupled via an elastic member 5e at the forward
position of the vibration source. With this structure, when the gun body 4 slides forward
along the track rail inside the slider 6, the elastic member Se is compressed, and the
restoring force thereof is exerted to the rear. As a result, the gun body 4 moves quickly in
the rearward direction and slowly in the forward direction. Generating action such as this
allows the movement of a gun body as it recoils when fired to be reproduced more
accurately.

[0014] Further, in the above example, an electric actuator was used as the sliding
fihratinq mer:h-.1n.§s:n for \'5b.rati.rg the gun body back arid forth. but :1 "r~neurn:.a.tic
actuator" or "hydraulic actuator,” which controls the output ofan energy accumulator
(such as an air compressor or a hydraulic power unit) with valves and pneumatically or
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hydraulically drives a cylinder, may be used instead. From the standpoints of response,
momentum, durability, cost, and so forth, however, the sliding vibrating mechanism
shown in Fig. 1 is superior in overall perfonnance. Also, the elastic member Se in Fig.
1B was a cylindrical coil spring, but is not limited to this, and may instead be a spiral
spring, flat spring, or the like. Also, the disposition of the elastic member Se is not
limited to acting compressively, and may instead act in tensile fashion.

[0015]

[Effect of the Invention]
As discussed above, with the game machine gun unit equipped with a sliding

vibrating mechanism of the present invention, a sliding vibrating mechanism is provided
to a support shaft, and the gun is slid back and forth according to drive commands from
the main body of the game machine, so vibration produced by the reciprocal motion of
the gun is transmitted directly to the hand holding the gun, allowing the player to
experience a powerful sensation of firing a gun. Furthermore, a speed changing means is
provided so that the movement speed is faster in the direction opposite the direction in
which a bullet is fired, so it feels as if a real machine gun is being fired.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
Fig. 1 consists of cross sections of first and second structure examples for a game

machine gun unit equipped with the sliding vibrating mechanism of the present invention.
Fig. 2 consists of cross sections of first and second structure examples for a game

machine gun unit equipped with a conventional vibrating mechanism.

[Key]

4 gun body

5 support shaft

6 slider

7 vibrating mechanism
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[Figure 1]
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Specification

1. Title of Invention

Light Beam Gun Shooting Game Apparatus

2. Claims

(1) A light beam gun shooting game apparatus having a game controller comprising

a central processing unit (hereinafter called CPU), a prograrmnable ROM (hereinafier

called PROM) and RAM for supporting the operation of said CPU, and a screen RAM

wherewith image signals are written and read out in accordance with commands from

said CPU, wherein prescribed video signals are formed according to a predetermined

program, and a desired image containing a target is shown on a display device, while a

target in said image is shot at using a light beam gun, wherein:

the configuring elements cited below in (a) to (f) are comprised, namely:

(a) a console,

(b) a video display device provided in said console,

(c) a light beam gun attached to said console, oriented relative to [said] video display

device, such that the angle of elevation and azimuth angle can be freely changed,

(d) a potentiometer attached to said light beam gun, for detecting the angle of elevation

and azimuth angle of [said] light beam gun,

(e) an analog/digital converter for converting the output of said potentiometer to a

digital signal, and

(i) a judgment circuit for comparing the address of a target in one frame with the output

of said analog/digital converter, every time the trigger of said light beam gun is pulled,

and outputting an on-target signal when the target address and the shooting direction
coincide.

(2) The light beam gun shooting game apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said

light beam gun is provided in a plurality.

3. Detailed Description of Invention

(Industrial Field of Use)

This invention relates to improvements in a light beam gun shooting game

apparatus.

(Prior Art)

Light beam gun shooting game apparatuses wherein prescribed video signals are
formed according to a predetermined program, and a desired image containing a target is

shown on a display device, while the target in the image is shot at using a light beam gun,

are publicly known.

According to the configi.ir:u;ion ofa covwzintional publicly lcrmwn light beam gun

shooting game apparatus, a light beam gun is supported in a gun holding device so that

the angle of elevation and the azimuth angle of the light beam gun can be freely changed,
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and a lens and light receiving element are provided inside the gun barrel. When a player
takes aim at a target in an image containing a target shown on a display device, and pulls
the trigger of the light beam gun, the video signal for one frame only of the display
device changes to a monochrome constant-level signal. When, during that time, the
above-described light receiving element detects the image of a spot that scans the screen,
the strike point is known by the address corresponding thereto, and, by comparing that
with the address of a target existing on a normal game screen, either a hit or a miss is
judged.

As a consequence, with a conventionally known light beam gun shooting game
reen flickers because, every time the trigger of the light beam gun is

pulled, the screen is made a monochrome screen for one frame only. That tendency is
particularly conspicuous when the game is played by a plurality of players, and this has
been a problem in terms of destroying player interest in the game.

apparatus, the sc

(Problems Invention Would Resolve)
An object of the present invention, which was devised in order to resolve the

problems described above, is to provide a new light beam gun shooting game apparatus
configured such that hits and misses can be judged accurately, without making the screen
a monochrome screen for one frame only when judging hits and misses, such that the
flickering that appears on the display screen can be eliminated, and such that players can
become completely absorbed in the game.

(Means for Resolving Problems)

The above-described object is attained by a light beam gun shooting game
he direction of the gun barrel when shooting is measured by
f a screen RAM corresponding to the strike point on the

d with the address of the target, and hits and misses

apparatus configured so that t
a potentiometer, the address 0
screen is calculated, that is compare

are judged.

(Operation)

In the present invention, as described in the foregoing, when the trigger of the
light beam gun is pulled, the position of a target in one flame of the screen and the
position of the muzzle in the one frame of the screen calculated from the angle of
elevation and azimuth angle of the light beam gun directed toward the above-described
screen are compared, and thereby a hit or miss is judged. Therefore, it is possible to
eliminate flickeringon the display screen that appears every time the trigger of the light
beam gun is pulled, as [occurs] with a conventional light beam gun shooting game
apparatus, and to further increase player interest in the game.

(Embodiments)

The details of the present invention are now described concretely using the
drawings.

Fig. l is an external view of one embodiment of a light beam gun shooting game
apparutiis related to the present im'eniic:n. Fig. 2 is an exzcmal xi:-cw siiowizv, “nu
configuration of the light beam gun thereof, Fig. 3 is a partially cutaway explanatory
diagram showing the internal mechanism of the light beam gun, Fig. 4 IS a partially
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cutaway view showing the internal mechanism of a gun holding apparatus, and Fig. 5 is a
block diagram of the circuit configuration of the light beam gun shooting game apparatus
related to the present invention.

In Fig. 1 to 4, item 1 is a light beam gun shooting game apparatus, 2 a console, 3
a videodisplay screen, 4 a light beam gun, 4a the muzzle of the above-described light
beam gun, 4b the trigger of the above-described light beam gun, 5 a money insertion slot,

6 a game start switch, 7 a money collection door, 8 an arm, 9 a gun master, 10 solenoid

coil, 11 a microswitch, 12 a return spring, 13 a plunger, 14 a movable base, 15 a sub-

base, 16 a first gear that turns together with the above-described movable base 14, 17 a

second gear that turns in accordance with the arm 8, 18 a potentiometer for measuring

azimuth angles, 19 a potentiometer for measuring angles of elevation, and 20 a tuming-
center shaft.

In Fig. 5, furthermore, where the numbers that are the same as those used in Fig.

1 to 4 indicate the same configuring elements, item 21 is an I/O port, 22 a FROM, 23 a

CPU, 24 a RAM, 25 and 26 analog/digital converters, 27 an audio generator circuit, 28 a

speaker, 29 a timing pulse generator, 30 a screen RAM, 31 a judgment circuit, and 32 a

video signal generator circuit.

Descriptions pertaining to Fig. 1 to 4 are given first.

The light beam gun shooting game apparatus 1 relating to the present invention
has provided, in the console 2, the video display screen 3 and two light beam guns 4 and
4 relatively oriented to the above-described video display screen 3.

The arm 8, which supports the light beam gun 4, is configured so as to be able to

turn about a vertical center shaft on the movable base 14 together with the movable base

14, and so as to be able to tilt within a certain angle about the tuming-center shaft 20 of

the second gear 17.

Accordingly, the light beam gun 4 is configured so that the angle of elevation
and azimuth angle can be changed to desired angles, but also so that, when the angle of
elevation and azimuth angle reach certain angles, further movement is limited by the

action of a moving range stopper case (not shown).

The configuration is further made so that, when the azimuth angle of the light
beam gun 4 changes, the movable base 14 turns about the center shaft thereof, the
potentiometer 18 for measuring the azimuth angle is turned by the first gear 16, and,
when the angle of elevation of the light beam gun 4 is changed, the potentiometer 19 for
measuring the angle of elevation is turned by the second gear 17 that turns together with
the arm 8. Provision is [thus] made so that the direction of the light beam gun 4 can be

known by the outputs from the above-described potentiometer 18 for measuring the
azimuth angle and potentiometer 19 for measuring the angle of elevation.

Thereupon, when the aim is fixed on a target, and the trigger 4b of the above-

described light beam gun 4 is pulled, a current is applied [sic] to the solenoid coil 10, the
above-described solenoid coil 10 moves the plunger 13 forward and backward, in the

rli:‘-action oftlic gun barrel, ;1._;;i‘.i‘;:'t’.l‘.;.' :l;:_‘tic ('0:-3:: ::>f reium si,)l‘l1‘.;.-f 12, tl*.ercbj.'
causing a vibration shaft (not shown) that is connected to the above-described plunger 13
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to strike the chassis, whereby a [mechanical] shock is imparted to the light beam gun 4,
giving the player the sensation of firing a gun.

A description pertaining to Fig. 5 is given next.

The I/O port 21 receives input signals from a publicly known money depositing

apparatus and from the game start switch 6, etc., encodes those signals and sends them to

the CPU 23, etc., and also receives signals from the above-described CPU 23 and

controls the functions of the above-described input/output devices.

In the PROM 22 are stored the program and object patterns and the like

necessary for the game. As necessary, these data are supplied to the CPU 23.

The CPU 23, responding to inputs from the I/O port 21, sends necessary

command signals to the audio generator circuit 27, screen RAM 30, and judgment circuit

31. In the screen RAM 30 are stored a one-screen volume of image data for displaying

background and targets and the like on the video screen.

The audio generator circuit 27, responding to signals from the CPU 23,
generates prescribed audio signals according to the progress of the game, drives the

speaker 28, and produces sound effects and the like.

When the trigger 4b of the light beam gun 4 is pulled, azimuth angle and angle

of elevation detection signals for the above-described light beam gun 4 are output by the

potentiometer 18 for measuring azimuth angles and the potentiometer 19 for measuring

angles of elevation. Those detection signals, afier being converted to digital signals by

the analog/digital converters 25 and 26, are input to the judgment circuit 31. Those

digital signals correspond to addresses in the screen RAM 30 which correspond with the

direction of the light beam gun 4, that is, with the strike point.

The judgment circuit 31 compares the outputs of the above-described

analog/digital converters 25 and 26 with the address of the target and, when those

coincide, outputs an on-target signal to the CPU 23. A

Thereupon, when an on-target signal is issued, image data representing a

destroyed target are written to the screen RAM 30 by a signal from the CPU 23, and the

image of the destroyed target is shown on the video display screen 3.

(Effectiveness of Invention)

Because the present invention is configured as described in the foregoing, when

based on the present invention, when the trigger of a light beam gun is pulled, hits or

misses are judged by comparing the address of the target in one frame of the screen, and

the address of a strike point on the screen calculated on the basis of the angle of elevation

and azimuth angle of the light beam gun oriented toward the above-described screen.

Therefore, [the light beam gun shooting game apparatus relating to the present invention]

is one wherewith flickering that appears on the display screen every time the trigger of

the light beam gun is pulled, as occurs with a conventional apparatus, can be eliminated,

and players can become completely absorbed in the game.

E‘i::'tiiemic»i‘e. the present invention is not limited to or by the embodiment

described in the foregoing. More specifically, for example, although in this embodiment

an upright type shooting game is assumed, [the present invention] can be applied to other
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types, such as similar games like aerial combat games, for example. The present
invention comprehends all modified embodiments that could be arrived at easily, from
the above-described embodiment, by one skilled in the art.

4. Brief Description of Drawings

Fig. 1 is an external view of one embodiment of a light beam gun shooting game
apparatus related to the present invention, Fig. 2 is an external view showing the
configuration of the light beam gun thereof, Fig. 3 is a partially cutaway explanatory
diagram showing the internal mechanism of the light beam gun, Fig. 4 is a partially
cutaway view showing the internal mechanism of a gun holding apparatus, and Fig. 5 is a
block diagram of the circuit configuration of the light beam gun shooting game apparatus

related to the present invention.

light beam gun shooting game apparatus

potentiometer for measuring azimuth angles

potentiometer for measuring angles of elevation

1

2 . console

3 video display screen

4 ight beam gun

4a muzzle

4b trigger

5 money insertion slot

6 game start switch

7 money collection door

8 arm

10 solenoid coil

12 return spring

13 plunger

14 movable base

15 sub-base

16 first gear

17 second gear

18

19

21 I/O port

22 PROM

23 CPU

2-} R_‘m"vl

25, 26 analog/digital converters
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27 audio generator circuit

28 speaker

29 timing pulse generator

30 screen RAM

31 judgment circuit

32 video signal generator circuit

Patent Applicant: Taito Corporation

Agent: (7524) Shoutaro Mogami, Patent Attorney
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light beam gun shooting game apparatus
console

video display screen

ight beam gun
muzzle

trigger

money insertion slot

game start switch
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(54) [Title of the Invention] Video Gun Shooting Game Machine, and Method for
Controlling this Machine '

(5 7) [Abstract]

[Object] It is an object of the present invention to inexpensively provide a novel video
gun shooting game machine which has a simple structure and with which hits on a friend
can be sensed directly through the body, and to provide a method for controlling this
game machine.

[Constitution] A vibration generator is provided to a simulated gun or its support
device, a vibration generating command signal is generated along with a player-hit signal
by a game control circuit when it is determined that the player has been hit, and as a
result the vibration generator is operated for a specific length of time so as to impart
vibration to the simulated gun.
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[Claims]

[Claim 1] A method for controlling a video gun shooting game machine, in which
the player engages in a mock gun battle with an enemy appearing on the screen of a video
display device (2), which displays the developing situation of the game according to a
predetermined game program, by using a simulated gun (4) whose barrel (41) direction
can be controlled and which is equipped with an apparatus capable of generating a hit
location signal corresponding to the direction of the barrel (41) when the player aims at
the screen of the video display device (2) and pulls a trigger (42), an enemy-hit signal is
generated and sent to a game control circuit (3) when the enemy is present at a hit
location on the screen corresponding to the signal generated by the hit location signal
generator, or a player-hit signal is generated when the player is hit by a bullet fired by the
enemy, the progress of the game is varied by these signals, and points are tallied
according to the injury sustained by the player and enemy as a result of these hits,

wherein said method for controlling a video gun shooting game machine is
characterized in that a vibration generator (7) is provided to a simulated gun (4) or its
support device (6), a vibration generating command signal is generated along with a
player-hit signal by a game control circuit (3) when it is determined that the player has
been hit, and as a result the vibration generator (7) is operated for a specific length of
time so as to impart vibration to the simulated gun (4).

[Claim 2] The method for controlling a video gun shooting game machine according
to Claim 1, wherein the duration of the vibration imparted to the simulated gun (4) is
controlled according to the injury sustained when the player is hit.

[Claim 3] A video gun shooting game machine, comprising:
a game control circuit (3) loaded with a predetermined game program;
a video display device (2) that is controlled by the game control circuit (3) and

displays the developing situation of the game; and
a simulated gun (4) whose barrel (4) can be aimed at the screen of the video

display device (2), and which is equipped with an apparatus capable of generating a hit
location signal corresponding to the direction of the barrel when the player pulls a trigger
(42),

in which the player engages in a mock gun battle with an enemy appearing on the
screen of the video display device (2), an enemy-hit signal is generated and sent to the
game control circuit (3) when the enemy is present at a hit location on the screen
corresponding to the signal generated by the hit location signal generator, or a player-hit

' l is generated when the player is hit by a bullet fired by the enemy, the progress of
the game is varied by these signals, and points are tallied according to the injury
sustained by the player and enemy as a result of these hits,

machine is characterized in that a vibration
wherein said video gun shooting game

(4) or its support device (6), and a circuit isgenerator (7) is provided to the simulated gun
”‘°'‘‘ "W ‘*‘«"'~‘ating the *.'i‘%:>r..iti«3i7 gCl‘;t':‘l‘.“—.’.Ol' (7) for :1 speci.-‘zc lcllgil‘. oftinie -:~,=lien 9.

pl'C"J‘_.i-u lxzl \_‘H..:...

play er-hit signal is generated.
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[Claim 4] The video gun shooting game machine according to Claim 3, wherein the
vibration generator (7) comprises a motor (72) supported by a bracket (71) attached to a
vertically rotating support shafi (62) that supports the simulated gun (4), and an eccentric
weight (75) attached to an output shaft (74) of the motor (72) via a reduction gear (73).

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of Industrial Utilization]

The present invention relates to a video gun shooting game machine and to a
method for controlling this game machine. '

[0002]

[Prior Art]

Video gun shooting game machines comprising a game control circuit loaded
with a predetermined game program, a video display device that is controlled by the
game control circuit and displays the developing situation of the game, and a simulated
gun whose barrel can be aimed at the screen of the video display device and which is
equipped with an apparatus capable of generating a hit location signal corresponding to
the direction of the barrel when the player pulls a trigger, in which the player engages in a

mock gun battle with an enemy appearing on the screen of the video display device, an
enemy-hit signal is generated and sent to the game control circuit when the enemy is
present at a hit location on the screen corresponding to the signal generated by the hit
location signal generator, or a player-hit signal is generated when the player is hit by a
bullet fired by the enemy, the progress of the game is varied by these signals, and points
are tallied according to the injury sustained by the player and enemy as a result of these

hits, are commonly known and have become very popular.

[0003] Various devices have been employed to make these games as realistic as possible
by providing an apparatus for generating the feel of an impact or the sound of a bullet
being fired when the trigger is pulled. Unfortunately, with conventional game machines
of this type, when the player is shot, the image of an explosion or the like merely appears
on the screen of the video display device, or a sound effect is generated, so the player

cannot directly feel the hit, and consequently the game lacks realism or does not provide
the feel of a simulated experience.

[0004] Realism and the feel of a simulated experience have recently become very
important in video games, which is why game machines have become much bulkier, but a
machine which allows the player to physically feel a hit on a friendly position by means
of a simulator, for example, is extremely large and expensive, and is therefore not well
suited to application to relatively inexpensive video gun shooting game machines.
Accordingly, there have as yet been no proposals for video game machines that give the
player a physical sensation of being shot.

[0005]

[Probicms W':iic‘r1 the lmention is intended to Sol‘»'-.‘]
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. It is an object of the present invention to inexpensively provide a video gun
shooting game machine with which hits on a fi*iendly position can be sensed directly
through the body, and to provide a method for controlling this game machine.

[0006]

[Means Used to Solve the Above-Mentioned Problems]
The stated object is achieved by providing a vibration generator to a simulated

gun or its support device in the above-mentioned conventional video gun shooting game
machine, and providing a circuit for operating this vibration generator for a specific
length of time when a player-hit signal is generated.

[0007] The stated object is also achieved by providing a vibration generator to the
support device of a simulated gun in a method for controlling the above-mentioned
conventional video gun shooting game machine, generating a vibration generating
command signal along with a player-hit signal from a game control circuit when it is
determined that the player has been hit, which results in the vibration generator being
operated for a specific length of time and vibration being imparted to the simulated gun.
[0008]

[Examples]

An example of the present invention will now be described through reference to
the appended drawings. Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating the overall structure of the video
gun shooting game machine pertaining to the present invention, Fig. 2 is a diagram
illustrating an example of the structure of the simulated gun used in this video gun
shooting game machine, and Fig. 3 is a flow chart of the game.

[0009] In Fig. 1, l is the overall game machine, 10 is the cabinet thereof, 2 is a video
display device attached to the cabinet 10, 3 is a game control circuit built into the cabinet
10, 4 is a simulated gun, 5 is a firing stand that houses a support device 6 for the
simulated gun 4 and a vibration generator 7, 50 is a cabinet for this stand, and 8 is a
signal transmission cable.

[0010] The program required for the game is loaded ahead of time into the game control
circuit 3, and the developing situation of the game, including the image of the enemy that
is the target in the gun battle, the background, obstacles, and so forth, is displayed on the
video display device 2. The player uses the simulated gun 4 provided to the firing stand 5
to conduct a gun battle with the enemy appearing on the video display device.

[0011] Fig. 2 shows the details of the support device 6 and the vibration generator 7. 41
is the barrel‘ of the simulated gun 4, 42 is the trigger, and 43 is the grip. Inside the barrel
41 are housed a firing signal generator (not shown) and a firing sound and impact
generator consisting of a solenoid 44, a compression spring 45, a weighted plunger 46,
and a shock-absorbing rubber bushing 47.

._____._.________..__.____.____.._._

sed throughout the document, although from the
1 Translator's note: The Japanese word for barrel is u

might be more properly called the gun body.
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[0012] When the trigger 42 is pulled, pulse current flows to the solenoid 44, while the
firing signal generator sends out a pulse signal. When current flows to the solenoid 44,
the weighted plunger 46 is pulled into the solenoid 44 against the elastic force of the
compression spring 45, and then when the power is cut off, the weighted plunger 46 is
repelled by the elastic force of the compression spring 45, and hits the shock-absorbing
rubber bushing 47, which produces a firing sound and makes the barrel recoil. As the
player continues to pull the trigger 42, the firing sounds and impacts are continuously
generated. '

[0013] The simulated gun support device 6 comprises a fixed support shaft 61 fixed to
the bottom of the cabinet 50, a rotating support shaft 62, a fork 63 linked at its upper end

to the grip 43, a pin 64 that bendably links the rotating support shafi 62 and the fork 63, a
segment 65 that is attached to the rotating support shafi-62 and rotates together with the
rotating support shafi 62, a potentiometer 66 that is controlled by the segment 65, a
segment 67 that is attached to the fork 63 coaxially with the coupler pin 64 and that
rotates together with the fork 63, a potentiometer 68 that is controlled by the segment 67,
and a potentiometer supporting bracket 69 that is attached to the rotating support shaft 62.

[0014] The lower end of the rotating support shafi 62 is tubular in shape and rotatably
fitted to the fixed support shaft 61, while the upper end is crimped flat. The forked
portion at the lower end of the fork 63 flanks the flat part at the upper end of the rotating
support shaft 62, and the two components are bendably coupled by the coupler pin 64.
The potentiometer 66 comprises an input gear 661 and a converter 662, and is fixed to the
cabinet 50 via a suitable bracket, and its input gear 661 meshes with the segment 65 that

rotates together with the rotating support shaft 62.

[0015] The bracket 69 is welded to the rotating support shaft 62, and the potentiometer
68 is attached to this bracket 69. The potentiometer 68 comprises an input gear 681 and a
converter 682, and is attached to the bracket 69, and its input gear 681 meshes with the

segment 67 that rotates together with the fork 63.

[0016] Therefore, the orientation of the simulated gun 4 is controlled biaxially by the
rotating support shafi 62 and the coupler pin 64, so the player can freely control the
direction of the barrel 41 by turning the grip 43 to the right and left and pointing it up and

down, allowing him to aim and fire at the image of the enemy appearing on the screen of
the video display device 2. The azimuth and angle of elevation of the barrel 41 are
converted into electrical signals by the potentiometer 66 and the potentiometer 68,

respectively, and these signals are sent to the game control circuit 3.

[0017] As discussed above, when the player pulls the trigger 42, a fire signal is generated
from the signal generator housed in the barrel 41, and this fire signal is also sent to the
game control circuit 3. When a fire signal is generated, if the azimuth and elevation
angle of the barrel 41 are within a predetermined range corresponding to the image of the
enemy on the screen of the video display device 2, then the fired bullet is deemed to have
hit the enemy, and the player earns points corresponding to the injury sustained by the
enemy, but if the enemy accurately aims and fires at the player before the players knocks
the enemy down, this is deemed a defeat oftlie player, and the player loses one friendly
commando. The object of the game is to earn as many points as possible before all

friendly commandos are wiped out.
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[0018] With a conventional video gun shooting game machine, an apparatus was
provided for imparting some kind of shock or recoil to the barrel 41 when the player
pulled the trigger, and this did give the player a sense of realism or simulation, but the
only thing that happened when a friend was shot was that a crash image was displayed on
the screen or a suitable simulated sound was generated, so the game was not interesting
enough to keep a single player engrossed for a long period of time.
[0019] The structure of this game is illustrated by the flow chart in Fig. 3. First, the
player inserts the required coin or the like to start the game. The enemy and the
background and obstacles required for the game are displayed on the video screen, and
the enemy attacks the player while hiding behind trees, houses, or other such obstacles.
The player continues firing at the hiding enemy with the simulated gun as long as he is
not hit by a bullet from the enemy. The enemy falls down, explodes, and disappears
when struck by a bullet from the simulated gun, and the player earns points.
[0020] Meanwhile, if a bullet fire by the enemy hits the player, the player is injured, and
life memory decreases. At the same time, an explosion pattern is displayed on the screen,
and the life memory panel flashes. The game up to this point is the same as in the past.
[0021] With the video gun shooting game machine pertaining to the present invention,
however, right after the above process, the vibration generator 7 is activated and the
player's gun vibrates violently to the lefi and right. The vibration at this time makes it
difficult for the player to aim, so he has to firmly hold on to the grip 43 and use all his
strength to steady the simulated gun 4 and keep firing, which makes it seem like intense
hand-to-hand combat. Afier a predetermined time corresponding to the injury sustained
by the player has elapsed, the vibration generator 7 is switched off and the vibration of
the simulated gun 4 stops.

[0022] As discussed above, and shown in Fig. 2, with the video gun shooting game
machine pertaining to the present invention, the vibration generator 7 is provided to the
simulated gun support device 6, and when the player is shot, this vibration generator
imparts powerful vibration to the simulated gun 4, and this vibration is transmitted to the
body of the player, making him feel as if he is really a part of the game. This vibration
also hampers the player's ability to fire and makes it harder for him to play the game, so
the player must hold on tightly to the grip and keep returning fire. This raises the player's
excitement level and keeps him interested in the game.

[0023] In this example, the vibration generator 7 comprises a bracket 71 attached to the
rotating support shaft 62, a motor 72, a reduction gear 73, and an eccentric weight 75
attached to the output shafi 74 of this reduction gear. If the game controller 3 recognizes
an injury on the player side, the game controller 3 operates the motor 72 for a specific
length of time at a predetermined speed according to the extent of the injury to the player.
[0024] The rotation of the motor 72 is transmitted by the output shafi 74 through the
reduction gear 73, and the eccentric weight 75 is rotated at high speed, which generates a
powerful vibration. Accordingly, the rotating support shaft 62 is subjected to powerful
rotational vibration, and consequently the barrel 41 is also vibrated to thelefi and right.
This allows the player to piijsicatly feel :i hit, an-ti fiiniicrntorc this x =.brat=.on m:~.l~::s it
more difficult to aim and hampers the player's ability to fire, so the player has to hold on
tightly to the grip while returning fire, which inexorably draws the player into the game
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attached to the support device, its base, or the 1

and makes the battle experience even more realistic, so the interest in the game is even
higher.

[0025] The constitution of the present invention is not limited to the example given
above. For instance, the simulated gun can be a laser gunior one with a built-in CCD,
and the gun need not be in the form of a rifle, and can instead be a bazooka, missile
launcher, machine gun, pistol, or the like. Furthermore, the structure of the support
device is not limited to the biaxial system described above, and depending on how a hit
with the simulated gun is determined, a coil spring support system or a freely jointed
system can be employed. It is also possible to do away with the support device and make
the simulated gun completely hand-held. Also, the vibration generator need not be

ike, and can instead be attached directly to
It into the simulated gun. Furthermore, many different

kinds of vibration generator can be used, such as a solenoid type, magnetic vibrator type,
air motor type, spring type, or hammer concussion type, and the machine can also be
designed so that the player can select or adjust the energy level of the vibration as
desired. All of these variations are encompassed by the present invention.

[0026]

[Effect of the Invention]

The present inven
therefore provides an extremely interesti

the simulated gun or can be bui

tion has the constitution and operation described above, and
ng video gun shooting game machine.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
Fig. l is a diagram illustrating the overall structure of the video gun shooting

game machine pertaining to the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating an example of the

Fig. 3 is a flow chart of the game.

structure of the simulated gun.

[Key]

1 overall game machine

2 video display device

3 game control circuit

4 simulated gun

5 firing stand

6 simulated gun support device

7 vibration generator
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, [Figure 3]
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(57) Abstract: Haptic feedback interface devices using elec-
troactive polymer (EAP) actuators to provide haptic sensations
and/or sensing capabilities. A haptic feedback interface device
(1 2) is in communication with a host computer (14) and includes
a sensor (112) device that detects the manipulation of the in-
terface device by the user and an electroactive polymer actu-
ator (18) responsive to input signals and operative to output a
force to the user cause by motion of the actuator. The output
force provides a haptic sensation to the user. Various embod-
iments of interface devices employing EAP actuators are de-
scribed, including embodiments providing direct forces, inertial
forees, and braking forces.
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HAPTIC DEVICES USINQ ELECTRQACTIVE POLYMERS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to interface devices for allowing humans to

interface with computer systems, and more particularly to low-cost computer interface devices

that allow the user to provide input to computer systems and allow computer systems to provide

haptic feedback to the user.

A user can interact with an environment displayed by a computer to perform functions

and tasks on the computer, such as playing a game, experiencing a simulation or virtual reality

environment, using a computer aided design system, operating a graphical user interface (GUI),

navigate web pages, etc. Common human—computer interface devices used for such interaction

include a mouse, joystick, trackball, gamepad, steering wheel, stylus, tablet, pressure~sensitive

sphere, or the like, that is connected to the computer system controlling the displayed

environment. Typically, the computer updates the environment in response to the user's

manipulation of a physical manipulandum such as a joystick handle or mouse. The computer

senses the user’s manipulation of the user object through sensors on the interface device that

send locative signals to the computer. In other applications, interface devices such as remote

controls allow a user to interface with the functions of an electronic device or appliance.

In some interface devices, force (kinesthetic) feedback and/or tactile feedback is also

provided to the user, more generally known collectively herein as “haptic feedback.” These

types of interface devices can provide physical sensations which are felt by the user

manipulating a user manipulandum of the interface device, such as a joystick handle, mouse,

wheel, etc. One or more motors or other actuators are coupled to the manipulandum and are

connected to the controlling computer system. The computer controls forces on the

manipulandum and/or device housing in conjunction and coordinated with displayed events and

interactions by sending control signals or commands to the actuators. The computer system can

thus convey physical force sensations to the user in conjunction with other supplied feedback as

the user is grasping or contacting the interface device or manipulatable object of the interface
device.

One problem with current haptic feedback controllers in the home consumer market is

the high manufacturing cost of such devices, which makes the devices expensive for the

consumer. A large part of this manufacturing expense is due to the inclusion of complex and

multiple actuators and corresponding control electronics in the haptic feedback device. In

addition, high quality mechanical and force transmission components such as linkages and

1
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bearings further add to the cost of the device. Some low cost haptic devices exist, but are highly

limited in their ability to output haptic sensations.

A need therefore exists for a haptic feedback device that is lower in cost to manufacture

yet offers the user compelling haptic feedback to enhance the interaction with computer

applications.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is directed toward providing haptic feedback in an interface device

using electroactive polymer (EAP) actuators, which can provide haptic sensations more

efficiently and at lower cost than many existing technologies for haptic devices.

More particularly, a haptic feedback interface device of the present invention is in

communication with a host computer implementing a host application program and is

manipulated by a user. The interface device includes a sensor device that detects the

manipulation of the interface device by the user and outputs sensor signals representative of the

manipulation, and an electroactive polymer actuator responsive to input signals and operative to

output a force to the user caused by motion of the actuator. The output force provides a haptic

sensation to the user. The interface device may also include a device housing that is physically

contacted by the user. In some embodiments, the force and haptic sensation can be correlated

with an event or interaction implemented by the host computer.

Various embodiments of interface devices employing EAP actuators are described. The

force output by the electroactive polymer actuator can be an inertial force that is caused by

moving an inertial mass. The force output by the electroactive polymer actuator can be a rotary

force, a linear force, or a force caused by bending of the EAP element or area expansion of the

EAP element. The electroactive polymer actuator can move a button on the interface device to

output the force to the user, or the actuator can move one or more portions of the device housing.

The EAP actuator can also move an element acting as a brake shoe against a moving part of the

interface device to cause a resistance to the moving part, such as an axle for a wheel, a medical

tool, a disc, or other part. The EAP actuator can provide haptic sensations for a rotating wheel on

said interface device, a trackpoint controller, a rotating knob, a rotating sphere, a stylus, or other

manipulandums. One or more (e.g. an array) electroactive polymer actuators can also be used to

move members directly into contact or in shear with skin of the user to provide tactile sensations.

A method similarly provides EAP actuators in haptic sensation output.

In other aspects of the present invention, a haptic feedback interface device in

communication with a host computer includes a device housing that is physically contacted by

said user and an electroactive polymer (EAP) element that is able to detect a manipulation of a

manipulandum of the interface device by the user and output sensor signals representative of the

manipulation, as well as output a force to the user in response to an input signal, the force caused

on motion of the EAP element and providing a haptic sensation to the user. The EAP element

can detect contact of the user with the manipulandum, or detect an amount of pressure on the

EAP element caused by the user.
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The present invention advantageously provides tactile feedback sensations for a tactile

feedback device using electroactive polymer actuators. These actuators have several advantages,

including high energy density, rapid response time, customizability in shape and performance

characteristics, compactness, easy controllability, low power consumption, high force output and

deflections/amount of motion, natural stiffness, sensing and actuation functions, relatively low

raw materials cost, and relatively inexpensive manufacturing cost, making them desirable for

haptic feedback and sensing devices.

These and other advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those

skilled in the art upon a reading of the following specification of the invention and a study of the

several figures of the drawing.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGURE 1 is a block diagram illustrating a haptic feedback system suitable for use with

the present invention;

FIGURE 2a is a side elevational view of an electroactive polymer element in a bending

motion;

FIGURE 2b is a top plan View of an electroactive polymer element in a bending motion;

FIGURE 2c is a side elevational view of an electroactive polymer sandwich structure

providing linear and bending motion; 1

FIGURE 2d is a perspective View of an electroactive polymer element in a cylindrical

configuration to provide motion in multiple degrees of freedom;

FIGURE 2e is a perspective view of an electroactive polymer structure that provides an

area expansion of the element;

FIGURE 2f is a perspective view of an electroactive polymer structure in a cylindrical

structure that provides axial motion of the element;

FIGURE 3 is a perspective view of an example mouse interface device suitable for use-

with EAP actuators of the present invention;

FIGURE 3a is a side elevational View of a mouse embodiment in which a button is

moved in its degree of freedom by an electroactive polymer actuator;

FIGURE 3b is a top plan view of a mouse embodiment in which a button is moved

laterally by an electroactive polymer actuator;

FIGURE 3c is a top plan View of a mouse embodiment in which a button includes an

array of multiple electroactive polymer actuators;

FIGURE 4a is a schematic view of an embodiment in which an inertial mass is moved

linearly by an electroactive polymer actuator to provide inertial sensations;

FIGURE 4b is a schematic view of an embodiment in which an inertial mass is moved

rotationally by an electroactive polymer actuator to provide inertial sensations;

FIGURE 4c is a view of an embodiment in which multiple inertial masses are moved by

an electroactive polymer actuators;
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FIGURE 5a is a side view of a mouse embodiment in which a entire cover portion of the

mouse is moved by an electroactive polymer actuator to provide tactile sensations;

FIGURE 5b is a top plan View of a mouse embodiment in which side portions of the

mouse are moved by an electroactive polymer actuator to provide tactile sensations;

FIGURE 50 is a top plan view of a mouse embodiment in which top portions of the

mouse are moved by an electroactive polymer actuator to provide tactile sensations;

FIGURE 5d is a side View of a mouse embodiment in which a rear top portion of the

mouse is moved by an electroactive polymer actuator to provide tactile sensations;

FIGURE 6 is a top view of an embodiment in which a sphere is braked by an

electroactive polymer actuator;

FIGURE 7a is a side View of a wheel embodiment in which a rotatable wheel includes an

inertial mass that is rotationally moved by an electroactive polymer actuator;

FIGURES 7b and 7c illustrate a wheel embodiment including a number of electroactive

polymer actuators which expand in area;

FIGURE 7d is a perspective View of a wheel embodiment in which a rotatable wheel is

braked by an electroactive polymer actuator;

FIGURE 7e is a side elevational view of a wheel embodiment in which the entire

rotatable wheel is moved laterally and Vertically by electroactive polymer actuators;

FIGURE 8a is a perspective view of a trackpoint controller in which an electroactive

polymer actuator provides haptic feedback in its degrees of freedom;

FIGURES 8b and 8c is perspective and side sectional Views of a trackpoint controller in

which an electroactive polymer actuator provides haptic feedback by linearly moving a poker

against the user;

FIGURE 8d is a perspective view of a trackpoint controller in which electroactive

polymer actuators provide haptic feedback in linear degrees of freedom;

FIGURE 9a is a perspective view of a vertical pin moved linearly by an electroactive

polymer actuator against a user’s finger;

FIGURES 9b and 9c are perspective views of arrays of the vertical pins of Fig. 9a;

FIGURES 9d and 9e are side views of a vertical pin moved laterally by an electroactive

polymer actuator against a user’s finger;
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FIGURE 10 is a side elevational view of a device in which an electroactive polymer

actuator provides braking forces on a medical tool;

FIGURE 11 is a side elevational view of a device in which an electroactive polymer

actuator provides forces to a trigger on an interface device;

FIGURE 12a is a front view of a knob in which an electroactive polymer actuator

provides direct rotary forces in the rotary degree of freedom of the knob;

FIGURE 12b is a perspective view of a knob in which an electroactive polymer actuator

provides braking forces in the rotary degree of freedom of the knob;

FIGURE 13 is a side view of a rotating disc in which an electroactive polymer actuator

provides braking forces in the rotary degree of freedom of the disc;

FIGURE 14a is a side elevational View of a stylus in which an electroactive polymer

actuator provides linear forces to the tip of the stylus;

FIGURE 14b is a side elevational view of a stylus in which an electroactive polymer

actuator provides linear forces to the front end of the stylus;

FIGURE 14c is a side elevational View of a stylus in which an electroactive polymer

actuator provides forces to a button on the stylus;

FIGURES 14d and 14e are side elevational and perspective views of a stylus in which

electroactive polymer actuators provide outward forces from the stylus body;

FIGURE 15a is a front View of a steering wheel in which an electroactive polymer

actuator provides inertial forces;

FIGURE 15b is a side View of a joystick handle in which an electroactive polymer

actuator provides inertial forces;

FIGURES 15c and 15d are perspective and side elevational views of a joystick handle in

which electroactive polymer actuators provide braking forces in the degrees of freedom of the

joystick handle;

FIGURE 16 is a perspective View of a rotating cylinder controller in which electroactive

polymer actuators provide braking forces in the degrees of freedom of the cylinder;

FIGURE 17a is a side elevational View of a tactile element in which electroactive

polymer actuators provide linear motion to the element; and
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FIGURE 17b is a side elevational View of a tactile element in which electroactive

polymer actuators provide lateral, shear motion to the element.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

FIGURE 1 is a block diagram illustrating a force feedback system suitable for use with

any of the described embodiments of the present invention. The force feedback system includes

a host computer system 14 and interface device 12.

Host computer system 14 preferably includes a host microprocessor 100, a clock 102, a

display screen 26, and an audio output device 104. The host computer also includes other well

known components, such as random access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), and

input/output (I/O) electronics (not shown).

Host computer 14 can be a personal computer or workstation and may operate under any

well—known operating system. Alternatively, host computer system 14 can be one of a variety of

home video game console systems commonly connected to a television set or other display, such

as systems available from Nintendo, Sega, Sony, or Microsoft. In other embodiments, host

computer system 14 can be a “set top box” which can be used, for example, to provide

interactive television functions to users, or a “network-” or “internet-computer” which allows

users to interact with a local or global network using standard connections and protocols such as

used for the Internet and World Wide Web. In other implementations, the host computer can be

an appliance or electronic device, vehicle computer, etc.

Host computer 14 preferably implements a host application program with which a user is

interacting via interface device 12 which includes haptic feedback functionality. For example,

the host application program can be a video game, word processor or spreadsheet, Web page or

browser that implements HTML or VRML instructions, scientific analysis program, virtual

reality training program or application, or other application program that utilizes input of mouse

12 and outputs force feedback commands to the device 12. Herein, for simplicity, operating

systems such as Windows”, MS-DOS, MacOS, Linux, Be, etc. are also referred to as

“application programs.” Herein, computer 14 may be referred as providing a “graphical

environment,”, which can be a graphical user interface, game, simulation, or other visual

environment. The computer displays “graphical objects” or “computer objects,” which are not

physical objects, but are logical software unit collections of data and/or procedures that may be

displayed as images by computer 14 on display screen 26, as is well known to those skilled in the

art. Suitable software drivers which interface such software with computer input/output (I/O)

devices are available from Immersion Corporation of San Jose, California.

Display device 26 can be included in host computer 14 and can be a standard display

screen (LCD, CRT, flat panel, etc.), 3-D goggles, or any other visual output device. Typically,

the host application provides images to be displayed on display device 26 and/or other feedback,

9
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such as auditory signals. Audio output device 104, such as speakers, is preferably coupled to

host microprocessor 100 via amplifiers, filters, and other circuitry Well known to those skilled in

the art and provides sound output to user when an "audio event" occurs during the

implementation of the host application program. Other types of peripherals can also be coupled

to host processor 100, such as storage devices (hard disk drive, CD ROM drive, floppy disk

drive, etc.), printers, and other input and output devices.

Interface device 12 is coupled to the computer 14 by a bus 20, which communicates

signals between device 12 and computer 14 and may also, in some embodiments, provide power

to the device 12. In other embodiments, signals can be sent between device 12 and computer 14

by Wireless transrnission/reception. In some embodiments, the power for the actuator can be

supplemented or solely supplied by a power storage device provided on the device, such as a

capacitor or one or more batteries. The bus 20 is preferably bi—directional to send signals in

either direction between host 14 and device 12. Bus 20 can be a serial interface bus, such as an

RS232 serial interface, RS-422, Universal Serial Bus (USB), MIDI, or other protocols well

known to those skilled in the art; or a parallel bus or wireless link.

Device 12 can include a local microprocessor 110. Local microprocessor 110 can

optionally be included within the housing of device 12 to allow efficient communication with

other components of the device. Processor 110 is considered local to device 12, where “local”

herein refers to processor 110 being a separate microprocessor from any processors in host

computer system 14. “Local” also preferably refers to processor 110 being dedicated to haptic

feedback and sensor I/O of device 12. Microprocessor 110 can be provided with software

instructions (e.g., firmware) to wait for commands or requests from computer host 14, decode

the command or request, and handle/control input and output signals according to the command

or request. In addition, processor 110 can operate independently of host computer 14 by reading

sensor signals and calculating appropriate forces from those sensor signals, time signals, and

Suitable

microprocessors for use as local microprocessor 110 include lower—end microprocessors as well

stored or relayed instructions selected in accordance with a host command.

as more sophisticated force feedback processors such as the Immersion Touchsense Processor.

Microprocessor 110 can include one microprocessor chip, multiple processors and/or co-

processor chips, and/or digital signal processor (DSP) capability.

Microprocessor 110 can receive signals from sensor 112 and provide signals to actuator

18 in accordance with instructions provided by host computer 14 over bus 20. For example, in a

local control embodiment, host computer 14 provides high level supervisory commands to

microprocessor 110 over bus 20, and microprocessor 110 decodes the commands and manages

low level force control loops to sensors and the actuator in accordance with the high level

commands and independently of the host computer 14. This operation is described in greater

detail in US Patents 5,739,811 and 5,734,373. In the host control loop, force commands are
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output from the host computer to microprocessor 110 and instruct the microprocessor to output a

force or force sensation having specified characteristics. The local microprocessor 110 reports

data to the host computer, such as locative data that describes the position of the device in one or

more provided degrees of freedom. The data can also describe the states of buttons, switches,

etc. The host computer uses the locative data to update executed programs. In the local control

loop, actuator signals are provided from the microprocessor 110 to an actuator 18 and sensor

signals are provided from the sensor 112 and other input devices 118 to the microprocessor 110.

Herein, the term “tactile sensation” refers to either a single force or a sequence of forces output

by the actuator 18 which provide a sensation to the user. For example, vibrations, a single jolt,

or a texture sensation are all considered tactile sensations. The microprocessor 110 can process

inputted sensor signals to determine appropriate output actuator signals by following stored

instructions. The microprocessor may use sensor signals in the local determination of forces to

be output on the user object, as well as reporting locative data derived from the sensor signals to

the host computer.

In yet other embodiments, other hardware can be provided locally to device 12 to provide

functionality similar to microprocessor 110. For example, a hardware state machine

incorporating fixed logic can be used to provide signals to the actuator 18 and receive sensor

signals from sensors 112, and to output tactile signals.

In a different, host-controlled embodiment, host computer 14 can provide low-level force

commands over bus 20, which are directly transmitted to the actuator 18 via microprocessor 110

or other circuitry. Host computer 14 thus directly controls and processes all signals to and from

the device 12, e.g. the host computer directly controls the forces output by actuator 18 and

directly receives sensor signals from sensor 112 and input devices 118. Other embodiments may

employ a “hybrid” organization where some types of forces (e.g. closed loop effects) are

controlled purely by the local microprocessor, while other types of effects (e.g., open loop

effects) may be controlled by the host.

Local memory 122, such as RAM and/or ROM, is preferably coupled to microprocessor

110 in device 12 to store instructions for microprocessor 110 and store temporary and other data.

In addition, a_local clock 124 can be coupled to the microprocessor 110 to provide timing data,

similar to system clock 102 of host computer 14.

Sensors 112 sense the position or motion of the device (e.g. the housing or a

manipulandum) in degrees of freedom and provides signals to microprocessor 110 (or host 14)

including information representative of the position or motion. Sensors suitable for detecting

motion include digital optical encoders, other optical sensor systems, linear optical encoders,

potentiometers, optical sensors, velocity sensors, acceleration sensors, strain gauge, or other

types of sensors can also be used, and either relative or absolute sensors can be used. Optional

sensor interface 114 can be used to convert sensor signals to signals that can be interpreted by
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the microprocessor 110 and/or host computer system 14, as is well known to those skilled in the

art.

Actuator(s) 18 transmits forces to the housing, manipulandum, buttons, or other portion

of the device in response to signals received from microprocessor 110 and/or host computer 14.

Device 12 preferably includes one or more actuators which are operative to produce forces on the

device 12 (or a component thereof) and haptic sensations to the user. The actuator(s) are

electroactive polymer (EAP) actuators, which are described in greater detail below, and are

“computer-controlled”, e.g., the force output from the actuators is ultimately controlled by

signals originating from a controller such as a microprocessor, ASIC, etc. Many types of

additional actuators can be used in conjunction with the electroactive polymer actuators

described herein, including a rotary DC motors, voice coil actuators, moving magnet actuators,

pneumatic/hydraulic actuators, solenoids, speaker voice coils, piezoelectric actuators, passive

actuators (brakes), etc. Actuator interface 116 can be optionally connected between actuator 18

and microprocessor 110 to convert signals from microprocessor 110 into signals appropriate to

drive actuator 18. Interface 116 can include power amplifiers, switches, digital to analog

controllers (DACs), analog to digital controllers (ADCS), and other components, as is well

known to those skilled in the art.

In some of the implementations herein, the actuator has the ability to apply short duration

force sensation on the housing or manipulandum of the device, or via moving an inertial mass.

This short duration force sensation can be described as a “pulse.” The “pulse” can be directed

substantially along a particular direction in some embodiments. In some embodiments, the

magnitude of the “pulse” can be controlled; the sense of the “pulse” can be controlled, either

positive or negative biased; a “periodic force sensation” can be applied, where the periodic

sensation can have a magnitude and a frequency, e.g. a sine wave; the periodic sensation can be

selectable among a sine wave, square wave, saw—toothed-up wave, saw-toothed-down, and

triangle wave; an envelope can be applied to the period signal, allowing for variation in

magnitude over time. The wave forms can be “streamed” from the host to the device or can be

conveyed through high level commands that include parameters such as magnitude, frequency,

and duration.

Other input devices 118 can be included in device 12 and send input signals to

microprocessor 110 or to host 14 when manipulated by the user. Such input devices include

buttons, dials, switches, scroll wheels, knobs, or other controls or mechanisms. Power supply

120 can optionally be included in device 12 coupled to actuator interface ll6 and/or actuator 18

to provide electrical power to the actuator. or be provided as a separate component.

Alternatively, power can be drawn from a power supply separate from device 12, or power can

be received across bus 20. Also, received power can be stored and regulated by device 12 and

thus used when needed to drive actuator 18 or used in a supplementary fashion.
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The interface device 12 can be any of a variety of types; some embodiments are described

further below. For example, the device 12 can be a mouse device having planar degrees of

freedom, in which the entire housing is moved. Alternatively, a manipulandum on the device,

such as a joystick handle, a knob, a steering wheel, a trackball, etc., is moved by the user and

tracked by sensors. Device 12 can also be a gamepad, joystick, steering wheel, stylus, touchpad,

spherical controller, finger pad, knob, track ball, or other device, some embodiments of which

are described below. Alternatively, a hand-held remote control device used to select functions of

a television, video cassette recorder, sound stereo, internet or network computer (e.g., Web-

TVTM) can be used with the haptic feedback components described herein, or a cell phone,

personal digital assistant, etc. The forces from the actuator(s) 18 can be applied to the housing of

the device 12, and/or a movable manipulandum such as a joystick handle, steering wheel, knob,

button, etc.

Electroactive Polymers in Haptic Feedback Devices

Electroactive polymers (EAP) are a class of polymers which can be formulated and/or

processed to exhibit a wide range of physical, electrical, and electro-optical behaviors and

properties.

When activated, such as by an applied voltage, EAP materials can undergo significant

physical movement or deformations, typically referred to as electrostriction. These deformations

can be along the length, width, thickness, radius, etc. of the material and in some cases can

exceed 10% strain. Elastic strains of this magnitude are very unusual in common materials and

even more unusual in that they can be fully controlled with the proper electronic systems.

Materials in this class can be used to do useful work in a compact, easy to control, low power,

fast, and potentially inexpensive package. They are often referred to as “electric muscles”

because of these properties. These deformation properties can be used in the present invention to

provide forces to a user in a haptic feedback device.

Many of the materials can also act as high quality sensors, particularly for time-varying

(i.e. AC) signals. When mechanically deformed (e.g. by bending, pulling, etc.), most EAP

materials develop differential voltages which can be electrically measured. This ability to

essentially generate electric potential makes them promising as force, position, velocity,

acceleration, pressure, etc. sensors in haptic feedback devices of the present invention. Many of

these materials exhibit bi-directional behavior, and can act as either sensors or actuators, or act

simultaneously as both sensors and actuators, depending on system design.
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At present, there are four main classes of EAP, each with various advantages,

disadvantages, and issues. The four classes are gels, ionic polymers (ionic polymer metal

composites or IPMC), conducting polymers, and electrorestrictive polymers. Any of these types

of EAP can be used in the present invention, although some types may be more appropriate for a

particular application than other types. A variety of EAP structures are described in the papers,

“High-field electrostriction of elastomeric polymer dielectrics for actuator,” by Kornbluh et al.,

“Electro-mechanics of iono-elastic beams as electrically-controllable artificial muscles,” by M.

Shahinpoor, “Polymer Electrolyte Actuator with Gold Electrodes,” by K. Oguro et al., and

“Microgripper design using electro—active polymers,” by R. Lurnia et al., all SPIE Conf. on

Electroactive Polymer Actuators and Devices, SPIE Vol. 3669, 1999.

In a majority of EAP materials, the actuation mechanism is based on the movement of

ionic species either in or out of a polymer network. Currently, the most commercially viable of

these is the electrostrictive polymer class.

Electrorestrictive polymers presently can be classified in two classes: dielectric and phase

transition. Dielectric polymers are typically a sandwich construction of two electrically

conductive (and compliant) electrodes with a dielectric polymer in between. At high electric

fields (e.g., lO0’s to 1000’s of volts), the attractive force of the electrodes squeezes the

intervening dielectric such that significant motion (strain) is induced. In some cases, this strain

can be greater than 50%.

Phase transition electrorestrictive materials also exhibit high strain (deformation) in the

presence of electric fields, but the mechanism is a ferroelectric—to-paraelectric transformation at

the molecular chain level. One example of these materials has been developed by Q.M. Zhang et

al. and is electron—irradiated polyvinelidene fluoride—trifluoroethylene (P(VDF—TrFE))

copolymer, described in the paper, “Electromechanical Behavior of Electroactive P(VDF-TrFE)

Copolymers", SPIE Conf. on Electroactive Polymer Actuators and Devices, SPIE Vol. 3669,

1999. When processed, P(VDF-TrFE) exhibits exceptional strain (>l0% in some cases),

extreme energy density (Joules/cm3), and high physical stiffness (elastic modulus). It is

proposed that this class of materials exhibits energy densities exceeding that of traditional

piezoceramics (PZT) and magnetorestrictive materials. Therefore, as described for the present

invention, P(VDF-TrFE) may be nearly ideal actuator material, including. intrinsic sensing

capabilities, for haptic devices.

EAP materials are often derivatives of existing polymers and therefore share common

processing steps with these existing products. This commonality makes EAP materials

potentially economical to produce in large volume and provides repeatable quality standards.

For haptic device applications, EAP materials (particularly P(VDF-TrFE)) have many potential

advantages over conventional sensing and actuation methods. For example, the EAP materials

have high energy density, rapid response time, customizability (shape and performance
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characteristics), compactness, easy controllability, low power consumption, high force output

and deflections/amount of motion, natural stiffness, both sensing and actuation functions,

relatively low raw materials cost, and relatively inexpensive manufacturing cost.

Config1_irations

EAP actuators and sensors can be configured in several different ways. Some of these

configurations are described below.

Bending: A sandwich/layered “bimorph” structure can be provided which can generate

single-axis displacements or forces in two directions. For example, FIGURE 2a shows a side

View of an EAP structure 200. A bending out of the flat plane of the structure 200 can be

performed, as shown in Fig. 2a. This can be accomplished with IPMC structures, or, a polymer

surrounded in a sandwich structure by a gold electrode and a carbon electrode, for example.

Alternatively, as shown in the top plan View of FIGURE 2b, a bending within the plane of the

structure 202 can be performed, e.g. using water dragging by cation. A bending beam can also

be used as a sensor, such as an IEM—Pt composite sensor placed between two electrodes.

Linear motion: FIGURE 2c shows a side view of a multiple layer bending beam 204

which is capable of both bending as well as longitudinal (lengthwise) displacements and forces.

The beam 204 can include a top electrode 206a, a bottom electrode 206b, a middle electrode

2060, which can be made of a standard conductive material. Two elastomer layers 208 are

positioned between the electrodes. A linear motion of the beam 204, as shown by arrow 209, is

created by actuating both the top electrode and the bottom electrode. A bending motion can be

created by actuating either the top electrode or the bottom electrode (the middle electrode is

coupled to ground). Other embodiments may provide only linear, axial deflection and no

bending by using a sandwich structure.

Multiple degrees of freedom: FIGURE 2d is a perspective view of a cylinder 210 that

may deflect in two degrees of freedom (four directions) using combined signals applied to four

electrodes. Four electrodes 211 are shown in this example, which are positioned on an elastomer

cylindrical layer 207. In other embodiments, other three—dimensional structures of electrodes can

be provided to deflect in two degrees of freedom (four directions) or additional degrees of

freedom. For example, a structure having a triangular or other polygonal cross—section can be

provided.

Area expansion: FIGURE 2e shows a structure including a soft dielectric 212 squeezed

between two compliant electrodes 213. The dielectric 212 expands in area, e.g., along one or

more linear directions, as shown by arrows 214. In other embodiments, the dielectric can expand

radially (in a circular dielectric), e.g. a polymer film stretched on a rigid frame between two
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electrodes. Other shaped dielectrics may also be used. The thickness of the dielectric

compresses simultaneously, as shown by arrows 215.

Axial motion: FIGURE 2f illustrates a sandwich structure of two polymer layers that are

rolled into a cylinder 216, where electrical and mechanical connections can be made at regions

218 and the active, expanding region 220 is positioned between and includes overlapping

electrodes. The resulting axial motion is indicated by arrow 219. In other embodiments, a

sandwich structure can be rolled into a coil to produce rotational movement (a torque).

Diaphragm: Thin diaphragms can use planar expansion to generate in-plane or out-of-

plane deflections, closing of apertures, etc.

Haptic Device Embodiments

The major classes of use contemplated for EAP actuators and sensors in haptic devices

are inertial vibration actuators, linear actuators, rotational actuators, brakes, and miscellaneous

uses. Many of these classes are described below in the provided example embodiments of haptic

devices of the present invention.

It should be noted that the EAP actuators described in the below embodiments can be

controlled by a local microprocessor in accordance with firmware and/or host computer

commands or signals, or a host computer can directly control the actuator(s).

FIGURE 3 is an illustration of one example of an interface device 12 that can be used

with the present invention. Mouse device 250 is a device having a housing 252 that is moved by

the user in two planar degrees of freedom (x- and y—axes) to provide control signals to a host

computer, e.g. to control the position of a cursor in a displayed graphical environment. As is

well known to those of skill in the art, mouse device 250 includes one or more sensors to detect

its x- and y position, such as a ball and roller sensor assembly, an optical sensor, or other types of

sensor. A scroll wheel 254 can be provided to allow the user to provide additional input by

rotating the wheel. Mouse buttons 256 can be pressed by the user to provide input signals to the

host computer.

Three general types of haptic feedback are described in relation to the mouse embodiment

250; other types are also possible, and all may be implemented with other types of haptic

feedback devices (ioysticks, trackballs, steering wheels, laptop sensor pads, etc.). The three

general types are button haptic feedback, inertial haptic feedback, and housing motion haptic

feedback.
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FIGURES 3a—3c illustrate generally the output of haptic feedback on a button. Button

haptic feedback can be provided in several different ways. In Fig. 3a, the EAP actuator is used to

provide haptic feedback and actuate motion of a button 256 in the button degree of freedom as

shown by the arrow, i.e., in the direction of clicking or moving the button, where the button can

be moved to another position as indicated by the dashed lines. The EAP structure (not shown)

can, for example, be directly coupled to the button or be coupled to the button via a transmission

or intermediate member (spring, flexure, etc.) For example, a linearly-extending EAP actuator

can push or pull the button in its degree of freedom.

In the top plan view of Fig. 3b, an EAP actuator provides haptic feedback to button 256a

in the direction of lateral button motion, i.e., motion in a direction substantially perpendicular to

button motion and, in the case of a mouse embodiment, substantially parallel to mouse motion in

its degree of freedom. The EAP actuator can be coupled to the button directly or through an

intermediate structure. For example, a linearly-moving EAP actuator can push or pull the button

from the side of the button 256a. Furthermore, the button can be moved along the x-axis or the

y—axis, or along both axes, e.g. using two EAP actuators. A haptic button can also be

implemented as button 256b, which is a standard button that may be clicked or pressed to

provide an input signal, and which also includes a patch 258 provided on the button. The patch

can be a separate film or member that can be moved by an EAP actuator independently of the

surrounding portions of the button 256b. For example, as shown, the patch 258 can be

positioned near the center of the button 256b; alternatively, the patch can be positioned on one

side or edge of the button 256b.

Fig. 3c is a top plan view of another button embodiment, where a tactile array 260 of

haptic EAP elements 262 can be placed on or a near a button 256. Each EAP element 262 of the

array can be individually moved up or down on the z—axis, allowing a variety of sensations to be

conveyed to the user who is contacting the array or part of the array while resting a finger on the

button. In other embodiments, a 1D array (single line of elements) can be provided instead of the

2-D array shown. EAP tactile arrays are described in greater detail below.

Another general type of haptic feedback is inertial feedback, which involves moving a

mass with respect to an inertial ground such that the oscillations are conveyed to the user as

vibrations or pulses. Inertial haptic feedback can be provided using EAP actuators of the present

invention. FIGURE 4a shows a linear shaker 270 using an EAP actuator, where a mass M is

moved linearly by the EAP structure 272 that can move axially, as indicated by arrow 274. An

oscillating control waveform 274 is input to the shaker to cause the EAP actuator to oscillate

back and forth. This causes an inertial force on the housing of the device to which the EAP

actuator is attached. Such feedback can be provided for a mouse, gamepad, joystick handle or

base, trigger button on any device, a stylus, a tablet, a glove, a knob, a remote control, or other

handheld device or structure on a device.
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FIGURE 4b illustrates a rotary inertial EAP actuator 280, which includes an EAP

element 282 that is configured like a coil to move a mass 284 in a rotational degree of freedom

and thus provide rotary inertial forces to a housing or structure to which the actuator is coupled.

The inner end 288 of the element 282 can be grounded to provide a reference for the other end of

the element which oscillates. For example, the mass 284 can be oscillated approximately about

the axis of rotation A, where examples of extreme positions are shown by the dashed lines. The

positive and negative connections 286, as with all the embodiments shown with such

connections herein, indicate that a signal or waveform can be applied to the EAP actuator to

cause it to move.

FIGURE 40 shows a multi-axis shaker module 290 which includes three masses M1, M2,

and M3, each coupled to an associated EAP actuator structure 292 that is similar to the structure

of Fig. 4a. Preferably, each EAP structure is oriented along a different axis (x, y, and z) to allow

a mass to be linearly moved along the associated axis. When all three masses are moved

simultaneously, inertial forces are provided in all three degrees of freedom, allowing more

complex and realistic inertial haptic feedback to be output to the user of the haptic device. In

other embodiments, masses and actuators are provided in only two degrees of freedom, or can be

oriented at different angles.

Housing motion haptic feedback is another general type of haptic feedback and can also

be output according to the present invention using one or more EAP actuators. FIGURE 5a

shows an"up—down motion of the entire housing 302 of mouse 300 (or the entire top-sides portion

of the housing, excluding the bottom plate), as indicated by arrow 304 and the dashed lines 306.

An EAP actuator 308 can be coupled directly to the moveable housing, as shown, and moved

linearly. Or the EAP element can be coupled to the housing via a hinge, flexure, or other

structure. In other embodiments, the EAP actuator can be made to bend to cause the up-down

motion.

FIGURE 5b illustrates a mouse 320 including one or more moveable sections 322

provided in or on the side housing 324 of the mouse, where an EAP actuator can be coupled to

each moveable section to move it. For example, a flexible material or hinge, such as rubber or

flexible plastic, can couple the moveable sections 322 to the rest of the housing 324 to allow the 3

motion. EAP actuators that bend, move linearly, or expand in area can be used to move the

sections 322.

In FIGURE Sc, a mouse 330 includes entire portions 332 of the housing 324 which are

moveable in a split shell configuration, allowing a dedicated EAP actuator coupled to each

portion 322 to drive its associated portion independently of the other portion 322. The user’s

palm which contacts the moving portions 322 will feel the tactile sensations as the portions are

moved, such as vibrations and the like. Alternatively, the portions 322 can be driven

simultaneously or with a single EAP actuator having linkages to both sections.
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FIGURE 5d shows a mouse 340 including an upper portion 342 of the housing moveable

with respect to the remaining housing portion 344 as shown by arrow 346 and driven by an EAP

actuator, where the user’s palm contacts the moveable portion to feel the haptic contact forces.

A hinge or other flexure can couple the moveable portion 342 with the base portion 344.

Differently-sized portions 342 can be provided in other embodiments.

Ball haptic feedback provides haptic forces acting on a ball, such as a trackball device, a

ball used in a sensor mechanism in a mouse device, or other frictional movement device, to

output haptic feedback in the degrees of freedom of motion of the interface device. For example,

as shown in FIGURE 6, a ball actuation assembly 350 includes a sphere or ball 352, an X roller

354, A Y roller 356, an X sensor 358, a Y sensor 360, an X EAP brake 362, a Y EAP brake 364,

and a support 366 supporting the brakes. The ball 352 rolls against the cylindrical rollers 354

and 365 (the ball can be biased against the rollers by using, for example, a third roller that is

spring biased against the ball). The encoder sensors 358 and 360 sense the position of the

rollers, and thus the ball, in the x and y axes by providing an encoder wheel attached to a roller

and an ernitter-detector to detect slots or marks in the wheel, as is well known. The EAP brakes

362 and 364 each include a brake shoe 368 on their ends facing the rollers 354 or 356. The EAP

brakes are provided with a control electrical signal to induce linear motion in the EAP elements

and thus on brake shoes 368 to cause the brake shoes to frictionally contact the rolling members

354 and/or 356. This frictional contact causes resistance to motion of the ball 352, which the

user feels as resistance to motion and haptic feedback. The EAP brakes 362 and 364 can be

moved different distances to cause different amounts of friction on the rollers, thus causing

different amounts of friction on the ball. This resistance also causes resistance to the mouse in

its degrees of freedom, in such embodiments.

Some embodiments of the interface device 12 can include a wheel, such as mouse wheel

254 shown in Fig. 3. The wheel can be rotated by the user’s finger(s) to provide position signals

to a computer indicating a position or motion of the wheel, and which can be used to scroll

documents displayed by a host computer, move a cursor and select an item in a list, or perform

other functions well known to those of skill in the art. Haptic feedback can be output in the

rotational degree of freedom of the wheel, and/or on the wheel itself, using an EAP actuator. For

example, FIGURE 7a illustrates a wheel 380 which includes an EAP rotary inertial shaker 382.

The shaker includes a curved EAP element 384 and a mass 386 positioned at the end of the

element 384. The mass 386 can be oscillating using a periodic waveform as an input signal,

similar to the shaker shown in Fig. 4b. This causes inertial sensation on the wheel 380, which

are transferred to the user’s finger 388.

In FIGURE 7b, a wheel 400 includes number of radially expanding EAP actuators 402.

Each actuator 402, as shown in FIGURE 7c, can be similar to the area expansion actuator shown

in Fig. 2e above to provide an expanding outer surface to the wheel 400. Multiple EAP actuators
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are provided around the circumference of the wheel, where the expansion of each actuator can be

controlled individually to provide tactile sensations to the user’s finger based on the collective

movement of those actuators in contact with the user’s finger. Other types of EAP actuators,

such as linear moving elements, can alternatively be used.

In FIGURE 7d, an EAP brake device 410 is shown which includes an EAP brake 412 that

includes an EAP linearly—moving structure 414 coupled to a brake shoe 416. The brake shoe 416

frictionally contacts a rotating axle 418 of the wheel 420, similar to the EAP brake of Fig. 6, to

cause resistance in the rotational degree of freedom of the wheel.

FIGURE 7e illustrates a wheel device 430 that uses an EAP actuator to provide lateral

motion or forces on the wheel, parallel to the axis of rotation of the wheel. A linearly-moving

EAP actuator 432 can be coupled to the rotating axle434 (or to a member rotatably coupled to

the axle) to provide horizontal forces and motion, as indicated by arrow 436, to wheel 438.

Also, in some embodiments, a linearly-moving EAP actuator 440 can be coupled to a member as

shown to provide a vertical force or motion on the entire wheel device 430 as indicated by arrow

442. These embodiments can also be used with a rotary control knob used in a variety of

devices.

Other interface devices 12 can be provided with haptic feedback using EAP actuators.

For example, in FIGURE 8a, a “trackpoint” controller 450 is shown, which is often positioned

between keys on a standard computer keyboard of a laptop or other computer and used to control

a cursor or other pointing function by being moved in normal displacement directions, as shown

by arrows 452. For example, the trackpoint can be translated or rotationally moved in the two

degrees of freedom. The trackpoint 450 can be provided with an EAP actuator 454, which can

be controlled to move linearly vertically (z—axis) in both directions to provide z—axis tactile

feedback to the user’s finger operating the trackpoint. In some embodiments, the EAP actuator

454 can also or alternatively act as a sensor to detect when the user is contacting the trackpoint

and/or the amount of z—axis pressure or displacement exerted by the user on the trackpoint. The

amount z—axis pressure can be used to control a value or parameter in an application program,

such as a rate control function (scrolling, panning, zooming, velocity of a virtual vehicle in a

game, etc.) or the position of a cursor in a representation of a third dimension. The trackpoint

controller can be considered the interface device as well as a manipulandum of the interface

device.

In FIGURE 8b, a trackpoint controller 460 can include a linearly—moving EAP actuator

similar to that of Fig. 821 but positioned within a hollow interior of a vertical post 462. The cap

461 of the trackpoint can be textured to allow a stronger user grip and includes an aperture 465.

As shown in FIGURE 80, the EAP actuator 464 can be controlled to extend a poker 466 or other

member that is coupled to the EAP actuator 464 through the aperture into the skin of the user’s
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finger contacting the top of the trackpoint controller 460. The poker can be withdrawn and

extended to provide texture sensations to the user. '

FIGURE 8d shows another embodiment of a trackpoint controller 470, where EAP

actuators are used to provide haptic feedback in the normal x—y directions of control of the

trackpoint controller. Four linearly—moving EAP actuators 472 are placed at 90 degree

increments around a base 474 of the controller to provide linear force and/or motion to the

central vertical post 476. The post can be moved linearly by the user in the x— and/or y-directions

to control a cursor, value, etc. It should be noted that the embodiments shown in Figs. 8a-8d can

be used with standard, larger—sized joysticks as well as trackpoint controllers, or other types of

interface devices.

Tactile arrays are multiple vertical “pins” that form a plane of contact perpendicular to

the orientation of the pins at the pin’s contact surfaces. The contact surfaces of the pins are

contacted by a user’s fingers or palm. Each pin can be individually moved perpendicularly to the

pin’s lengthwise axis, such that collectively the pins can be moved to convey different tactile

sensations to the user. FIGURE 9a shows a single “pin” 490, which is implemented as an EAP

actuator 494 that can be linearly moved as indicated by arrow 496. A tactile cap 492 is

positioned on the EAP pin 494 to be contacted by a user. In FIGURE 9b, a plurality of the pins

490 of Fig. 9a have been positioned in a matrix to form a tactile array 500, where each pin 490

can be individually controlled to move vertically in either direction. An adjacent surface 502

provides a reference surface for the user’s fingers. In FIGURE 9c, a high density array 504 of

EAP pins 490 is shown, where each EAP pin can represent a pixel-sized element. This array of

pins can be used to indicate haptically to the user when certain features in a graphical

environment are crossed or interacted with. For example, the array can be provided as a

trackpad, where the position of the user’s finger on the array determines the position of a cursor

or entity in a graphical environment. The array of pins can be matrix scanned (or individually

addressed) to sense where the user’s finger current is on the array. When the user’s finger moves

over a border of a window, the EAP pins corresponding to the border location are moved

upwards, giving the user’s finger the sensation of crossing over a 3-D border. Other displayed

features such as icons, folders, etc. can also be similarly haptically indicated. The high density

array 504 can also be used to provide other tactile sensations based on interactions or events

implemented in a computer environment.

FIGURE 9d shows another embodiment 510 using the EAP pins described above. A

lateral motion tactile element/array can be provided, where tactile sensations are provided

moving pins perpendicular to their lengthwise axes (laterally). Each pin is moved laterally to

provide stretching of the user’s skin or shear sensations instead of indenting the skin of the user

as in the embodiments of Figs. 9a-9c. More space can be provided between the pins to allow for

the lateral motion. When using EAP actuators, one way to provide such lateral motion is to
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place two linearly—moving actuators 512 on a grounded element, and place a flexible

membrane 514 (or other member) over the actuators 512, where a lateral moving element 516 is

placed on the flexible membrane 514 as shown in Fig. 9d. One or both of the EAP actuators 512

is moved vertically (if both are moved, it is in opposite directions), causing the flexible

membrane to flex and the lateral element 516 to rock left or right as indicated by arrow 518.

Alternatively, as shown in FIGURE 9e, an EAP structure 520 that can be directly moved laterally

using a control signal, such as referred to above in Fig. 2b and/or an element having sandwiched

layers, can be used to provide the desired lateral motion. The actuator 520 can be moved

laterally in one degree of freedom, or in some embodiments can be moved in two.

EAP actuators can be used to provide specific forces in particular applications. For

example, FIGURE 10 is a side elevation view of an EAP brake 530 used in a medical device,

where a catheter wire 532 (or laparoscopic extension, needle, or other portion of medical or other

instrument) is used in a haptic feedback medical simulation that provides forces on the medical

instrument to simulate a medical procedure. An EAP brake includes an EAP element 534 that is

coupled to a brake shoe 536 that can be moved laterally against the catheter wire 532, causing

friction in the linear degree of freedom of the wire. The amount of friction can be adjusted by

moving the EAP brake different distances. Another EAP brake can be used to provide resistance

in the rotary degree of freedom of the wire 532.

Trigger devices can also make use of EAP actuators. FIGURE ll is a side elevational

view of a device 540 including a trigger 542 that is pressed by a user to provide a signal to a

game, simulation, or other program or device. The trigger 542 can be included in an interface

device such as a gamepad, joystick, mouse, etc. For example, the trigger 542 can rotate about an

axis of rotation B, which can be a coupling to a housing of the interface device. An EAP

actuator 544 can be positioned between the trigger and a grounded switch 546. The switch 546

sends a signal indicating activation when a portion 548 is pressed. A spring 550 normally biases

a contact plate 552 away from the switch 546; when the plate 552 is moved by the EAP actuator

544, the spring is compressed and the plate hits the portion 548 of the switch 546, activating it.

The spring 550, meanwhile, biases the trigger back to its origin or rest position as well as

providing a spring resistance force to trigger motion. The EAP actuator can be used to move in

opposition to, or in conjunction with, trigger motion to provide a haptic sensation to the user

pushing the trigger (this EAP force can supplement or override the spring force from 550). The

actuator can thus make it easier or more difficult for the trigger to cause the switch to change

states. For example, different resistances, damping, pulses, or vibrations can be output, as in all

the linear EAP actuator embodiments described herein.

FIGURE 12a shows a rotary knob 560 that can be used to control functions in a wide

variety of devices. A spiral or coil EAP actuator 562 can be positioned inside the knob so that

the EAP actuator exerts a torque on the knob when it is activated. Resistance or force can thus
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be provided in the rotary degree of freedom of the knob, as indicated by arrow 564, although a

knob of limited rotational range should be used.

FIGURE 12b illustrates a knob device 570 that includes an EAP actuator. Knob 572 is

coupled to a rotating shaft 574, which is coupled to a cylindrical brake member 576 that can

include a frictional surface. EAP actuator 578 includes a brake shoe 580 that is moved by the

actuator 578 to contact the brake member 576. This engagement provides frictional forces on the

shaft 574 and knob 572. This embodiment allows a knob having an unlimited (continuous)

rotational range to be used. A linear EAP element can be used, as described in braking
embodiments above.

FIGURE 13 is a side elevational view of a braking embodiment 590 for a rotating disk.

Disk 592 rotated aboutjaxis C. A caliper 594 is positioned at one end of the disk, and an EAP

actuator 596 is coupled to one end of the caliper. The EAP actuator can be moved linearly to

move a brake shoe 598 against the spinning cross—sectional surface of the disk, thus causing

frictional resistance to the disk. A brake shoe 600 can be positioned on the other end of the

caliper 594, opposite the brake shoe 598. The disk can be coupled to a variety of objects, such as

a joystick handle or mouse, or a rotating axle in a vehicle.

A stylus—shaped interface device can also be provided with an EAP actuator to produce

haptic feedback to the user of the stylus. A stylus can be used to point to or select objects on a

screen, or draw or write lines by contacting the stylus with a tablet or with a display screen

surface, e.g. on Personal Digital Assistants (PDA’s), touch screens, graphics tablets, laptop

computers, etc. For example, FIGURE 14a shows a stylus 610 having a moveable tip 612, where

the tip is moved by an EAP actuator 614 that is coupled to the tip and positioned inside the stylus

housing. The EAP actuator moves linearly and causes the tip member 616 to move linearly

through an aperture in the stylus housing. The EAP actuator can be controlled to produce

vibrations, pulses, or other force sensations on the tip and thus to the user holding the stylus.

FIGURE 14b shows a different embodiment 620 that causes a front end portion 622 of

the stylus to linearly move with respect to the back portion 624 of the stylus. A rubber bellows

626 can be positioned between the moving front portion and the back portion, and an EAP

actuator (not shown) can be positioned inside the stylus housing. The EAP actuator can be a

1inearly—moving element that is coupled to the front end portion 622 to move that portion

similarly to moving the tip member as shown in Fig. 14a. Haptic sensations can be output to the

user similarly as described with respect to Fig. 14a.

Other features of a stylus can also be actuated using EAP actuators. In FIGURE 14c, a

stylus 640 is shown having a button 642 which can be controlled (by a host computer or other

controller) to linearly move back and forth by coupling a linearly moving EAP actuator 644 to
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the button as shown. The button can be actuated to correspond to interactions between a

controlled cursor and other displayed objects, for example.

, In FIGURE 14d, a stylus 650 includes an expanding grip 652 which can be implemented

using EAP actuators. The cylindrical grip provides an expanding circumference that is haptically

discernible to the user gripping the cylindrical grip. The grip can be expanded and contracted to

provide various haptic sensations, such as pulses, vibrations, 3-D surface simulations, etc. The

grip can be implemented using a plurality of EAP actuators 654 (four are shown) that are disc-

shaped and which expand in circumference with the activation signal is applied, as indicated in

FIGURE 14e which shows a single EAP actuator 654. These actuators can be similar to the EAP

structure described above with respect to Fig. 2e.

Other devices can also be used with EAP actuators. For example, as shown in FIGURE

15a, a steering wheel 660 of a steering wheel controller device can be provided with an EAP

inertial shaker 662 coupled in or on the wheel to provide inertial forces to the user contacting the

steering wheel and which are coordinated with displayed events or interactions. The inertial

shaker can be similar to the shaker described above with reference to Fig. 4a. Brakes can also be

provided to exert frictional forces in the degree of freedom of the steering wheel, similar to the

knob of Fig. 12b. FIGURE 15b shows a joystick handle 666 of a joystick controller, where the

handle is similarly outfitted with an inertial EAP actuator 668 provided within the joystick

handle to output inertial forces on the joystick handle.

FIGURE 15c is a perspective view of a joystick embodiment 680 that provides passive A

force feedback to the joystick. Joystick handle 682 is placed in apertures of two rotating

members 684a and 684b. When the handle 682 is rotated in a direction, the corresponding

member 684 rotates as well. Frictional brake disks 686a and 686b are coupled to their associated

rotating members 684a and 684b. EAP brakes 688a and 688b provide frictional forces on the

disks 686 which causes resistance in the two degrees of freedom of the joystick handle (sensors,

not shown, sense the rotational motion of the joystick handle). For example, the EAP brakes can

include linearly-moving elements, similar to other brake embodiments described herein.

FIGURE 15d illustrates one example of an EAP brake caliper that can be used as an EAP brake

688, where a linearly—moving EAP actuator 690 coupled to a caliper support 691 can be coupled

to a brake shoe 692 that frictionally contacts the disk 686.

EAP brakes as disclosed herein can also be used on other controllers. For example,

FIGURE 16 is a perspective View of a cylindrical pointer controller 700, which includes a

cylinder 702 that can be rotated about its lengthwise axis as indicated by arrow 704 to provide

input in one degree of freedom (e.g. move a cursor along one axis) and can be translated parallel

to its axis of rotation as indicated by arrow 706 on a carriage 708 to provide input in another

degree of freedom (e.g. move a cursor along the other axis). Sensors (not shown) detect the

rotation and translation. Such a controller is described in greater detail in U.S. Patent No.
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4,896,554. In one embodiment, an EAP brake 710 can move a brake shoe against an axle 712

coupled to the cylinder to provide frictional braking forces in the rotational degree of freedom.

That EAP brake and the cylinder can be translated linearly on carriage 708, and another EAP

brake 714 can apply braking frictional forces on the carriage in the translatory degree of freedom.

FIGURE 17a illustrates an embodiment 720 providing skin tactors using an EAP

actuator. Skin tactors are similar to the pin grid arrays described above, in which one or more

moving elements contacts a user’s skin to provide a tactile sensation. One or more skin tactors

can be provided in a haptic glove to engage the user’s fingers and palm, in arrays on a vest to

engage the user’s chest or other body parts, or in other areas that can contact a user’s skin. In

Fig. 17a, an EAP linearly-moving actuator 722 is coupled to a tactor element 724, where the

tactor element is moved linearly into the user’s skin through an opening in a support 726. The

tactor element is preferably moved and/or oscillated with a waveform similarly to the pin grid

arrays described above.

FIGURE l7b illustrates another embodiment 730 having tactor elements. A linearly-

moving EAP actuator 732 is coupled to a support 734. A tactor element 736 is coupled to a

member 738 that is coupled to the end of the actuator 732. When the actuator 732 is moved

linearly, the tactor element is moved laterally as indicated by arrow 740. This motion stretches

the user’s skin instead of moving an element into the skin. The grounded surface surrounding

the tactor element, as well as the tactor element itself, can include ridges 742 or bumps to engage

the user’s skin. The stationary ridges on the grounded surface hold an engaged portion of the

user’s skin in place, while the moving ridges on the tactor element 736 stretch the middle area of

the engaged portion of user’s skin, creating a highly effective tactile sensation.

While this invention has been described in terms of several preferred embodiments, it is

contemplated that alterations, permutations and equivalents thereof will become apparent to

those skilled in the art upon a reading of the specification and study of the drawings. For

example, many different types of haptic sensations can be provided with the actuators of the

present invention. Furthermore, certain terminology has been used for the purposes of

descriptive clarity, and not to limit the present invention.
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CLAIMS

1. A haptic feedback interface device in communication with a host computer

implementing a host application program, said interface device manipulated by a user, the

interface device comprising:

a device housing that is physically contacted by said user;

a sensor device operative to detect said manipulation of said interface device by said

user, said sensor device outputting sensor signals representative of said manipulation; and

a computer-controlled electroactive polymer actuator operative to output a force to said

user caused by motion of said actuator, wherein said force provides a haptic sensation to said
user.

2. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 1, wherein said force is

correlated with an event or interaction implemented by said host computer.

3. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 1, wherein said force output by

said electroactive polymer actuator is an inertial force that is caused by moving an inertial mass.

4. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 1 further comprising a button,

and wherein said electroactive polymer actuator moves said button to output said force to said
USCI.

3

5. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 4 wherein said button is moved

in a degree of freedom of motion of said button.

6. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 4 wherein said button is moved

laterally, approximately perpendicular to a degree of freedom of motion of said button.

7. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 1 wherein said force output by

said electroactive polymer actuator is a rotary force.

8. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 1 wherein said force output by

said electroactive polymer is a linear force.
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9. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 1 wherein said electroactive

polymer moves portions of said device housing of said haptic feedback interface device.

10. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 1 wherein said electroactive

polymer moves a brake shoe against a moving part of said interface device to cause a resistance

to said moving part.

11. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 1 wherein said electroactive

polymer provides tactile sensations when the user contacts a rotating wheel on said interface

device.

12. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 8 wherein said electroactive

polymer actuator moves a member directly into contact or in shear with skin of said user to

provide a tactile sensation to said user.

13. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 12 wherein said electroactive

polymer actuator is one of a plurality of electroactive polymer actuators of said interface device

arrange in a tactile array.

14. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 1 wherein said interface device

includes a stylus.

15. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 1 wherein said interface device

includes a trackpoint joystick controller.

16. A haptic feedback interface device in communication with a host computer

implementing a host application program, said interface device manipulated by a user, the

interface device comprising:

a sensor device operative to detect said manipulation of said interface device by said

user, said sensor device outputting sensor signals representative of said manipulation; and

an electroactive polymer actuator operative to output a force to said user caused by

motion of said actuator, said actuator controlled by an input electrical signal, wherein said force

provides a haptic sensation to said user.

17. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 16 wherein said force output

by said electroactive polymer actuator is an inertial force that is caused by moving an inertial
1Tl3.SS.
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18. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 16 further comprising a button,

and wherein said electroactive polymer actuator moves said button to output said force to said
LISBI.

19. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 16 wherein said force output

by said electroactive polymer actuator is a rotary force.

20. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 16 wherein said force output

by said electroactive polymer is a linear force.

21. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 16 wherein said electroactive

polymer actuator bends based on at least two layers of electroactive polymer material included in

said actuator.

22. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 16 wherein said electroactive

polymer actuator includes a dielectric surrounded by two electrodes, wherein said dielectric

expands in area when controlled with electrical signals.

23. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 16 wherein said electroactive

polymer moves portions of said device housing of said haptic feedback interface device.

24. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 16 wherein said electroactive

polymer moves a braking member against a moving part of said interface device to cause a

resistance force to said moving part.

25. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 16 wherein said electroactive

polymer actuator moves a member directly into Contact or in shear with skin of said user to

provide a tactile sensation to said user.

26. A haptic feedback interface device in communication with a host computer

implementing a host application program, said interface device manipulated by a user, the

interface device comprising:

a device housing that is physically contacted by said user; and

an electroactive polymer (EAP) element, said EAP element operative to detect a

manipulation of a manipulandum of said interface device and to output sensor signals

representative of said manipulation, said EAP element also operative to output a force to said

user in response to an input signal, said force caused by motion of said EAP element and

providing a haptic sensation to said user.
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27. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 26 wherein said EAP element

is operative to detect contact of said user with said manipulandum.

28. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 26 wherein said EAP element

is operative to detect an amount of pressure on said EAP element caused by said user.

29. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 26 wherein said force output

by said electroactive polymer is a linear force.

30. A haptic feedback interface device as recited in claim 26 wherein said interface

device includes a joystick or trackpoint controller.

31. An method for outputting haptic sensations to a user of an interface device, the

interface device manipulated by a user and coupled to a host microprocessor implementing a

host application program, the method comprising:

detecting said manipulation of said interface device by said user and outputting sensor

signals representative of said manipulation; and

outputting a force to said user using an electroactive polymer actuator by sending signals

to said electroactive polymer actuator, where said force is caused by motion of said actuator, said

force providing a haptic sensation to said user.

32. A method as recited in claim 31 wherein said electroactive polymer actuator outputs

a rotary force.

33. A method as recited in claim 31 wherein said electroactive polymer actuator outputs

a linear force.

34. A method as recited in claim 31 wherein said electroactive polymer actuator moves a

braking member against a moving part of said interface device to cause a resistance force to said

moving part.

35. A method as recited in claim 31 wherein said electroactive polymer moves portions

of a device housing of said haptic feedback interface device to provide said force to said user.
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(S4) Bezeichnung: BERUHRUNGSSENSITIVE ANZEIGE MIT TAKTILER RUCKKOPPLUNG

S1 (transparente, elastische Kontaktmatte)

 
Sl (TRANSPARENT. ELASTIC CONTACT MAT)
S2 (ELECTRONIC PAPER)
S3 (PIEZOELECTRIC KNOB MATRIX)

(57) Abstract: The invention relates to a touch—sensitive display with tactile feedback, comprising a first layer S1, a mechanically
V-1 flexible display medium, a second layer S2 with at least one receptor, and a third layer S3 with at least one controllable actuator. The

< second layer S2 is disposed in such a way that the receptor detects a Contact in at least one section of the first layer S1 and generates
at least one first signal. The third layer S3 is disposed in such a way that the controllable actuator mechanically manipulates the first

In layer S1 at least in some points of the section. The display is further provided with a control device [JP that is designed and contacted
with the second layer S2 and the third layer S3 to generate in an initial state at least one second signal for controlling the actuator, at

l\ least one modified second signal being generated on the basis of the first signal./264
(Q (57) Zusammenfassung: Beriihrungssensitive Anzeige mit taktiler Riickkopplung mit ei—ner ersten Schicht S1, mit einem mecha-
$ nisch flexiblen Anzeigemedium, einer zweite Schicht S2 mit mindestens einem Rezeptor, einer dritte Schicht S3 mit mindestens

O einem steuerbaren Aktor, wobei die zweite Schicht S2 derart angeordnet ist, dass der Rezeptor eine Beruhrung in zumindest einem

g Teilbereieh der ersten Schicht S1 unter Erzeugung mindestens eines ersten Signals erfasst und[Fortsetzung aufder ndchsten Seite]
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wobei die dritte Schicht S3 deran angeordnet ist, dass der steuerbare Aktor die erste Schicht S1 zumindest in dem Teilbereich
punktuell mechanisch manipuliert, sowie cine Steuereinrichtung 1nP, die mit der zweiten Schicht S2 und dritten Schicht S3 derart
ausgestaltet und Verbunden ist, dass in einem Ausgangszustand mindestens ein zweites Signal zur Ansteuerung des Aktors erzeugt
wird, wobei auf Grundlage des ersten Signals mindestens ein geandenes zweites Signal erzeugt wird.
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Beschreibung

Beruhrungssensitive Anzeige mit taktiler Rfickkopplung

Die Erfindung betrifft eine berflhrungssensitive Anzeige mit

taktiler Ruckkopplung.

Berunrungssensitive Anzeigen "Touchscreens" kommen uberwie—

gend in sogenannten Touchscreen-Terminals zu Einsatz, die

mittels Fingerberfihrung des Bildschirms durch einen Benutzer

bedient werden, wobei die vom PC bekannte Tastatur und Maus

meist entfallen.

Eine Bestatigung, dass eine von einem Benutzer getétigten

Eingaben erfolgt ist, wird im Allgemeinen durch audiovisuelle

Ruckkopplung erreicht, beispielsweise durch einen Piepton o-

der Farbwechsel des Anzeigebereichs beim Berfihren der Anzei—

ge.

Touchscreen-Terminals werden auf Messen, Prasentationen oder

im Empfangsbereich eines Unternehmens zum Dialog mit Kunden

aufgestellt. Ebenso finden Touchscreen-Terminals auch Anwen-

dung auf Flughafen, in Stadtzentren als Informations-

Terminals fur Touristen und in Produktionsstatten zur Erfas—

sung und Steuerung von Produktionsablaufen.

Ein Nachteil bei den zuletzt genannten Anwendungen sind laute

und unregelmafiig auftretende Umgebungsgerausche, die an Flug—

Strafien bzw. Produktionsstatten so das die

Gefahr besteht,

gebungsgerausche uberlagert werden und vom Benutzer unbemerkt

bleiben.

hafen, gegeben,

dass eine auditive Rfickkopplung durch die Um-

Eine visuelle Rfickkopplung ist ebenfalls von Umgebungsein—

flussen abhangig. Beispielsweise konnen direkte oder reflek—

tierte Sonnenstrahlen zu Irritationen fuhren, so dass eine

visuelle Rfickkopplung nicht ihre Wirkung erzielt. Zudem kommt
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es auch vor, dass der Benutzer fur die visuelle Ruckkopplung

vorgesehenen Bereiche der Anzeige durch die Hand verdeckt.

Ans der Us 4,885,565 ist dazu ein berfihrungssensitiver Moni-

tor bekannt, bei dem bei einer durch Berflhrung erfolgten Ein-

gabe eines Benutzers eine taktile Rflckkopplung ausgelbst

wird, wobei dazu eine Schwingspule durch einen Mikroprozessor

derart angesteuert wird, dass sie einen mechanischen Impuls

auslést, der das Gehause des Monitors in Schwingung versetzt,

so dass zusatzlich zur audiovisuellen Ruckkopplung der Benut-

zer auch spurt, dass seine Eingabe detektiert wurde.

Nachteilig bei dieser Lésung ist, dass egal welche Eingabe

stets die gleiche taktile Ruck-

kopplung erfolgt und erst durch die Verbindung mit der nach

durch Beruhrung erfolgt ist,

wie vor vorhandenen audiovisuellen Rflckkopplung eine Diffe-

renzierung méglich ist.

Die der Erfindung zugrundeliegende Aufgabe ist es eine berfih-

rungsempfindliche Anzeige mit taktiler Rfickkopplung an-

zugeben, die die Nachteile des Standes der Technik lest.

Diese Aufgabe wird durch die Merkmale des Patentanspruches l

gelbst.

Erfindungsgemafi weist eine beruhrungssensitive Anzeige mit

taktiler Ruckkopplung eine erste mechanisch flexible Schicht,

derart ausgestaltet, dass sie als Anzeige funktioniert bei-

spielsweise eine als elektronisches Papier bekannte Folie,

eine zweite Schicht aufweisend mindestens einen Rezeptor, ei-

ne dritte Schicht aufweisend mindestens einen steuerbaren Ak-

tor, wobei die zweite Schicht derart angeordnet ist, dass der

Rezeptor eine Berfihrung in zumindest einem Teilbereich der

ersten Schicht unter Erzeugung mindestens eines ersten Sig-

nals erfasst und wobei die dritte Schicht derart angeordnet

ist, dass der steuerbare Aktor die erste Schicht zumindest in

dem Teilbereich punktuell mechanisch manipuliert sowie eine
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Steuereinrichtung, die mit der zweiten und dritten Schicht

derart ausgestaltet und verbunden ist, dass in einem Aus-

gangszustand mindestens ein zweites Signal zur Ansteuerung

des Aktors erzeugt wird, wobei auf Grundlage des ersten Sig-

5 nals mindestens ein geandertes zweites Signal erzeugt wird.

Die erfindungsgemafie Anzeige ermdglicht ein Erfassen einer

Berflhrung der Anzeige durch den Rezeptor, wobei unmittelbar

10 am Ort der Berflhrung ein taktiles Feedback gegeben wird, in

dem beispielsweise bei einem auf der Anzeige dargestellten

virtuellen Tastenblock, der durch Druck auf die entsprechende

Stelle der Anzeige bedient werden kann, fur jede der darge-

stellten Tasten des Tastenblocks durch den Aktor eine fflhlba-

15 re Begrenzung und/Oder eine Tastaturbeschriftung, die insbe-

sondere auch fur die Realisierung eines Terminals fur Sehbe-

hinderte bzw. Blinde hilfreich ist - realisiert wird. Bei-

spielsweise ist es denkbar, das Tastatur und Beschriftung fur

Sehende dargestellt werden, wahfend gleichzeitig durch den

20 Aktor eine Ausgabe in Blindenschrift "Brailleschrift" unter—

halb der dargestellten Taste erzeugt wird.

Durch geeignete Steuerung (Software) kann, um den Eindruck

einer wirklichen Tastatur naher zu kommen, ein Nachgeben bzw.

25 Einrasten der virtuellen Taste erzeugt werden und es ist so-

gar méglich, einen Schieberegler zu simulieren, in dem eine

einen Regler darstellende virtuelle Taste der Beruhrung bzw.

dem Ziehen der Taste folgt, wobei dazu evtl. die Oberflache

eines solchen Reglers insbesondere rau und griffig erzeugt

30 wird. Durch die erfindungsgemafle Anzeige erhalt der Benutzer

eine intuitive Ruckkopplung, die dem Benutzer eine hdhere Si-

cherheit im Umgang mit einer berfihrungssensitiven Anzeige ge-

wahrt und den Einfluss stbrender Gerausche und Lichtegegeben-

heiten minimiert bzw. neutralisiert.

35

Als erste Schicht besonders geeignet sind Anzeigemedien, die

gemafi der Technologie des "elektronischen Papiers", "mikroge-
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kapselten elektrophoretischen Anzeige" oder "organischen E-

lektro—Lumineszenz" ausgestaltet sind, da diese sehr dunn und

ausgestaltet als flexible Folie mechanischen Kraften, die

insbesondere punktuell auf die Folienflache wirken, wie sie

der Aktor erzeugt, nachgibt. Dabei ist die Folie derart elas-

tisch ausgestaltet, dass sie in den Ausgangszustand vqr der

mechanischen Krafteinwirkung zuruckkehrt, sobald die Kraft-

einwirkung beendet ist.

Eine Ausgestaltung des Rezeptors als Lichtgitter, erlaubt das

indirekte Detektieren Von Beruhrungen, da ein solches knapp

fiber der ersten Schicht angebrachte Lichtgitter lediglich den

Ort erfasst an dem ein Benutzer beispielsweise mit dem Finger

das Licht des Gitters unterbricht,

berfihren. Des Weiteren hat diese Ausgestaltung den Vorteil,

dass die zweite Schicht aus dem Luft gebildet wird, welches

nur durch die das Lichtgitter realisierende Einrichtungen be-

um eine virtuelle Taste zu

grenzt ist, so dass der Aktor keinen zusatzlichen Widerstand

zur punktuellen mechanischen Manipulation erfahrt und wenig

Antriebsenergie benétigt.

Die Ausgestaltung des Aktors als Matrixanordnung Von elekt-

risch und/oder magnetisch angetriebenen Stiften erlaubt die

Erzeugung einer Rauheit bzw. Griffigkeit der virtuellen Tas-

ten und ist insbesondere fur die Realisierung der Ausgabe ei-

ner Blindenschrift besonders geeignet.

Eine Matrix Von senkrecht zur Anzeige gelagerten beweglichen

Stiften als Rezeptor ist geeignet, um das Einrasten bzw.

Nachgeben auf einen Tastendruck zu simulieren. Auch das Er-

fassen eines virtuellen Schiebereglers ist mit dieser Ausges—

taltung einfach zu realisieren, da fur die Ermittlung der

Schieberichtung lediglich der Zustand benachbarter Stifte ge-

pruft werden muss.
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Stifte Von Aktor-Matrix und der Rezeptor—Matrix nebeneinander

abwechselnd in der gleichen Ebene (Schicht) anzuordnen spart

Raum.

Noch vorteilhafter ist es die Stifte derart auszugestalten,

dass sie sowohl die Aktor als auch Rezeptor—Funktion erffil-

len. Dadurch lasst sich auch effektive und platzsparende Art

die Begrenzung bzw. Beschriftung einer virtuellen Taste er-

zeugen (herausfahren der Stifte), wobei ein (hinein-)drucken

der Stifte zum einen das Detektieren der Berflhrung erméglicht

und zum anderen das Nachgeben bzw. Einrasten. Zudem ist die

durch die Ortsflbereinstimmung von Rezeptor und Aktorfunktion

eine prézisere Zuordnung Von ermitteltem Druckpunkt und dar-

gestellter virtueller Information méglich.

Piezoelektrische Elemente eignen sich besonders fur den An-

trieb bzw. das Detektieren Von Berfihrungen da sie, beispiels-

weise durch Mikroprozessoren erzeugte, Spannungen (Signale)

in Druck bzw. Bewegung direkt umsetzen kénnen und umgekehrt

weiterverarbeitbareDruck in sofort, durch Mikroprozessoren,

Spannungen (Signale) erzeugen.

Elektromagnetische Elemente werden, ebenso wie die piezo-

elektrischen Elemente, ffir die Realisierung Von Blinden-

schrift Terminals, Braillezeile, bekannt und daher leicht zu

erwerben.

Eine Sensormatte als Rezeptor vorzusehen, hat unter anderem

den Vorteil, dass die Sensormatte als Massenprodukt gfinstig

in der Anschaffung ist.

Ist die zweite Schicht als transparente Sensormatte ausges-

taltet, die Zudem unmittelbar oberhalb der ersten Schicht zu

liegen kommt, wird das mechanisch flexible Anzeigemedium ge-

schutzt da es nicht mehr direkt der Berfihrung durch einen

Nutzer ausgesetzt ist. Die Lebensdauer des, sicherlich im
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Vergleich zur Sensormatte mit hbheren (Anschaffungs-)Kosten

verbundenen Anzeigemediums wird erhbht.

Ein Ausffihrungsbeispiel der Erfindung wird anhand der einzi-

5 gen Figur dargestellt. Diese zeigt:

Seitenansicht des Schichtaufbaus einer beruhrungssensi—

tiven Anzeige mit taktilem Feedback.

10 In der Figur ist eine in drei Schicht S1, S2 und S3 geglieder~

te Anzeige in Seitenansicht dargestellt, wobei in der ersten

Schicht S1 eine transparente, flexible Sensormatte zu liegen

kommt.

l5 Diese Sensormatte iet derart ausgestaltet, dass sie Beruhrun—

gen detektiert und mindestens ein erstes Signal erzeugt, das

zumindest den Ort (kartesische Koordinaten) der Beruhrung be-

stimmt.

20 Unmittelbar oberhalb dieser ersten Schicht S1 ist die zweite

Schicht S2 angeordnet, die durch eine flexible elastische Fo-

lie gebildet wird, welche nach der Technologie des sogenann—

ten elektronischen Papiers ausgestaltet ist.

25 Unter einem elektronischem Papier wird in der Fachwelt ein

eine Technologie verstanden, bei der die Vorteile Von Flach-

bildschirmen und Druckerfarbe auf Papier vereint werden, in-

dem kleinste Farbkapseln mit mindestens zwei Farben — etwa

Schwarz und Weifi - auf einer Papierflache je nach elektri-

30 scher Ladung an einer einzelnen Stelle mit der einen Oder der

anderen Seite nach oben zeigen. Fur die Ansteuerung des dafur

notwendigen elektrischen Feldes sind sogenannte Plastik Tran-

sistoren gedacht.

35 Alternative der Fachwelt bekannte Technologien sind "organi-

sche Elektro—Lumineszenz Folien" oder "mikrogekapselte e-
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lektrophoretische Anzeigen", die ebenfalls eine Ausgestaltung

als flexible sehr dunne Anzeigemedien erlauben.

Fur die erfindungsgemafle Anordnung ist die Anwendung dieser

Technologie auf eine Folie gedacht, die mechanisch flexibel

und elastisch ausgestaltet ist, so dass sie punktuell mecha-

nisch manipuliert werden kann, um Auswuchtungen auf der Ober—

flache der Folie zu erzeugen, die sich nach Beenden der me-

chanischen Manipulation selbstandig zurflckbilden.

Unterhalb der zweiten Schicht S2 kommt die dritte Schicht S3

zu liegen, die durch eine flachendeckende Matrix aus senk—

recht zur Folienflache beweglich gelagerten piezoelektrisch

betriebenen als Nylon- oder Metallstift ausgestaltete "Nop-

pen" N1..Nm gebildet wird.

Die drei Schichten S1,S2und S3 sind dabei derart angeordnet,

dass die piezoelektrisch betriebenen Noppen N1..Nm die ersten

beiden Schichten S1 und S2 punktuell mechanisch manipulieren

konnen, so dass durch nebeneinander angeordnete Noppen N1..Nm

in einem Ausgangszustand Tastaturbegrenzungungen und/oder -

beschriftungen eines virtuellen Tastenblock auf der Ober—

flache der zweiten Schicht erzeugt und dort zu ertasten sind.

Hierbei kann die Beschriftung in der Brailleschrift verfasst

sein, so dass sehende Nutzer die Moglichkeit haben eine vom

Anzeigenmedium dargestellte virtuelle Tastatur und ihre Funk-

tion zu sehen, wobei sie die Tastaturbegrenzung ffihlen kon—

nen, und gleichzeitig sehbehinderte Nutzer die Moglichkeit

haben die Tastaturfunktion durch die Von den Noppen N1..Nh

erzeugte Brailleschrift zu ertasten.

Zumindest die zweite Schicht S2 und die dritte Schicht S3

sind mit einer Steuereinheit uP verbunden, die derart ausges-

taltet ist, dass sie in einem Ausgangszustand, d.h. ein Zu-

stand in dem (noch) keine Eingabe durch Berfihrung erfolgt

ist, beispielsweise einen virtueller Tastaturblock und/oder

eine virtuelle Menuleiste durch Erzeugung mindestens eines
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zweiten Signals, zur Ansteuerung der Noppen-Matrix N1..Nm,

realisiert wird. Des Weiteren ist die Steuereinheit uP derart

ausgestaltet, dass sie das aufgrund einer Berfihrung Von der

Sensormatte erzeugtes erstes Signal ein mindestens ein neues

zweites Signal erzeugt, wobei die Beruhrung in einem zulassi—

gen Bereich, das heifit ein Bereich in dem ein virtuelles Be-

dienelement dargestellt ist, erfolgt sein muss.

Die Steuereinheit uP ist dazu aufierdem noch mit einer die An-

zeige steuernden Einheit verbunden oder bildet mit ihr eine

Einheit, so dass auch Steuersignale zur Erzeugung bedienungs-

bedingter Veranderungen der virtuellen Bedienelemente erzeugt

werden.

Als Alternative zu der Sensormatte kann in der zweiten

Schicht S2 auch ein Lichtgitter zu liegen kommen.

Lichtgitter bestehen im Allgemeinen aus zwei senkrecht zuein—

ander angeordneten Senderleisten, die jeweils mehrere Licht-

strahlen emittieren sowie gegenuber jeder Senderleiste ange-

die die Lichtstrahlen detektiert.

Die Lichtstrahlen der senkrecht angeordneten Senderleisten

ordnete Empfangerleisten,

kreuzen sich dabei und erzeugen ein Lichtgitter. Bei einem

Durchdringen des Lichtgitters werden auf den senkrecht zuein—

ander angeordneten Empfangerleisten, das Ausbleiben jeweils

mindestens eines Lichtstrahls detektiert, so dass sich Koor-

dinatenpaare bilden lassen, mit denen eine genau Bestimmung

des Durchdringungsortes erfolgt. Die ermittelten Koordinaten

kbnnen dann als erstes Signal an die Steuereinheit uP gelei-

tet werden.

Das Lichtgitter ist dabei derart oberhalb der ersten Schicht

S1 angeordnet, dass die durch die Noppen-Matrix N1..N2 punktu-

ellen Ausbuchtungen der Anzeigenoberflache keine Lichtstrah-

len unterbrechen.
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1. Beruhrungssensitive Anzeige mit taktiler Ruckkopplung ge-

kennzeichnet durch

a) eine erste Schicht S1 , mit einem mechanisch flexiblen

Anzeigemedium,

b) eine zweite Schicht S2 mit mindestens einem Rezeptor,

c) eine dritte Schicht S3 mit mindestens einem steuerbaren

Aktor,

d) die zweite Schicht S2 derart angeordnet ist, dass der

Rezeptor eine Berfihrung in zumindest einem Teilbereich

der ersten Schicht S1 unter Erzeugung mindestens eines

ersten Signals erfasst,

e) die dritte Schicht S3 derart angeordnet ist, dass der

steuerbare Aktor die erste Schicht S1 zumindest in dem

Teilbereich punktuell mechanisch manipuliert,

f) eine Steuereinrichtung uP, die mit der zweiten Schicht

S2 und dritten Schicht S3 derart ausgestaltet und ver—

bunden ist, dass in einem Ausgangszustand mindestens

ein zweites Signal zur Ansteuerung des Aktors erzeugt

wird, wobei auf Grundlage des ersten Signals mindes—

tens ein geéndertes zweites Signal erzeugt wird.

. Anzeige nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das

Anzeigemedium eine gemafi der Technologie des "elektroni-

schen Papiers", "mikrogekapselten elektrophoretischen An-

zeige" Oder "organischen Elektro-Lumineszenz", ausges-

taltete Folie ist.

. Anzeige nach Anspruch 1 Oder 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet,

dass der Rezeptor als "Lichtgitter" ausgestaltet ist.

. Anzeige nach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 3, dadurch gekenn—

zeichnet, dass

a) der.Aktor eine erste Matrixanordnung beweglich gelager—

ter elektrisch und/Oder magnetisch angetriebener Stifte

N1..Nm ist,
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b) die Stifte N1..Nh senkrecht zur Fléche der ersten

Schicht S1 bewegbar sind.

5. Anzeige nach einem der Ansprfiche 2 bis 4, dadurch gekenn-

5 zeichnet, dass

a) der Rezeptor eine zweite Matrixanordnung beweglich ge-

lagerter Stifte N1..N¢ ist,

b) die Stifte N1..N5 senkrecht zur Flache der ersten

Schicht S1 bewegbar sind.

10

6. Anzeige nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die

zweite Schicht S2 und dritte Schicht S3 eine gemeinsame

Schicht bilden, wobei die Stifte N1..Nm der ersten Matrix-

anordnung und die Stifte N1..Nm der zweiten Matrixanord—

15 nung nebeneinander angeordnet sind.

7. Anzeige nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die

Stifte N1..Nm als Aktor und zugleich Rezeptor ausgestaltet

sind.

20

8. Anzeige nach einem der Anspruche 4 bis 6, dadurch gekenn-

zeichnet, dass die Stifte N1..Nm piezoelektrische Elemente

sind.

25 9. Anzeige nach einem der Ansprfiche 4 bis 6, dadurch gekenn-

zeichnet, dass die Stifte N¢..N¢ elektromagnetische Ele-

mente sind.

10.Anzeige nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprflche, dadurch

30 gekennzeichnet, dass die zweite Schicht S2 eine Sensormat—

te ist.

ll.Anzeige nach Anspruch 10, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

a) die erste Schicht S1 unterhalb der zweiten Schicht S2 zu

35 liegen kommt,

kfl die zweite Schicht S2 transparent und flexibel ist.
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7) having a touch screen display (214)
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covers the touch screen display in a
closed position (200). The keypad has
at least one transparent key (210) which
further comprises an actuator (408) on
a second side (404) and a substantially
smooth surface, or lens on a second side

(402). When the keypad is in the closed
position the software definable images
are projected through the transparent keys
to the user. The user may then depress
the transparent key associated with a
corresponding image, causing the actuator
to contact the touch screen display and
thereby select the desired function. Each
transparent key provides tactile feedback
to the user indicating the transparent
key has been sufficiently depressed. The
device therefore retains tactile feedback

of traditional keypads, while allowing
each key to be dynamically labeled to in
accordance with the mode of operation.
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Data Entry Device

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates generally to a configurable data entry device and

more particularly an apparatus providing tactile feedback to the configurable

data entry device while maintaining configurability of the data entry device.

Portable electronic devices are becoming more and more popular as size,

weight and functionality improve-. Some of these portable devices function as

wireless communication devices and traditionally include such devices as

cellular telephones, two-way radio services, or cordless phone services just to

name a few. Other portable devices do not incorporate wireless connectivity but

are ‘carried extensively by the user. For example, Personal Digital Assistants

(PDAS) can be used for many functions including personal information

management or games. These devices are currently available to the consumer,

largely as separate products. However, devices have begun to emerge enclosing

two or more devices within one housing. For example, the combination of a

cellular radiotelephone and a personal digital assistant (PDA), or a radio

transceiver and a PDA, allowing wireless communication. Convergence of these

devices into one unit or multifunctional device, is the result of the desire to have

internet access at all times as well as the increase in popularity of personal

information devices, such as PDAS and the like. These types of devices are

limited in number and have just begun to surface in the market place.

Short messaging devices having short messaging service (SMS) or similar

capability are also popular allowing users to communicate with text messages as

an alternative to voice communication. Devices with this capability are

commonly used in meetings as they allow meeting participants to communicate

with others not in the meeting on a real time basis. The user can type and send a

message with the device without disrupting the meeting, whereas this is not the

case with voice communication. More and more devices are becoming

multifunction in nature and there for haveluser interfaces to accommodate the
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multiple modes. However, most of these devices use software definable touch

screen displays or similar devices, which do not provide the user with tactile

feedback. As a result of the transition to portable multifunctional devices, the

need to improve the user interface has become apparent.

5 Current single function devices such as a cellular radiotelephones

generally have one or two functions assigned to each individual button on the

user interface. For example very simple low cost radiotelephones include an

alphanumeric keypad having only a numeral and the typical three or four letters

assigned to an individual key. If the user is dialing a number, the keys associated

10 with the desired numbers are depressed. If the user is entering a name, when

storing a phone number for example, the user must cycle through the key having

the desired letter until the letter appears on the output device or display because

each key represents more than one letter. In more advanced cellular

radiotelephones, the device may have other functions or options the user must

15 access. This requires either more keys, further requiring more space and a larger

device which is less conducive to portability, or adding more functions to the

existing keys, increasing the complexity. In some cases the device size is not

important and additional keys may not be an issue. However, in the growing

portable wireless device market, small size and light weight is important as it

20 allows the device to be easily transported. The device is more apt to be used,

providing more billable usage to the service provider, if it is carried on the user

at all times; small size and light weight promote this behavior. Adding another

function to a key increases the complexity of operation as well as clutters the key

with a plurality of indicia identifying the keys functions making the device more

25 difficult to operate. As a result, this reduces the user inclination to use the device

as all three deficiencies: complexity, size and weight discourage use and

therefore billable time is reduced.

One method of providing more functions without increasing the

complexity of device operation and yet maintain a portably favorable size and

30 weight is to use a touch screen display. The touch screen is a combination

input/output (I/O) device comprised of an input layer place on top of an output
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layer. The output layer displays images which correspond with a designated

input portion of the input layer. Software that controls the display defines or

displays icons, which may for example resemble buttons or keys, on the display.

Touching the icon of the output layer activates the designated input portion of

the input layer, activating the desired function. This is commonly known as

software defined keys or soft keys.

Use of a touch screen display, however, has several downfalls. First, it is

. not always viable for the user to look directly at the data entry portion of the

device when entering or selecting functions. The tactile feedback of traditional

keys, which allows the user to blindly select the keys while still entering the

desired information, is not present.

Second it is desirable for the user in general to have tactile feedback when

depressing a key. This acknowledges to the user that the key has been

sufficiently depressed and the desired function has been activated. This is not

available on current touch screen devices. Some devices may provide buttons

over the touch screen device to provide a tactile feel however the buttons cover

the touch screen, such as described in U.S. Patent 5,742, 894 assigned to Motorola

Inc., the assignee of the present invention, and only act as an actuator, actuating

the touch screen, therefore limiting the user to the functions indicated on the

buttons.

Some devices incorporate an audible feedback tone alerting the user that

the desired function has been activated and even further, other devices combine

the audible feedback with the tactile feedback. Audible feedback alone however,

may not be appropriate in all environments or user modes. For instance, audible

keypad tones are not desired when the user is in a meeting yet desires to receive

feedback when a key has been depressed. For example, a cellular radiotelephone

having only audible feedback will not provide any feedback to the user if the

audible feedback is turned off.

The use of additional keys also poses a problem as this requires more

space within the device and cost reduction is almost always desired. Touch

screen displays may add flexibility to the input output device however this
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renders the device without tactile feedback to the user. The current methods are

deficient in these areas by creating larger more complex devices that are less user

friendly than predecessors. Touch screen displays without any feedback or

audible feedback only limit the user's options and functionality to the user.

Therefore, there is a need to improve the means and method of providing data

input and output capability for portable electronic devices.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the wireless communication device in

accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a front View of the wireless communication device with the second

housing portion in the closed position in accordance with the preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a front View of the wireless coimnunication device with the second

housing portion in the open position in accordance with the preferred

embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a cross section view of one transparent key in a relaxed state in

accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a cross section view of one transparent key in a depressed state in

accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 6 is a cross section View of one transparent key in a relaxed state in

accordance with an alternative embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 7 is an exploded View of the wireless communication device in

accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a top View of the wireless communication device in accordance

with the preferred embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 9 is FIG. 2 rotated 90° degrees showing the touch screen display in

accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODEVIENTS

The present invention relates to a user interface and more particularly to

the data entry portion of the user interface. The preferred embodiment of the

present invention is a portable wireless communication device that combines a

radiotelephone with personal information management capability. The user

interface of the preferred embodiment of the present invention combines a touch

screen display having a movable keypad incorporating transparent keys so that

the touch screen display is visible through the transparent keys. The keypad is

movable from a closed position, which allows the user to use the device as a

phone and more voice—centric activity, using the keypad to enter telephone

numbers, to an open position where the keypad moves away from the touch

screen display, thereby fully uncovering the touch screen display for data—centric

oriented operation. In the open position, using the keys of the keypad in

conjunction with the soft keys of the touch screen display gives the user tactile

feed back when entering data, yet allows the image of the soft key, which is

displayed on the touch screen display, to be projected through the transparent

keypad maintaining configurable soft key capability.

The block diagram in FIG. 1 shows a wireless communication device 100

in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the present invention. This

device is a multifunctional wireless communication device incorporating the

present invention. One function of the device is to operate as a radiotelephone in

a cellular telephone system or the like. In the preferred embodiment a frame

generator ASIC 102, such as a CMOS ASIC available from Motorola, Inc. and a

microprocessor 104, such as a 68HC11 microprocessor also available from

Motorola, Inc., combine to generate the necessary communication protocol for

operating in a cellular radiotelephone system. Microprocessor 104 uses memory

106 comprising RAM 108, EEPROM 110, and ROM 112, preferably consolidated

in one package 114, to execute the steps necessary to generate the protocol and to

perform other functions for the wireless communication device, such as
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accepting information from writing to a touch screen display 116, or controlling a

frequency synthesizer 130, and receiving in a signal from a keypad sensor 136.

ASIC 102 processes audio transformed by audio circuitry 124 from a microphone

122 and to a speaker 126.

5 A transceiver processes the radio frequency signals. In particular, a

transmitter 128 transmits through an antenna 134 using carrier frequencies

produced by a frequency synthesizer 130. Information received by the

communication device's antenna 134 enters the receiver 132 that demodulates the

symbols using the carrier frequencies from frequency synthesizer 130. The 4

10 communication device may optionally include a message receiver and storage

device 131 including digital signal processing means. The message receiver and

storage device could be, for example, a digital answering machine or a paging

receiver.

FIG. 2 shows the preferred embodiment of the present invention

15 comprised of a first housing portion 202 coupled to a second housing portion 204

by a double hinge 206. The second housing portion 204 has a fixed transparent

member or a lens 212 adjacent to a keypad 208. The keypad 208 is comprised of a

plurality of transparent keys 210 either connected together as one piece or as

individual keys. The keypad 208 is disposed in the second housing portion such

20 that each transparent key 210 is accessible from both a front side 218 and a

backside 302 of the second housing portion 204 as shown later. The plurality of

transparent keys 210 of the preferred embodiment of the present invention, are

arranged in a radiotelephone keypad array having keys operative to typical

radiotelephone functions. These functions include dialing, entering personal

25 information data, web browsing and other similar functions. When the second

housing portion 204 is inlthe second housing portion first position or closed

position 200, the transparent keys 210 of the keypad 208 partially cover the touch

screen display 214 which is mounted in the first housing portion 202. The

exposed portion of the touch screen display 216 visible through thelens 212 of

30 the second housing portion displays information to the user and works in

conjunction with the keypad 208 while the second housing portion is in the
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closed position 200. While in the closed position, the sensor 136, either a

magnetic reed switch as in the preferred embodiment, or by other detecting

means is activated, signaling the microprocessor 104 that the second housing

portion is in the closed position 200. .

5 Turning to FIG. 3, the device is shown in the second housing portion

second position or open position 300. In the open position 300, the touch screen

display 214 is fully accessible to the user. The user can input data and View the

touch screen display 214 directly and not through the transparent keys 210 or

lens 212 of the second housing portion 202. This allows for the unlimited display

10 and entry options as the touch screen display is configurable by software and can

be programmed in accordance with the desired mode of operation. For example,

the device may advantageously be used as a personal organizer having the

capability to display a calendar, a to do list, personal contact information and

other personal management data and the like. Even further, the device is

15 intended to be used with internet browsing software that conform to such

standards as the wireless application protocol (WAP) or iMode and the like to

gain access to the internet in a wireless fashion. The device may also be used as a

writing or drawing tablet wherein the touch screen display 214 is adapted for

handwriting recognition or to receive drawing input respectively. The

20 adaptability of a software definable touch screen display is only limited by

microprocessor 104 capability and the amount of memory 106 necessary to store

the given information, therefore allowing unlimited modes of operation.

FIG. 4 shows a cross section View of the first and second housing portions

(202, 204), respectively, with the transparent key 210 in its relaxed, non-

25 depressed state. The transparent keys 210 shown in combination with the touch

screen display 214, advantageously give the user tactile feedback. Physically, the

transparent keys 210 have a front side 402 and a back side 404. The front side 402

is accessible from the front side 218 of the second housing portion 204 and acts as

a lens showing the image 310. This front side 402 may be a magnifying lens,

30 magnifying the image 310 displayed on the touch screen display 214. The back

side 404 of the transparent key 210 is accessible from the back side 302 of the
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second housing portion 204. The back side 404 of the transparent key 210 has an

actuator 408 protruding therefrom which makes contact with the touch screen

display 214 when the transparent key 210 is depressed. Tactile feedback is

provided in two ways. First the presence of a physical key as opposed to a soft

key on a touch screen display 214, allows the user to advantageously locate and

recognize the. desired key through feel. The user does not need to look at the

device to determine where the desired key is. In addition, when the transparent

key 210 of the keypad 208 is depressed, tactile feedback is advantageously

provided by the movement of the transparent key 210 as it is depressed toward

the touch screen display 214.

FIG. 5 shows the same cross section as in FIG. 4 however the transparent

key 210 is now in a depressed state. Theltransparent key 210 is integrally

coupled to a Webbed material 410 usually made of plastic, and elastomer, or PVC

as in the preferred embodiment. The webbed material 410 generally forms the

keypad 208, having a plurality of transparent keys 210 protruding therefrom.

The webbed material 410 of the keypad 208 is located between the front side 402

and the back side 404 of the second housing portion 204. The front side 402 and

the back side 404 of the transparent key 210, hold the keypad 208 in place by

sandwiching the webbed material 410 therebetween. The transparent key 210 is

accessible through the second housing portion 204 through an aperture in the

front side 218 and the back side 302. The aperture in the backside 302 of the

second housing portion 204 has a geometry larger than the transparent key 210

and the aperture in the front side 218, allowing the transparent button 210 to

move downward towards the back side 318 when depressed. In the depressed

state, the actuator 408 contacts a corresponding selectively active portion 304 of

the touch screen display 214 closing the circuit and activating the desired

function.

In an alternative embodiment of the present invention, shown in FIG. 6,

the tactile feedback is provided by a poppel dome 612 of the poppel dome layer

610, mounted to the back side 404 of the second housing portion 204, placed in

between the transparent keys 210 and the touch screen display 214. The actuator
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408 contacts the poppel dome 612 when the transparent key 210 is depressed,

and the ppppel dome 612 in turn contacts the corresponding selectively active
portion 304 of the touch screen display 214 thereby sending the desired input

signal.

5 The tactile feedback is beneficial for three reasons. First, the tactile feel

associated with the depression of the transparent key 210 beneficially

compliments other feedback, such as an audible tone, the combination of which

provide comprehensive feedback. Secondly, the tactile feedback advantageously

allows the user to blindly enter data or dial the device as it allows the user to

10 locate the transparent keys 210 without looking at the device. Lastly, the tactile

feedback is further advantageous as hearing impaired users will not here the

audible feedback tone and must rely on the tactile feedback provided by the

transparent key 210. Yet in other device modes where a writing or drawing

tablet is necessary, the keypad 208 can be moved out of the way of the touch

15 screen allowing the user full access to the touch screen display to enter data

accordingly. The key indicia or image of the preferred embodiment of the

present invention, indicating the function of the transparent key 210, are

provided by the touch screen display 214. Dynamic labeling, or software

programability of the indicia, in conjunction with the tactile feel of the

20 transparent key 210, maintains both the soft key configurability and tactile

feedback of the data entry device.

The touch screen display 214, displays the appropriate indicia, visible

through the transparent key 210 when the second housing portion 204 is in the

closed position 200. Turning to FIG. 7, a first image 702 displayed by the touch

25 screen display 214 is projected through the corresponding transparent key 210 to

the user 506, shown by path 504, indicating to the user 506 which function will be

carried out when the transparent key 210 is depressed. In the preferred

embodiment of the present invention when the device is operating in a cellular

radiotelephone mode, the touch screen display 214 would display an array of

30 numbers corresponding in location to the array of transparent keys 210 of

keypad 208 in a first touch screen display mode. In a second touch screen
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display mode letters are displayed in the same manner as number, for the entry

of words. In a third touch screen mode, a full text keyboard is displayed and the

user may move the keypad 208 aside and enter the text directly Via the full text

keyboard. Each number or letter is displayed though its corresponding

transparent key 210. This advantageously allows for a larger font to be used as

the transparent key 210 is not displaying as much information at one time as an

alphanumeric key would. This is beneficial as the transparent key 210 is easier to

ready as a result of the larger font size. This is further beneficial as the

transparent key is less cluttered with numerous indicia or images therefore

reducing the complexity of the data entry device and the operation of the device

in general.

The double hinge 206 has two joints, a first joint 306 coupling the second

housing portion 204 to the hinge 206 and a second joint 308 coupling the hinge

206 to the first housing portion 202. This allows the second housing portion 204

to move freely about the first housing portion 202 as shown in FIG. 8, rotating

from the closed position 200 wherein the keypad 208 mounted therein is planarly

adjacent and effectively coupled thereto for interaction with the touch screen

display 214 to an open position 300 wherein the keypad 208 is planarly adjacent

to the back side of the first housing portion 202. In the second housing portion

second position the second housing portion 204, and therefore the keypad 208, is

out of the way of the user such that the touch screen display 214 can be used in

any device orientation without the hindrance of the second housing portion 204.

The free rotation capability of the second housing portion 204 allows the second

housing portion to act as a stand, propping the device up into either a portrait

configuration for speaker phone mode for one example or in a landscape

orientation for viewing video or graphics of similar nature.

Depending on the operation mode of the device, the device will display

the appropriate indicia on the touch screen display 214. The indicia that is

displayed is projected through the transparent key 210 and the indicia is changed

based on the mode of the device. In a first operation mode, a first icon is

displayed, and the user can depress the transparent key 210, activating the touch
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screen display 214 in the location corresponding to the first indicia which selects

the first desired function. In a second operation mode the device software would

display a second indicia representing a different function and the user would

select the second desired function. For example, in cellular telephone operation

5 mode, the software would display a numeric telephone keypad for dialing phone

numbers. A second mode may be entering an individuals name when storing a

phone number in the device's memory. In this case, as show in FIG. 9, the

software would display a full text alphabetic keyboard 902 or a QWERTY

keyboard for easy entry of the name by the user.

10 The previous description of the preferred embodiments are provided to

enable any person skilled in the art to use the method of or making data entry

devices. It is understood that this description is by Way of example only and that

numerous changes and modifications can be made by those skilled in the art

without departing from the true spirit and scope of the invention. For example,

15 although the present method and apparatus is for a cellular radiotelephone, it

may also apply to other types of portable electronic devices such as personal

digital assistants, digital cameras and the like. Further, other means of

employing a tactile feedback may also be incorporated. The display, displaying

the image that is projected through the transparent key does not have to be a

20 touch screen display. Other displays such as a LED display or an organo-

ernissive display or the like may be incorporated into the invention.

We claim:
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CLAIMS

1. A data entry device comprising:

a first housing portion having electronic circuitry disposed therein;

a user interface mounted in said first housing portion and having at least one

input portion, said input portion sending a signal to said electronic circuitry in

response to user input;

an image displayed on said user interface wherein a location of said image on

said user interface corresponds to said at least one input portion of said user

interface; and

a tactile keypad coupled to said first housing portion and having at least one

transparent tactile key, said at least one transparent tactile key transmitting said

image displayed on said user interface to a user when said at least one transparent

tactile key is aligned therewith, wherein said at least one transparent tactile key has

a lens portion and an actuator portion,

wherein said actuator portion is adjacent to said user interface and makes

Contact with said at least one input portion of said user interface when said

transparent tactile key is depressed, and

wherein said transparent tactile key provides a tactile feedback to said user

when said at least one transparent tactile key is depressed.

2. The data entry device of claim 1 wherein said tactile keypad is coupled tovsaid

first housing portion by a hinge.

3. The data entry device of claim 1 wherein said user interface is a touch screen

display.
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4. The data entry device of claim 1 wherein said user interface is a plurality of

switches.

5. The data entry device of claim 1 wherein said at least one image of said user

5 interface is software definable.

6. The data entry device of claim 1 wherein said at least one image has a geometry

substantially the same geometry as said at least one transparent tactile key of said

tactile keypad.

10

7. A wireless communication device comprising:

a first housing portion having a front outer surface, and a back outer surface;

a touch screen display mounted in said first housing andbaccessible from said

front outer surface thereof, said touch screen display having an output portion and

15 an input portion to display user information and receive user input, respectfully,

wherein said output portion of said touch screen display is planarly adjacent to said

input portion of said touch screen display, said input portion being transparent such

that said display portion is clearly visible through said input portion, and wherein

said input portion has at least one selectively active portion for receiving user input,

20 and wherein said output display portion displays at least one image aligned with

said selectively active portion;

a hinge coupled to said first housing portion, said hinge having a first axis;

a second housing portion having a first surface and a second surface, said

second housing portion coupled to said first housing portion by said hinge wherein

25 said second housing portion rotates about said first axis such that in a second

housing portion first position, said second housing portion is planarly adjacent to

said front outer surface and covers a portion of said touch screen display; and
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a tactile keypad mounted in said second housing portion having at least one

transparent key, said at least one transparent key having a front side and a back

side,

wherein said at least one transparent key transmits said at least one image of

5 said touch screen display to the user looking at said front side of said transparent

key when said second housing portion is in said second housing portion first

position,

wherein said at least one transparent key has an actuator portion protruding

from said back side such that when said second housing portion is in said second

10 housing portion first position said actuator is accessible from said second surface

and is adjacent to said touch screen display such that when said at least one

transparent key is depressed, said actuator activates said at least one selectively

active portion of said touch screen display, activating a first desired function, and

wherein said at least one transparent key provides tactile feedback to the user

15 i when said at least one transparent key is depressed.

8. The wireless communication device of claim 7 wherein said at least one

transparent key aligns with both said at least one selectively active portion of said

input portion of said touch screen display and said at least one image of said output

20 portion of said touch screen display in said second housing portion first position,

such that said at least one image is visible to the user through said at least one

transparent key.

9. The wireless communication device of claim 7 wherein said at least one image of

25 said output portion is a software definable image.

10. The wireless communication device of claim 9 wherein said at least one software

definable image has a geometry which is substantially the same geometry as a
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corresponding said at least one transparent key such that said at least one software

definable image is completely visible through said at least one transparent key when

said second housing portion is in said second housing portion first position.

11. The wireless communication device of claim 7 wherein said hinge further

comprises a second axis, wherein said second axis is substantially parallel to said

first axis and wherein said first axis and said second axis are separated by a distance

equal to half the distance separating said first surface of said first housing portion to

said second surface of said housing portion and wherein said second housing

portion rotates about said first axis and said first housing portion rotates about said

second axis allowing said second housing portion to rotate from said second

housing portion first position to a second housing portion second position wherein

said second housing portion is planarly adjacent to said back outer surface of said

first housing portion.

12. The wireless communication device of claim 7 wherein said touch screen display

in a first operation mode displays a plurality of soft keys arranged in a

radiotelephone configuration.

13. The wireless communication device of claim 12 wherein said tactile keypad

having a plurality of transparent keys aligns with said plurality of soft keys

arranged in a radiotelephone configuration.

14. The wireless communication device of claim 7 wherein said touch screen display

in a second operation mode displays a plurality of soft keys arranged as a full text

keyboard, and wherein said touch screen display in a third operation mode operates

as a handwriting recognition device.
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15. The wireless communication device of claim 7 wherein said touch screen display

displays a plurality of software definable images including icons, buttons, or text.

16. The wireless communication device of claim 7 wherein said touch screen display

5 in a fourth operation mode operates as a drawing tablet.

17. The wireless communication device of claim 7 wherein said touch screen display

has an illumination means for backlighting said touch screen display.

10 18. The wireless communication device of claim 7 wherein said second housing

portion in a second housing portion third position forms an angle between said first

housing portion and said second housing portion between 90° degrees and 360°

degrees.

15 19. The wireless communication device of claim 7 wherein said front side of said

transparent key is a magnifying lens, magnifying said image of said touch screen

display.

20. The wireless communication device of claim 7 wherein a transceiver is disposed

20 in said first housing portion.
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